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Abstract
The quantity of digital videos is huge, due to technological advances in video cap-
ture, storage and compression. However, the usefulness of these enormous volumes
is limited by the effectiveness of content-based video retrieval systems (CBVR) that
still requires time-consuming annotating/tagging to feed the text-based search. Visual
similarity is the core of these CBVR systems where videos are matched based on their
respective visual features and their evolvement across video frames. Also, it acts as an
essential foundational layer to infer semantic similarity at advanced stage, in collab-
oration with metadata. Furthermore, handling such amounts of video data, especially
the compressed-domain, forces certain challenges for CBVR systems: speed, scalabil-
ity and genericness. The situation is even more challenging with availability of non-
pixelated features, due to compression, e.g. DC/AC coefficients and motion vectors,
that requires sophisticated processing. Thus, a careful features’ selection is important
to realize the visual similarity based matching within boundaries of the aforementioned
challenges. Matching speed is crucial, because most of the current research is biased
towards the accuracy and leaves the speed lagging behind, which in many cases affect
the practical uses. Scalability is the key for benefiting from these enormous available
videos amounts. Genericness is an essential aspect to develop systems that is applica-
ble to, both, compressed and uncompressed videos.
This thesis presents a signature-based framework for efficient visual similarity
based video matching. The proposed framework represents a vital component for
search and retrieval systems, where it could be used in three possible different ways:
(1)Directly for CBVR systems where a user submits a query video and the system re-
trieves a ranked list of visually similar ones. (2)For text-based video retrieval systems,
e.g. YouTube, when a user submits a textual description and the system retrieves a
ranked list of relevant videos. The retrieval in this case works by finding videos that
were manually assigned similar textual description (annotations). For this scenario,
the framework could be used to enhance the annotation process. This is achievable
by suggesting an annotations-set for the newly uploading videos. These annotations
are derived from other visually similar videos that can be retrieved by the proposed
framework. In this way, the framework could make annotations more relevant to video
contents (compared to the manual way) which improves the overall CBVR systems’
performance as well. (3)The top-N matched list obtained by the framework, could be
used as an input to higher layers, e.g. semantic analysis, where it is easier to perform
complex processing on this limited set of videos.
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The proposed framework contributes and addresses the aforementioned problems,
i.e. speed, scalability and genericness, by encoding a given video shot into a single
compact fixed-length signature. This signature is able to robustly encode the shot
contents for later speedy matching and retrieval tasks. This is in contrast with the
current research trend of using an exhaustive complex features/descriptors, e.g. dense
trajectories. Moreover, towards a higher matching speed, the framework operates over
a sequence of tiny images (DC-images) rather than full size frames. This limits the
need to fully decompress compressed-videos, as the DC-images are exacted directly
from the compressed stream. The DC-image is highly useful for complex processing,
due to its small size compared to the full size frame. In addition, it could be generated
from uncompressed videos as well, while the proposed framework is still applicable
in the same manner (genericness aspect). Furthermore, for a robust capturing of the
visual similarity, scene and motion information are extracted independently, to better
address their different characteristics. Scene information is captured using a statistical
representation of scene key colours’ profiles, while motion information is captured
using a graph-based structure. Then, both information from scene and motion are
fused together to generate an overall video signature. The signature’s compact fixed-
length aspect contributes to the scalability aspect. This is because, compact fixed-
length signatures are highly indexable entities, which facilitates the retrieval process
over large-scale video data.
The proposed framework is adaptive and provides two different fixed-length video
signatures. Both works in a speedy and accurate manner, but with different degrees of
matching speed and retrieval accuracy. Such granularity of the signatures is useful to
accommodate for different applications’ trade-offs between speed and accuracy. The
proposed framework was extensively evaluated using black-box tests for the overall
fused signatures and white-box tests for its individual components. The evaluation
was done on multiple challenging large-size datasets against a diverse set of state-of-
art baselines. The results supported by the quantitative evaluation demonstrated the
promisingness of the proposed framework to support real-time applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The volume of video data is rapidly increasing. More than 100 video hours are up-
loaded to YouTube every minute (YouTube, 2015) and more than 4 billion video hours
are being watched each month (YouTube, 2015) with comparable numbers for Face-
book (ComScore, 2015). Such volumes attracted researchers to develop robust tools
that could efficiently and speedily search and retrieve relevant videos, in a way that is
close to the human perception of video similarity. Humans could see videos in different
levels of granularities (DeMenthon and Doermann, 2003): i.e. based on scene dom-
inant colours (e.g. greeny garden or bluish sky), contained objects (e.g. car, tank or
aeroplane), action (e.g. biking, handshaking or swimming) or even in a higher seman-
tic level (e.g. football match, action film or wedding party). Visual similarity is a core
enabling step for these various levels, as it represents the generic matching case be-
tween videos based on their respective visual features (Farag and Abdel-Wahab, 2003;
Hou et al., 2014). This reflects the importance of working on visual similarity for a
better video matching systems that could support shrinking the semantic-gap1. How-
ever, the visual similarity is highly challenging (Hoi et al., 2003; Hou et al., 2014),
due to its loose matching conditions (Lu et al., 2010) that are beyond simple viewpoint
change or photometric variations, compared to near-duplicates and copy detection.
This is because similar videos do not necessarily need to depict identical scenes, but
there should be some resemblance between them (Liu et al., 1999; Farag and Abdel-
Wahab, 2003). The challenging problem requires imposing new techniques that could
efficiently tackle these enormous compressed volumes and detect/extract meaningful
similarity representations. This would better address the visual similarity problem and
unlock the benefits from such large-scale video data.
In this thesis, we present an efficient framework for detecting and measuring vi-
sual similarity in compressed videos without performing full decompression. This is
in contrast with the majority of current techniques that were originally developed to
target uncompressed videos and were later adopted for compressed-domain through
1The difference between low-level features and the corresponding human perception (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014).
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initial video decompression. This decompression disregards a lot of beneficial pre-
computed compressed-domain features, e.g. DC and AC coefficients. Also, it wastes
valuable processing time and resources (Tahboub et al., 2014) and the potential sup-
port for speedy and scalable performance through benefiting from these features. The
situation is even more urgent with the current research trend of favouring retrieval ac-
curacy over matching speed, especially when dealing with the growing amounts of
compressed videos, existing amounts of uncompressed videos, density of features and
real-time requirements. In general, these challenges could be abbreviated as, scalabil-
ity, genericness and speed that will act as the core targeted problems to be addressed
by the proposed framework.
To address those challenges, the proposed framework builds compact fixed-length
signatures with minimal extractable compressed-stream information, i.e. DC-image.
In addition, for a better capturing of the visual similarity, scene and motion informa-
tion are handled independently and mapped to different signatures. Then, the fusion
between respective scene and motion signatures produces the overall video signature.
The resultant signatures are compact and fixed-length that were built without relying
on complex dense features/descriptors that could affect the targeted speed (Pacharaney
et al., 2013), while facilitating for scalable performance (Shen and Cheng, 2011) as
well.
1.1 Motivation
The ultimate motivation for this thesis is to improve the concept of videos’ visual sim-
ilarity based matching. Working on this level of video analysis (visual similarity) has
numerous benefits, since it represents a core component of CBVR systems. Hence, a
successful realization of the visual similarity will contribute effectively towards bet-
ter CBVR systems and importantly helps to shrink the semantic-gap. This could be
achieved possibly through feeding an initial list of ranked visually similar videos, re-
trieved by the proposed framework, to a higher layer for further complex analysis in
collaboration with their available metadata (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014).
The proposed framework is further motivated by the urgent need to implement
speedy and scalable CBVR systems (Ansari and Mohammed, 2015), to cope with
the current enormous volumes of video data, especially the compressed-domain, e.g.
MPEG. This will facilitate searching through these volumes and retrieve videos in
real-time manner (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014; Ansari and Mohammed, 2015; Thep-
ade and Yadav, 2015a). However, even with the compressed nature of the current
video volumes, there are still available uncompressed volumes. This forces the need
for generic systems that could efficiently handle both video types with no alteration
to their operation. Unfortunately, in the literature (to the best of our knowledge) there
are no attempts of such generic systems. This is because most of the current tech-
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niques attempted to decompress compressed-videos initially and consequently wastes
valuable processing time and resources (Rouhi, 2016; Abbass et al., 2012a; Tahboub
et al., 2014). The wasted time and resources are crucial aspects of certain environ-
ments where memory and speed are stricter constraints, e.g. servers/real-time systems,
or even with the increasing demand for more speed by normal users. The speed and
the scalability aspects were not the primary focus of current research that relied on
complex high-dimensional constructs that supported only for a higher retrieval ac-
curacy levels. These complex high-dimensional constructs are not contributive for
neither speedy matching nor scalable performance. Furthermore, through literature
(to the best of our knowledge) there was not enough work to derive compact fixed-
length constructs (signatures) that could facilitate a higher matching speed and scalable
performance through indexing (Shen and Cheng, 2011). This is because such signa-
tures were mostly used for copy detection (Harvey and Hefeeda, 2012; Khoenkaw and
Piamsa-nga, 2014), where it is easier to generate signatures for the same video un-
der non-complex attacks, e.g. photometric/geometric variations. In general, all of the
aforementioned facts and problems represents the compound motive for this thesis.
1.2 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to tackle the visual similarity in (mainly) compressed-domain
videos. Given a query video shot, a ranked list of visually similar videos are needed
to be retrieved. To realize this aim a novel, speedy, scalable and generic framework is
proposed. The objectives that helped to achieve this aim and build the framework are
the use of: (1)Compact fixed-length signatures, (2)The tiny DC-image sequence from
available compressed-stream features. The proposed framework is totally signature-
based to facilitate speedy matching. The reliance on signatures is highly beneficial for
scalability, as their compact nature facilitates scaling-up the framework performance
over large-scale data (Morsillo et al., 2010) using indexing, e.g. B-tree (Bayer and
McCreight, 2002). (Signatures are highly indexable entities (Shen and Cheng, 2011)).
Furthermore, the framework avoids full decompression and uses minimal available
compressed-domain features, i.e. DC-image. This is essential to boost the match-
ing speed and facilitates the genericness aspect where an equivalent features-set could
be extracted from an uncompressed stream as well. Finally, towards a better visual
similarity capturing, (3)Scene and motion are modelled separately, while the fusion
between them yields the overall representative signature for a given video shot.
1.3 Challenges
This section states the the main challenges that were faced and tackled by the proposed
work in this thesis:
3
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1. Video Similarity:
The targeted visual similarity, as a video analysis level, is challenging. Visual
similarity does not have any deterministic agreed boundaries/definitions com-
pared to other video analysis levels. For example, copy detection and near-
duplicates levels have a well defined list of attacks (Law-To et al., 2007; Wu
et al., 2009), e.g. photometric/geometric transformations. Section 2.1 in the
next chapter presents and discusses all the various key video analysis levels and
how they differ from the targeted visual similarity problem.
2. Matching Speed:
High matching speed is a critical issue, particularly when dealing with the vast
available amounts of video data (Pacharaney et al., 2013; Ansari and Mohammed,
2015). Fast matching enables the real-time performance to fulfil applications/users
needs. The situation is further challenging with the compressed nature of the
available videos, where full decompression (usually carried out) should be avoided
to further boost the matching speed.
3. Scalability:
Dealing with such massive volumes of video data raises the scalability issue.
The system’s performance should scale-up well over large-scale data (Shen and
Cheng, 2011; Ansari and Mohammed, 2015). In addition, the system should
facilitate for possible indexing tasks over such large volumes where videos need
to be represented with fully indexable entities (Shen and Cheng, 2011).
4. Compressed-Domain Features:
Videos, especially the compressed, are extensively rich with a diverse set of
pre-computed features, e.g. AC/DC coefficients and motion vectors. However,
most of these features require sophisticated handling to extract meaningful in-
formation from them. In addition, their high dimensional nature makes them
less contributive to a faster systems’ performance.
Although most of the available video data are in compressed format, there are
still available uncompressed video data. This forces the genericness require-
ment. The proposed system should be of a generic nature and applicable for
both compressed and uncompressed videos as well, with almost no alteration in
its operation.
1.4 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is an effective and computationally efficient signature-
based framework that assesses the visual similarity of videos in real-time manner. To
realize this, the following technical contributions are introduced:
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• Extracting compact and fixed-length signatures to represent each shot. The ex-
tracted signatures are powered by the DC-image as a representative of the full
size frame.
• Capturing the essence of video shot contents through fixed-length scene and
motion signatures. The Scene signature captures the statistical properties of the
scene key colours into a fixed-length construct. The motion information is cap-
tured through a graph-based structure that is also encoded into a fixed-length
construct, using the graphs’ respective structural properties.
The framework also has a numerous benefits; the first benefit is its adaptability to
users/applications needs. Hence, two different operational modes are provided: speed
and accuracy. For each mode a separate signature is developed to realize its goal, based
on the fusion between its individual motion and scene signatures. Both signatures are
able to operate in real-time manner. However, the speed-oriented signature offers a
higher level of matching speed with a slightly reduced retrieval accuracy compared to
the accuracy-oriented signature that is slower, but more accurate in the retrieval.
The second benefit is the framework genericness, as it is applicable for both com-
pressed and uncompressed videos as well, because it only uses the DC-image feature.
Such an image could be constructed from uncompressed full size frames using a simple
pixel averaging process while the framework is still applicable with no modifications.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The structure of the rest of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces the literature review of key related work. The review is pre-
sented in a categorized order while focusing on related work in the compressed-
domain. The chapter also highlights the advantages and disadvantages of the
state-of-art related work, drawing the path for thesis’s contributions.
• Chapter 3 presents a core investigation and quantitative evaluation for the tiny
DC-image performance, compared to the full size frame, since it acts as vital
component in the proposed signature-based framework.
• Chapter 4 presents a general overview of the proposed framework, and illustrates
how each of the individual scene and motion signatures are developed and fused
together to achieve the visual similarity based video matching.
• Chapter 5 presents the internal design details and parameters’ selection of the
framework underlying scene and motion signatures, as well as, the combined
signatures as well.
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• Chapter 6 presents the experimental setup, datasets, results and an exhaustive
evaluation for the framework against a challenging group of state-of-art base-
lines. Moreover, the underlying scene and motion signatures are further exam-
ined to evaluate their retrieval capabilities.
• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, and describes some potential future work.
1.6 List of Publications
Published Work:
• Saddam Bekhet, Amr Ahmed and Andrew Hunter. ”Video Matching Using DC-
image and Local Features.” Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence 3, pp.2209-2214, London, 3-5 July, 2013. Best Student Paper Award
WCE2013.
• Saddam Bekhet, and Amr Ahmed and Andrew Hunter. ”DC-image For Real
Time Compressed Video Matching.” Transactions on Engineering Technologies.
Springer Netherlands, pp.513-527, 2014.
• Saddam Bekhet, and Amr Ahmed. ”Compact Signature-Based Compressed
Video Matching Using Dominant Colour Profles(DCP).” International Confer-
ence on Pattern Recognition ICPR, pp.3933-3938, Stockholm, 24-28 August,
2014.
• Saddam Bekhet, Amr Ahmed, Amjad Altadmri and Andrew Hunter. ”Com-
pressed Video Matching: Frame-to-Frame Revisited.” Journal of Multimedia
Tools and Applications (MTAP), Springer-US, 2015. (Online DOI:10.1007/
s11042-015-2887-8)
Under Review Work:
• Saddam Bekhet, and Amr Ahmed. ”Video Similarity Detection using Fixed-
length Statistical Dominant Colour Profile Signatures (SDCP).” Journal of Ma-
chine Vision and Applications.
• Saddam Bekhet,, and Amr Ahmed. ”Graph-Based Video Sequence Matching
Using Dominant Colour Graph Profile (DCGP).” Journal of Signal, Image and
Video Processing.
• Saddam Bekhet, and Amr Ahmed. ”An Integrated Signature-based Framework
for Efficient Video Sequence Matching.” International Journal of Computer Vi-
sion.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
This chapter provides a survey of previous studies related to the proposed thesis work.
Section 2.1 presents the various video analysis levels from an application-wise per-
spective, highlighting our research area and clarifies its differences and overlaps with
other levels in the video analysis spectrum. Section 2.1.1 proposes a definition for the
visual similarity concept, as it represents the core thesis target. Section 2.1.2 gives an
overview of the MPEG standard and DC-image, as an important compressed-domain
feature that will be utilized in this work. Then, according to the types of available
videos, i.e. compressed and uncompressed, the literature will be categorically pre-
sented following this order. Hence, Section 2.2 reviews related work in uncompressed-
domain, while compressed-domain work is presented in Section 2.3. Furthermore, the
related work in these sections will be traversed according to the utilized methodolo-
gies, types of features and descriptors, for a better discussion of their common advan-
tages/disadvantage and their effects on the proposed framework design.
2.1 Background
Video analysis is a hot research topic that embodies different work levels driven by ap-
plications’ needs. Namely; copy detection, near-duplicates, action recognition, visual
similarity and semantic similarity, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This section illustrates
these various video analysis levels focusing on the targeted level of visual similarity
and how it differs from the other levels.
Copy Detection (Law-To et al., 2007; Shinde and Chiddarwar, 2015): The lowest
video analysis level which is a basic requirement for handling digital contents and
protecting copy rights. Most of the faced challenges at this level ranges from a simple
intensity change up to insertion of a picture inside video frames. Generally, copy
detection is the strictest layer in the spectrum, as it deals with exactly the same video
subjected to some photometric changes and/or geometric transformations. TRECVID
(TrecVid, 2015) stopped launching the copy detection task since 2012, as they stated
reaching a satisfactory results.
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Figure 2.1: Video analysis spectrum, i.e. application-wise, showing the visual similar-
ity level and its relation to the other spectrum levels.
Near Duplicates (Wu et al., 2009): A video is a duplicate of another if it depicts ex-
actly the same scene without newly added important information. Near duplicates de-
tection is more complex than copy detection, as it allows slight scene variation (mostly
view point change). However, it still works within constrained conditions, as there is
a defined list of variations to be tackled in this process, e.g. camera/viewpoint change,
photometric variations, editing operations, caption/logo/border insertion and frames
adding/removing. As depicted in Figure 2.1 near-duplicates overlaps with copy de-
tection where they share the photometric/geometric variations part. This makes copy
detection a very special case of near-duplicates detection.
Action Recognition: It is the process of identifying actions that occur in video se-
quences (Jiang et al., 2013). In the context of human action recognition, an action
consists of a number of atomic movements, e.g. movement of a limb, and describes
a whole-body movement, possibly cyclical such as running (Moeslund et al., 2006).
Recently, the definition is extended to include non whole-body movements, e.g. drum-
ming, waving and clapping (Kuehne et al., 2011; Reddy and Shah, 2013). The main
ingredient for action recognition level is the depicted human motion pattern in respec-
tive video shots, in addition to some knowledge (semantics of the action).
Visual Similarity: It represents the case where two videos share some visual aspects
(Farag and Abdel-Wahab, 2003), e.g. scene and motion patterns. The important as-
pect about this level, is its loose matching conditions that is beyond simple view-point
change or photometric variations. Visual Similarity represents a compromise between
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the strictness of copy detection/near-duplicates and the looseness of semantic similar-
ity, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 through its overlap with these levels. Moreover, even
with action recognition visual similarity has some overlap as well, where some times
scene information helps to better recognize actions (Reddy and Shah, 2013), e.g. ski-
ing always happen on ice. In general, all of the other video analysis levels involves a
certain amount of visual similarity which reflects its importance and core role. Visual
similarity is challenging, due to two main reasons: (1)There is no fixed list of at-
tacks to be tackled unlike copy detection and near-duplicates, especially with its loose
matching conditions. (2)Only low-level features are available at this level to infer the
similarity in a humanly way, i.e. no metadata. Section 2.1.1 will discuss the visual
similarity in more detail and proposes a suitable definition for it.
Semantic Similarity: The ultimate goal of video analysis and the highest level in the
whole spectrum where videos are judged to be similar if they share the same meaning
as interpreted by humans (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014), e.g. two videos for mak-
ing cake by different chefs in different kitchens. Achieving highly accurate results
from this layer mainly depends on two factors: (1)Availability of accurate annotations,
which is not usually the case, as there is still no automatic way to generate robust
unbiased annotations (Lu et al., 2010). (2)Relying on a robust visual similarity layer
to trigger initial similarity indicators to facilitate a higher semantic analysis. This is
applicable for the class of videos that are visually and semantically similar. However,
even for videos that are not visually similar, but semantically similar, visual similarity
could still help by expanding the retrieval circle to find all the other visually similar
videos and analyse their relations and metadata. This reflects the importance of the
visual similarity as an enabling step to shrink the semantic-gap.
Conclusively, each of the aforementioned video analysis levels depends on dif-
ferent fusion scenarios and amounts of scene, motion and metadata, as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. Copy detection and near duplicates depend mostly on scene information
with a very little attention to motion information. Action recognition depends mainly
on motion information and could benefit from scene information (Kuehne et al., 2011;
Reddy and Shah, 2013) and uses some knowledge (semantics of the action). Semantic
similarity depends mainly on metadata plus scene and motion information (Altadmri
and Ahmed, 2014). In general, all of the video analysis levels embodies a certain
amount of the generic visual similarity. However, none of them could achieve the
generic visual similarity by its own, which reflects its importance, especially with its
potential to minimize the semantic gap. The next section will further discuss the visual
similarity level and propose a suitable definition for it.
2.1.1 Definition of Visual Similarity
Through literature there is not any clear definition for the visual similarity, as it to-
tally depends on the human perception (Basharat et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2000), with
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the absence of absolute measures (Lienhart et al., 1997) that every one would agree
on. However, some research was done to investigate the similarity from a psycho-
logical perspective (Attneave, 1950; Lienhart et al., 1997; Farag and Abdel-Wahab,
2003) and it was reported that humans usually determine the similarity of videos based
on their visual characteristics (Farag and Abdel-Wahab, 2003), e.g. colours and tex-
ture, in their respective temporal orders (Liu et al., 1999; Cheung and Zakhor, 2003).
Specifically, colour proved to have a very strong relation to the human perception of
similarity (Farag and Abdel-Wahab, 2003; Lokocˇ et al., 2014). Furthermore, research
emphasized the importance of metric models to measure this similarity (Lienhart et al.,
1997; Cheung and Zakhor, 2003; Shao et al., 2008b; Hou et al., 2014). This is mainly
because of their simplicity and their ability to quantify video features, e.g. colour, to
act as representative feature vectors (Shao et al., 2008b). For example, considering
two video shots SA and SB with feature vectors {a1, ..., an} and {b1, ..., bn}; a simple
similarity measure could be derived using the Euclidean distance (from the Minkowski
family) is as follows:
d(SA, SB) =
[
N∑
i=1
(ai − bi)2
] 1
2
(2.1)
For comprehensiveness purpose the following list enumerates and discusses the various
attempts to define the visual similarity through literature, chronologically listed:
• “Two similar videos should be similar in the visual features of low-level, such
as colour, texture,...etc.” (Liu et al., 1999). This was one of the earliest defini-
tions and presented the similarity based on only raw scene features without any
consideration for the incident motion in the shot. Furthermore, the definition
classified the visual similarity and copy/near-duplicates detection in the same
bucket, while it is bigger than both and allows more video variations.
• “Humans usually determine the similarity of video data based on their visual
characteristics such as colour, texture, shape,...etc.” (Farag and Abdel-Wahab,
2003). Although this definition refereed to the humans’ perception as the core
ingredient, but it focused only on the scene and shape information without any
reference to the motion aspect. This narrows the visual similarity to its minimum
and treats it as a copy detection problem.
• “Visually similar videos can be further relaxed to be changed with content edit-
ing at frame or shot level, e.g swap, insertion, deletion or substitution, thus could
have different ordering or length with original source.” (Shao et al., 2008b). This
definition ignored the motion aspect as well. Moreover, although it mentioned
the relaxation aspect as an important ingredient of the visual similarity, but it
restricted this relaxation into near-duplicates like attacks, i.e. frame alteration.
Also, it bounded the relaxation to changes over the original video, while the real
world scenarios should allow matching videos from different sources.
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• “Visual similarity is different from semantic similarity. The reason is that vi-
sually similar videos may have different semantics and semantic similar video
may be totally different in vision. Meanwhile, the visual similarity does not have
strict restriction on video objects and scenes because they are related to users in-
terests.” (Lu et al., 2010). This definition highlighted the difference between
the visual and semantic similarities. Also, it emphasized on the relaxation for
objects and scenes, but it still ignored the motion part, although it is related to
the humans’ interest, to identify the similarity as well.
As a core conclusion, researchers neither spend much time to crack the code of the
visual similarity nor imposed a clear definition for it. They relied on metric models fu-
eled by various representative features to quantitatively assess such similarity (Ansari
and Mohammed, 2015) effectively. Most of the previous definitions highlighted the
relaxed matching conditions, but none of them explicitly clarified the correct amount
of relaxation at least to identify minimal borders with the other video analysis levels.
However, there is some sort of an implicit agreement for the generic meaning of the
visual similarity, i.e. combination of appearance and motion similarities (Choi et al.,
2013; Karpathy et al., 2014; Uijlings et al., 2015), which is close to reflect the visual
similarity true nature. This combination need to be balanced; because if the visual
similarity is driven only by motion, it would be more like an action recognition task.
On the contrary, if it is driven by only appearance similarity, it would be more close to
copy/near-duplicates detection, as depicted in Figure 2.2. Thus, measuring the visual
similarity between videos requires building a balanced representative metric model
that integrates scene, i.e. appearance, and motion features to mimic the human per-
ception of similarity. This separate modelling allows selecting the best features set to
realize each part (scene/motion) separately, while the final fusion between both parts,
represents the overall video descriptor that is used to derive the similarity score. The
term scene refers to the colours spatio-temporal patterns across the shot, while motion
refers to the overall motion patterns from the background and the foreground object(s).
Subsequently, our proposed definition of the visual similarity is given below:
“ Given two video shots V1 = (S1,M1) and V2 = (S2,M2), where Si and Mi
represents scene and motion patterns of Vi. Scene information refers to the colours
spatio-temporal patterns in the shot, while motion information refers to the motion
pattens from the scene and the object(s). V1 and V2 are considered visually similar if
S1 ∼ S2 and M1 ∼M2 as well, but none of them need to be identical.”
2.1.2 MPEG and DC-image
This section gives a brief about the MPEG compression standard, since this thesis work
targets compressed-domain videos. MPEG-1/2/4 (Watkinson, 2004) video consists
of I (Intra), P (Predicted) and B (Bidirectional) frames arranged in consecutive sets
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Figure 2.2: Effect of balancing between motion and scene on the visual similarity.
The task becomes close to copy detection if scene is the significant factor, while it
approaches action recognition, if motion is the significant factor. The figure also plots
all the video analysis levels according to their fused amounts of scene, motion and
knowledge, i.e. metadata.
of Group of Pictures (GOP) as shown in Figure 2.3. B and P frames carry motion
information through using motion vectors that describe respective blocks’ movements
across the GOP. I frames are full size frames, they do not carry any motion information,
but encoded using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (Watson, 1994) to reduce their
spatial redundancy. The DCT algorithm works by dividing an input image into 8 × 8
blocks (default block size) and for each block the DCT is applied. The output consists
of one DC-coefficient and 63 AC-coefficients per block (following the default block
size). The term DCT(0,0) is related to the raw pixel values f(x, y) via the following
Equation 2.2:
DCT(0,0) =
1
8
7∑
x=0
7∑
y=0
f(x,y) (2.2)
The DC-coefficients give the lowest frequency component of each video frame.
Nevertheless, they represent a spatially scaled image frame (Gao and Yang, 2010).
The DC-image of an I-frame is the collection of its all DC-coefficients in their re-
spective spatial orders. This DC-image is very tiny and represents 1
64
of its I-frame
size (Almeida et al., 2011). The important aspect about the DC-image, is the ability
to extract it without full-decompressing which is highly beneficial for later exhaustive
processing. Furthermore, the DC-image was found to retain most of its corresponding
full I-frame visual features. Figure 2.4 depicts sample DC-images reconstructed from
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Figure 2.3: Typical MPEG GOP structure, showing the different types of frames inside
a single MPEG GOP: I, B and P frames.
Figure 2.4: Sample DC-images reconstructed from full size I-frames. The images still
retain most of the visual features despite of their tiny size.
various I-frames that shows the visual richness of the DC-images despite of their tiny
size. It was found that the human performance on scene recognition decreases by only
7% using 32 × 32 colour images compared to full resolution images (Torralba et al.,
2008), as shown in Figure 2.5. Hence, taking advantage of the DC-image tiny size,
speedy reconstruction and richness of visual content; it is used as a base for building
the proposed framework. Chapter 4 will present a detailed quantitative evaluation re-
garding its retrieval performance and matching speed compared to the full size frame.
Figure 2.5: Human performance on scene recognition as a function of image resolution
(Torralba et al., 2008). Only 7% recognition decrease due to using 32 × 32 colour
images compared to using the full size image version (256× 256).
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The next sections will present review of key related literature work. The literature
will be presented in a categorized order following the chronological appearance of un-
compressed and compressed videos in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Furthermore,
the literature will be further deeply traversed according to the utilized features and de-
scriptors and the underlying matching techniques of each category, as fully illustrated
in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Literature on the video similarity, categorized according to work on un-
compressed and compressed domains, with further specific categorization for each
category.
2.2 Video Similarity in Uncompressed Domain
This section presents the most relevant key work regarding video similarity in the un-
compressed domain, according to the categorization depicted in Figure 2.6. Hence,
there will be two main sub-sections for this literature work based on: the utilized fea-
tures and descriptors types in Section 2.2.1 and the adopted matching techniques in
Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Based on Features/Descriptors Types
The majority of video matching techniques, through literature operates by utilizing
different features types (mostly low-level) directly or indirectly by wrapping them into
meaningful descriptors, to design robust CBVR systems. The next subsections will
present in detail the various common features and descriptors, and how they were
used through literature. This section will be further categorized into either: (1)Spatial,
(2)Temporal or (3)Spatio-temporal features and descriptors respectively.
2.2.1.1 Spatial
Spatial features have some historic roots, as they were originally proposed for image
retrieval. Later, they were adopted for video retrieval (Geetha and Narayanan, 2008),
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since videos are composed of an images sequence (frames) in a specific temporal or-
der. Raw pixel data was one of the earliest and most native features to investigate
the videos’ similarity. The Sum of Squared Pixel Difference (SSD) in conjunction
with available video annotations were used for video retrieval (Karpenko and Aarabi,
2011). The approach was tested on a sampled large-scale dataset of 32 × 32 pixels
frame size. The sampling was performed to provide compatibility with the tiny images
dataset (Torralba et al., 2008) for a better combined performance. The final results
highlighted the importance of motion features for a robust retrieval, as the adopted
SSD measure do not utilize any motion information.
Colour histogram (Gonzalez, 2009), as a powerful global image matching feature
(Wang et al., 2014), inspired researchers to extend it for video matching. A direct
usage was proposed (Chen et al., 2009), where a quantized HSV colour histogram in
conjunction with a motion histogram were used as a signature to match video shots.
A more sophisticated colour histogram, i.e. Dominant Colour Histogram (DCH), was
introduced in (Lin and Zhang, 2000). DCH idea is based on extracting HSV dom-
inant colours and map them to a quantized histogram that keeps only colours with
the longest durations across each shot. DCH was used for video retrieval (Lin et al.,
2001), object tracking in CCTV videos (Li et al., 2008) and recently for video summa-
rization (Kanade and Patil, 2013). The major drawbacks of DCH and histogram-based
techniques in general, is their inability to accommodate for the temporal information,
which makes them less discriminative for video contents and not suitable for the visual
similarity.
Ordinal measures, are global feature that were originally proposed for image stereo
matching (Bhat and Nayar, 1998). They are solely based on the ranks of pixels inten-
sity values. Basically, a frame is partitioned into Nx × Ny patches and the average
intensity for each patch is computed. Then, ranks of the sorted averages list are used
as a frame descriptor. A direct application for the ordinal measures was introduced in
(Hua et al., 2004), where each frame was partitioned into 3 × 3 equally sized regions
while dynamic programming was used to compare the accumulated frames’ ordinal
signatures of different videos. Later, ordinal measures were improved to better han-
dle videos by expanding their limits to capture video’s temporal dimension (Chen and
Stentiford, 2008). This was achieved by modifying the ranking process to include ad-
jacent patches across the video frames. Furthermore, as ordinal measures were mostly
built over intensity only, an attempt to improve their performance to provide more
invariance against global colour changes was introduced in (Avula and Deshmukh,
2012). The proposed improvement was attempted by applying the ranking over each
frame YCbCr colour histogram bins instead of the actual frame pixels values. Then,
the exacted ordinal ranks were used in collaboration with the sum of weighted means
of each individual colour channel to build a video retrieval signature. In general, or-
dinal measures were used mostly for copy detection tasks (Ren et al., 2012; Shinde
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and Chiddarwar, 2015), due to their invariance to photometric attacks. Unfortunately,
ordinal measures do not provide an efficient way to capture motion information and
lacks the ability to tackle simple geometric changes. This makes ordinal measures are
of less benefit to handle videos with more complex content.
A diverse collection of spatial descriptors have been proposed over the past years.
SIFT (Lowe, 2004) and its speedy sibling SURF (Bay et al., 2006) are the best known.
Later, several other descriptors have also been popular in this context. Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) was introduced to capture edge
orientations in images or video-frames through accumulation. SIFT (mostly), SURF
and HOG coupled with other features have been the most popular choices in recent
video analysis systems (Wang and Zhao, 2012; Shi et al., 2013; Nalini and Kumar,
2014; Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014; Aihara and Aoki, 2015). A different approach to
encode a given scene’s spatial information was proposed in (Oliva and Torralba, 2001).
The approach introduced a new descriptor (GIST) that was extracted by convolving an
image with Gabor filters at multiple scales and orientations. The final descriptor values
were the extracted averages following overlying a fixed-size grid over the resultant
image feature maps. The GIST descriptor was used for copy detection (Natsev et al.,
2010) and video classification (Solmaz et al., 2013). In general, all of these spatial
descriptors do not efficiently provide any cues to encode motion information unless
fused with other descriptors or linked across video frames, as will be discussed in
Section 2.2.2.2. Moreover, they come with a costly time requirements (Pei and Hsiao,
2015), due to their reliance on multiple filtering and convolving stages. This limits
their contribution towards solving the targeted speed issue.
In summary: The majority of existing spatial features and descriptors were originally
proposed for images and later adopted for videos. This makes them of less discrimina-
tive power for videos, due to their inefficiency to capture the motion aspect. Further-
more, the spatial features can be extracted either locally or globally over video level,
each of which has its own drawbacks. For global-level features, the temporal informa-
tion is not captured where a given video shot is summarized into a single construct.
In addition, the spatial information is also affected (Wang et al., 2011; Kamila, 2015),
due to the aggregation, in case of histogram-based representations or ranking, in case
of ordinal-based representations. This makes global-level features are less effective
for shot retrieval (de Souza and Goularte, 2013). Regarding the local-level features,
they provide an efficient way to preserve the spatial information, e.g. SIFT. However,
they still can not encode any temporal information on their own, and importantly are
expensive to compute (Pei and Hsiao, 2015). This is attributed to the exhaustive local
processing and convolving that is repeated across video frames. Moreover, the major-
ity of these descriptors are high dimensionality vectors and are generated by thousands
per frame (Lowe, 2004). This limits their support for a scalable system, especially with
the compact signature structure we are aiming to. Hence, to overcome these drawbacks
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the proposed framework will avoid these costly high dimensional features/descriptors.
It will directly utilize local frame information (colours) and fuse it globally over the
shot level to generate a robust and balanced descriptor that is cheap, low dimensional,
representative and discriminative. Furthermore, the proposed framework will use mo-
tion information in addition to spatial information for a richer representation of video
contents.
2.2.1.2 Temporal
Time is an essential characteristic of a video sequence (Shan and Lee, 1998). Thus, a
number of temporal descriptors were proposed through literature to capture such valu-
able essence. Optical flow (Lucas et al., 1981) was one of the oldest proposed tech-
niques to capture the motion between successive video frames. A motion-based video
indexing and retrieval system that used optical flow was introduced in (Ardizzone and
La Cascia, 1996). Later, optical flow was reintroduced in a more efficient way that
summarizes motion information through a histogram-based structure, i.e. HOF (Persˇ
et al., 2010). The HOF descriptor was used in various researches, mostly in collabora-
tion with HOG, to enrich video representation, especially for tasks that rely on motion
as the discriminating factor between videos (Kuehne et al., 2011; Soomro et al., 2012;
Uijlings et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2015). Furthermore, with the rise of Spatio-Temporal
Pyramid Matching technique (STPM) (Choi et al., 2013) to enrich video retrieval, op-
tical flow was used in collaboration with SIFT to measure video shots similarity over
the STMP (Choi et al., 2013).
Recently, a new motion descriptor, Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) was intro-
duced (Dalal et al., 2006). The MBH was designed based on the derivative of optical
flow, to cancel out most of camera and background motions. The MBH final represen-
tative histogram is similar to HOG, i.e. voting for pixel orientation angles to decide
the correct histogram bin. MBH was used in many occasions, particularly with HOG
and HOF (Uijlings et al., 2015). This is attributed to MBH ability to compensate for
camera motion to better capture objects’ motion, especially for action related research
when there is more focus on objects’ motion patterns (Kuehne et al., 2011; Soomro
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013a; Chen et al., 2015).
HOF, MBH and other optical flow based descriptors are custom designed to handle
videos by better encoding the motion aspect. However, they share a major drawback
related to the required exhaustive pixel-level precessing to extract them (Persˇ et al.,
2010). This represents the bottleneck that affected all of the optical flow based tech-
niques (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014). Moreover, optical flow based techniques are
more effective for tasks that targets motion in first place, as action recognition. This
makes them less suitable for the generic similarity problem that requires capturing
information from scene as well and not only focused on objects’ motion.
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In summary: Temporal features are crucial components to any video analysis sys-
tem. Through literature there exists a limited work that only used motion for video
matching. The majority of existing work uses a mixture of temporal and spatial fea-
tures/descriptors to enrich systems’ performance. However, with the large size and
number of video frames, optical flow based techniques becomes a bottleneck for speedy
processing (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014; De Geest and Tuytelaars, 2014), and may fail
following sudden motion change in videos (Laptev, 2005). Hence, the proposed frame-
work will directly extract motion information from a block-based structure rather than
the exhaustive pixel-level processing. This will reduce the number of computations
dramatically and speed-up processing. In addition, the extracted motion information
will be transformed into a graph structure for a richer shot representation in conjunc-
tion with other scene information.
2.2.1.3 Spatio-Temporal
Based on the literature in previous sections, neither spatial nor temporal features/-
descriptors are efficient by its own. A combination of both need to be used to effec-
tively describe video content. This was the motive for researchers to develop custom
spatio-temporal features and descriptors. The majority of these spatio-temporal de-
scriptors were born by extending the existing spatial 2D descriptors over the temporal
dimension. SIFT-3D (Scovanner et al., 2007), HOG-3D (Klaser et al., 2008), extended-
SURF (Willems et al., 2008) and GIST-3D (Solmaz et al., 2013) are examples of this
direct temporal extension. Most of these descriptors coupled with other features were
used to engineer various video analysis systems (Scovanner et al., 2007; Klaser et al.,
2008; Willems et al., 2008; Solmaz et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014).
On the contrary, other spatio-temporal descriptors were purely developed from
scratch. This development was in accordance with the definition of spatio-temporal
interest point (STIP): “a point exhibiting saliency in the space and time domains” (Liu
and Pei, 2015). The concept of STIP was proposed (Laptev, 2005), as an extension for
the 2D Harris detector (Harris and Stephens, 1988) to the video domain (Harris3D).
Then, Cuboids (Dolla´r et al., 2005) were introduced to detect and describe STIPs. In
general the majority of these spatio-temporal descriptors were mostly used for action
recognition (Laptev et al., 2008; Willems et al., 2008; Li et al., 2014). This is because,
similar actions yields highly similar STIPs, due to the similarity in their respective
motion patterns. This makes STIPs are less discriminative for the general similarity
problem, due to its loose matching conditions for the motion patterns, especially with
its unrestrictedness on visible objects’ count and movements.
In summary: Spatio-temporal features are good for domain-specific applications, e.g.
action recognition where they demonstrated robustness in this field (Wang et al., 2013a,
2009). This is attributed to the prior knowledge of motion patterns’ similarity for sim-
ilar actions across different videos which facilitates STIPs’ detection and the robust
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motion capturing. The situation is not applicable for the generic visual similarity
where there is neither prior knowledge about objects’ motion patterns nor it empha-
sizes on individual objects’ actions in videos. Moreover, STIP features are expensive
to compute and process (Willems et al., 2008), in addition to their high dimensional
nature. In general, all of these specific characteristics of STIPs plus their costly com-
putation limits their applicability for speedy and scalable performance, especially on
large-scale data. Hence, to maximize the proposed framework genericness to handle
non-domain specific videos, we will provide a non STIP-based technique to capture
and encode the spatio-temporal information. This will be achieved by capturing both
the objects and scene motions together, using a graph-based motion descriptor. Fur-
thermore, scene and motion information will be handled separately for a more robust
modelling of their individual characteristics.
2.2.2 Based on Matching Techniques
Following selecting the most suitable features/descriptors, follows the stage of nomi-
nating the underlying matching technique. Such technique will fuse the selected fea-
tures/descriptors set and provide metric scores for the similarity between respective
videos. This section will further classify the related literature work depending on the
matching techniques, into five subcategories: (1)Learning-based, (2)Feature tracking
based, (3)Graph-based, (4)Signature based and (5)Frame-to-frame based, respectively
in the following sections.
2.2.2.1 Learning
Machine learning algorithms were (and still) an important milestone that is associated
with the video analysis filed in general. Namely; Support Vector Machine (SVM)
over Bag-of-Words (BoW) quantized features are the most popular choice. This is due
to the SVM ability to learn from respective features and discover similar patterns in
respective videos. A generic utilization of SVM along with the concept of Motion
Interchange Patterns (MIP) was introduced in (Kliper-Gross et al., 2012). These MIPs
where generated based on the Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) of adjacent pixel-
patches for every triplet of frames. Then, the information was quantized into BoW
histogram for SVM usage to recognize various actions in respective videos.
In an attempt to shift from low-level features to a higher-level ones, ActionBank
was introduced in (Sadanand and Corso, 2012). This bank was built based on pre-
extracted action templates for a pre-determined set of actions. Each action-class has a
separate detector while the responses from all individual detectors were considered as
representative feature vector for a given video, to be fed for SVM classifier. Following
the high-level features track, Motionlets were introduced (Wang et al., 2013b) where
cuboids that exhibit high motion saliency were clustered to represent an individual
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parts’ detectors. Then, the responses from all the Motionlets were used to drive SVM
classifier towards a more accurate way to identify actions. Recently, the same parts’
detectors idea was re-introduced (Chen et al., 2015). But, with using HOG, HOF and
MBH over densely sampled STIPs to create the individual detectors and identify vari-
ous actions using SVM over all detectors’ responses. Unfortunately, the applicability
of these high-level detectors is restricted, due to the unlimited variations in available
real-videos (not only specific actions), especially with the coarser visual similarity per-
spective. Thus, they has been mostly used in domain-specific tasks, i.e. action related.
Following the emergence of dense sampling strategies, dense CSIFT (Abdel-Hakim
et al., 2006) plus the quantized gradients’ orientations were used to recognize differ-
ent actions (Reddy and Shah, 2013) based on SVM and the standard BoW model.
The concept of Dense Trajectories (DT) was introduced in (Wang et al., 2013a). A
standard SVM and BoW fueled by quantized DT shapes with HOG, HOF and MBH
sampled along the DT were used to identify actions. Later, an Improvement of the
former Dense Trajectories (iDT) were proposed (Wang and Schmid, 2013). The im-
provement stems from removing trajectories that were consistent with the computed
camera motion to better recognize actions. The iDT approach used the same features
used by the original DT (Wang et al., 2013a) (trajectory shape, HOG, HOF and MBH),
but with using fisher vectors (Sa´nchez and Perronnin, 2011) to encode them instead of
the standard BOW model. Recently, DT were used (De Geest and Tuytelaars, 2014),
but instead of relying on a regular dense grid, DT were created by tracking Dense In-
terest Points (DIP). These DIPs were identified following the same SIFT model, but
considering cuboids instead of 2D patches. The whole technique was tested for action
classification following the standard BoW model and SVM.
The increased reliance on dense sampling is driven by covering more video con-
tents to enrich CBVR systems’ performance. However, this comes with the cost of
much lower matching speeds, which is a big obstacle to support real-time applications
(De Geest and Tuytelaars, 2014; Kantorov and Laptev, 2014). In general, SVM and
BoW are one of the most famous machine learning techniques. Through literature they
were tried over dozens of different features/descriptors combinations. The commonest
choices were HOG, HOF and MBH (Soomro et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013b,a; Chen
et al., 2015; Uijlings et al., 2015) and mostly over dense sampling (Chen et al., 2015;
Uijlings et al., 2015) to increase their effectiveness through capturing more video con-
tents. HOG was selected to capture the spatial properties of each frame while HOF
and its kin MBH were used to capture respective motion across the video frames.
Recently, there has been a shift from SVM-based learning to deep-learning models.
This is attributed to the ability of deep-learning to infer meaningful similarity patterns,
even directly from raw-pixel data (Karpathy et al., 2014). The situation is more jus-
tified especially with the available large-scale video data (Gorban et al., 2016). The
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available volumes depicts large amounts of realistic variations and contribute to the ef-
fectiveness of deep-learning. Namely, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), showed
robust performance for video/action classification (Karpathy et al., 2014; Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2014). This is attributed to the power of deep-learning models that can
learn respective similarity patterns directly from raw-pixel data (Karpathy et al., 2014)
or wrapped features (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014). However, the processing times
exponentially increase in the case of deep-learning (Karpathy et al., 2014) compared
to SVM-based techniques. This acts as an obstacle to utilize the deep-learning for any
speedy or scalable processing as targeted by the proposed framework.
In summary: According to the previous literature about Machine Learning (ML)
based techniques, the following points will summarize ML characteristics from a vi-
sual similarity perspective:
• The performance of ML-based techniques depends on the training data size
(Pacharaney et al., 2013), where it is not possible to use all the available date
to built the ultimate ML model (Sarukkai, 2005). Moreover, ML models are
mostly built by training on high-dimensionality feature vectors, which is usually
a time consuming process to extract/quantize these features and train the ML
model (Igelnik and Jacek M., 2013; Mohri et al., 2012). The situation is even
worse with the recent trend of deep-learning where the training time extends to
a month (Karpathy et al., 2014).
• ML-based techniques suites domain-specific applications, e.g. action recog-
nition (Hassner, 2013; Jiang et al., 2013), where respective videos are highly
likely to yield similar feature vectors that are expected to be classified similar.
This makes ML less suitable for the generic visual similarity problem that is
built on not only actions similarity, but considers large amounts of variations on
scene/objects level as well.
• ML-based techniques do not provide a unique fixed signature for each video, but
they rely on training one or more models for the entire dataset. These models
can not be used to determine how much similar/dissimilar are two given videos,
as they only can determine if the videos belong to the same category or not.
• The accumulation of all extracted video descriptors into a single vector for
ML training purpose might neglect the valuable temporal information in videos
(Jiang et al., 2013).
Because of these disadvantages of ML and its limited applicability for the targeted
problem; the proposed framework will utilize a non-ML approach, in order to develop
a more generalized solution. This will be achieved by using direct features matching
between respective videos’ signatures. Furthermore, each signature will be able to cap-
ture the essence of its respective video shot and will be used to determine the similarity
extent with other videos through comparison with their respective signatures.
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2.2.2.2 Feature Tracking
Trajectories are considered one of the earliest feature tracking techniques that were
(still) used frequently in various video analysis research (Schonfeld et al., 2010). A
direct utilization of SIFT trajectories was introduced in (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014).
These trajectories were used to discover videos’ visual similarity as a first layer of
an automatic video annotation framework. Trajectories were also used to build more
complex constructs as volumes. The concept of volumes was introduced in (Basharat
et al., 2008). These volumes were mostly generated based on grouping related SIFT
trajectories to describe specific object spatio-temporal evolution across video frames.
Then, the similarity between respective volumes was used as a measure to retrieve
similar videos (Basharat et al., 2008; Gao and Yang, 2010).
There is a lot of useful information that could be extracted from trajectories for
video retrieval purpose. Speed and path (accumulative position) of a trajectory were
used as indexing parameters for video retrieval by example system (Little and Gu,
2001). Furthermore, trajectories were treated as time-series functions and were mod-
elled using polynomial approximations (Khalid and Naftel, 2006). Then, the extracted
polynomial coefficients were used as input feature vectors for a Neural Network for
similarity retrieval. Recently, a different approach was proposed by capturing the
structural and kinematics properties of motion trajectories (Chattopadhyay and Das,
2015). This was done to retrieve near-duplicate videos with a single prominent mov-
ing foreground object.
Following the emergence of Dense Trajectories (DT), long-duration DT were com-
puted based on SIFT keypoints while KLT tracker (Lucas et al., 1981) was used to
track these keypoints across frames. Then, the spatio-temporal statistics (magnitude
and orientation) of these trajectories were used to discriminate different actions (Sun
et al., 2010). Later, DT were used to recognize actions in video sequences (Wang
et al., 2013a; Wang and Schmid, 2013). Towards a better DT, a refinement of it was
proposed (Peng et al., 2013). This refinement was achieved by reducing the number
of valid trajectories through using a motion boundary based dense sampling, while the
focus was domain-specific retrieval, i.e. action recognition. A different DT approach
was proposed by using 3D interest points instead of 2D keypoints to construct a more
robust dense trajectories (De Geest and Tuytelaars, 2014). The technique was tested
for action recognition.
In summary: Feature tracking approaches are the current most popular choice for
video analysis systems, due to their robustness in describing motion information. This
is reflected through their heavily usage in motion-based applications, e.g. action recog-
nition. However, feature tracking, assume a constant appearance of specific patches
over time and may fail if the appearance changes suddenly, e.g objects’ split/merge
(Laptev, 2005). Furthermore, trajectories are computationally expensive, especially
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the dense versions (Peng et al., 2013; De Geest and Tuytelaars, 2014). This limits their
applicability for real-time based applications. The recent analysis in (Kantorov and
Laptev, 2014) showed that 61% of DT running time was spent on optical-flow com-
putation, while 36% of the time was spent on aggregation of dense flow features into
histogram descriptors. This timing quantifies the difficulty of extending DT-based sys-
tems (feature tracking state-of-art) for any speedy processing on large-scale datasets.
The situation is even more difficult when further processing is required, e.g. later se-
mantic analysis. This makes the current feature tracking based approaches are less
computationally suitable for the visual similarity problem, especially within the speed
and scalability scopes. Hence, the proposed framework will benefit from the power of
features tracking technique and alleviate its exhaustive processing. This will be done
through using the tiny DC-image sequence to speed-up extracting and tracking of re-
spective features, compared to using the full size frames. In addition, the proposed
framework will not track dense complex features, but it will rely on a simple block
structure where each block is represented and tracked by its dominant colour.
2.2.2.3 Graph Based
Graphs provide structured and powerful representation for visual data. The basic idea
is to extract and track a specific feature across video frames where all this feature oc-
currences will represent the graph vertices and the links between these features will
represent the edges between the identified vertices. A graph-based representation was
used for action recognition (C¸eliktutan et al., 2015) where 3D-Harris detector (Sipiran
and Bustos, 2011) was used to extract STIPs that acted as the graph vertices. Then,
the graph structure (linking edges) was constructed through exhaustive matching be-
tween frames’ STIPs using a GPU to speed-up processing. The final matching was
done based on minimizing energies of the generated graphs in addition to HOG/HOF
(Laptev et al., 2008) features towards a better results.
For video matching, graphs were mostly used as an auxiliary tool to find correspon-
dence between respective video features. A bipartite graph was used to find the best
matching between SIFT-based generated volumes (Basharat et al., 2008). The volumes
were treated as vertices in the bipartite graph while the matching score was obtained
through maximum matching between respective videos’ bipartite graphs. The same bi-
partite graph idea was used to find subsequent video matches, but based on dense fea-
tures sampling instead of sparse sampling to provide more robust results (Shao et al.,
2008b).
In summary: Graphs are powerful structures, through literature they were mostly
used for copy detection (Liu et al., 2013; Anju et al., 2015; Nie et al., 2014a) and
object detection (Huang and Liao, 2001; Albarelli et al., 2012) with a limited usage for
the visual similarity (to the best of our knowledge). Furthermore, a notable common
drawback of using graphs is the exhaustive time required to extract features, e.g. SIFT,
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from respective video frames to construct the graph. Hence, taking advantage of the
graphs’ potential benefits and avoiding the time problem; the proposed framework
introduces a graph-based signature to capture the motion information. In addition, the
complex features extraction and matching will be avoided while the graphs’ similarity
would be assessed linearly through their respective structural properties, e.g. diameter,
degree distribution and eigenvalues.
2.2.2.4 Signature Based
Signatures are generally built from mapping low-level features to compact represen-
tative constructs, mainly to improve retrieval speed and facilitate indexing tasks. A
variable-length binary signature was introduced (Li et al., 2005), where quantized
colours from each video frame were mapped to a predefined binary values. The map-
ping was done according to the percentage of pixels corresponding to each colour while
the resultant signature was used for video retrieval. Later, a frame-based variable-
length signature was introduced in (Avula and Deshmukh, 2012). The signature was
built by accumulating the sum of weighted means of each individual frame colour
channel (YCbCr) plus ordinal measures extracted from respective frame’s colour his-
togram bins. The signature was used for video retrieval purpose. Recently, the same
frame-based signature idea was reintroduced by designing a variable-length signature
for retrieval purpose (Horie et al., 2015). The process was started by clustering and
sampling video frames to reduce their size and number. Then, each individual frame
was converted to a sequence of quantized intensity averages. Then, dynamic program-
ming was used to find the final similarity score from the frame-to-frame similarity
matrix that was generated based on an exhaustive matching of videos’ frame signa-
tures.
Towards enhancing signatures’ performance, motion features in conjunction with
a quantized HSV colour histogram were used to design a variable-length signature
for retrieval purpose (Chen et al., 2009). Furthermore, in an attempt to utilize other
available video modalities, a hybrid signature was introduced in (Shen and Cheng,
2011). The signature was designed based on fusion between colour, texture, shape and
audio features, for a richer capturing of video contents. This signature was used in
collaboration with available metadata as part of a framework to enhance the retrieval
efficiency. Later, a different signature that utilized appearance, motion and motion
acceleration of identified trajectories for action recognition purpose was proposed in
(Ballas et al., 2012). Recently, a signature-based system was proposed in (Uysal et al.,
2015a,b), where randomly sampled colour, texture and motion features were clustered
using k-means. Then, the clusters’ centroids were used as a descriptive signature for
retrieval purpose. Furthermore, signatures proved to be efficient for near-duplicates
detection (Zhang et al., 2012) and copy detection (Chen and Stentiford, 2008; Harvey
and Hefeeda, 2012; Khoenkaw and Piamsa-nga, 2014). This is because features from
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close videos are highly correlated, which makes it easier to build signatures to detect
duplicates or copies.
In summary: Signatures are theoretically supposed to provide an efficient constructs
to encode video shots into a compact representative form. Through literature exists a
little work that relied on signatures for video matching. This is attributed to the high
dimensionality of videos’ respective feature vectors and the difficulty to pack them into
a compact fixed-length signature form. A signature by definition should be compact
(Na et al., 2013) in a way that compromises between the smallest possible size and
the maximum encoded information. This is the ultimate challenge for signature-based
CBVR systems. Unfortunately, most of the existing signatures are of quite large-size
and variable-length which makes it difficult for indexing (Patel and Meshram, 2012)
and speedy retrieval (Khoenkaw and Piamsa-nga, 2014). In addition, the signature
size inversely proportion with the scalability aspect over large-scale datasets (Li et al.,
2005; Bertinetto et al., 2014). Thus, the proposed framework is entirely signature-
based to support for a higher levels of matching speed and scalability. Furthermore,
we contribute by covering the aforementioned signatures problems, i.e. variable/large
size. The proposed contribution is mainly about developing highly compact fixed-
size signatures from non-complex video features (colours) that could be extracted and
utilized in real-time manner.
2.2.2.5 Frame-2-Frame (F-2-F)
F-2-F is one of the earliest and simplest uncompressed video matching techniques. F-
2-F operation was influenced by the image matching discipline, through treating videos
as a sequence of frames. Hence, F-2-F task is to find the best set of matching frame-
pairs for the currently matching videos. This is done by exhaustive matching of all
videos’ frame-pairs to create a frame-similarity matrix. Then, a dynamic programming
algorithm is applied to scan and find the best set of matching frame-pairs and generates
an overall similarity score.
In general, there are two versions of this technique: (1)Ordered F-2-F (Shan and
Lee, 1998), which takes into account the temporal order of frames while finding the
overall similarity score. (2)Unordered F-2-F (Ng et al., 2001) that finds the best match-
ing frame-pairs set, regardless of their temporal order. Both the ordered and unordered
versions were implemented in (Shan and Lee, 1998; Ng et al., 2001). Global fea-
tures (colour histogram) were the commonest choice to generate the underlying frame-
similarity matrix, due to their fast extraction nature, especially from full size frames.
In summary: Researchers did not invest much in the F-2-F, as a video matching tech-
nique, for the following reasons:
• Filling the frame-similarity matrix is computationally expensive and requires
matching every possible frame pair. This yields a slow matching technique
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(Khoenkaw and Piamsa-nga, 2014).
• Relying on global features only (easier to compute on full size frames) to inspect
frames’ similarity, do not give the best results, where local features proved to
be more reliable (Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005). However, local features are
expensive to detect and extract, especially from full size frames which extremely
slows the entire technique matching speed.
• There is no upper-limit for the F-2-F matching time, as the matching time in-
creases with longer video shots (Khoenkaw and Piamsa-nga, 2014).
• There are other available advanced techniques that perform better for video
matching without relying on an exhaustive frame-similarity matrix, e.g. sig-
natures.
Hence, the proposed framework is not F-2-F based. However, due to the gener-
icness of the F-2-F technique and as a part of our contributions, it will be revised to
utilize local features and operate in a speedy manner. This will be done to investigate
the DC-image performance and quantify its benefits for the proposed framework. This
detailed investigation will be presented in the next chapter.
2.2.3 Discussion on Uncompressed Domain Literature
The previous sections introduced the most relevant and recent work regarding video
matching and retrieval in the uncompressed-domain. As a conclusion, research on
the uncompressed-domain reached satisfactory accuracy levels. This was achieved
by utilizing various features/descriptors and fuse them under various techniques to
efficiently describe respective video shots. However, the matching speed is still an
open issue with a little attention given to it. The situation is even more urgent with the
increasing enormous volumes of video data that raises the speed and scalability issues.
Moreover, the compressed nature of these volumes (YouTube, 2015; ComScore, 2015)
makes the direct applicability of uncompressed video-analysis techniques is an extra
waste of processing time and resources (Rouhi, 2016; Abbass et al., 2012a; Tahboub
et al., 2014). This is attributed to the initial full decompression, which wastes valuable
pre-computed compressed-domain features (DC/AC coefficients) that are equally/more
useful as the pixel-based features.
Following the matching speed issue, there are a few papers in literature that re-
ported their proposed techniques’ speeds. For example, a speed of 2.4 frames-per-
second (fps) was reported following usage of the state-of-art dense trajectories (Wang
et al., 2013a). Also, a speed of 16.05 fps was reported following using an improved
version of dense trajectories (Peng et al., 2013). The best reported speed was 49.94
fps (Shi et al., 2013) following using random dense sampling to extract respective fea-
tures. However, some attempts were made to speed-up processing over uncompressed
videos, by processing less frames (e.g. key-frames) (Wang and Zhao, 2012; Ansari and
Mohammed, 2015; Kulkarni et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the matching speed did not
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greatly improved (Wang et al., 2013a). Conclusively, all the current matching speeds
are still unsuitable, in terms of handling large-scale data, for a better benefit from such
volumes. These issues, speed and video amounts, are the motives for the proposed
framework that will work directly on compressed videos achieving higher matching
speed and competitive accuracy levels.
2.3 Video Similarity in Compressed Domain
This section will present the most relevant key work regarding video matching and
retrieval in the compressed-domain following the categorization depicted in Figure 2.6.
The presented literature in this section covers work that only uses pure compressed-
domain features. This in contrast with the previous section that included work that
operated by decompressing videos initially plus work that operated on uncompressed
video data as well. The literature for this part will be categorized based on the utilized
compressed-domain features. Techniques that used DC/AC coefficients are presented
in Section 2.3.1, motion vectors based techniques are presented in Section 2.3.2 and
macro-block types based techniques are presented in Section 2.3.3. Finally, the section
is concluded in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.1 DC/AC coefficients
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, DC and AC-coefficients results from applying the DCT
transform on uncompressed frames to reduce their spatial redundancy. Particularly, the
DC-coefficients offers cheap and fast way to reconstruct tiny I-frames, which makes
them useful for various applications. Ordinal measures were used also to develop
compressed-domain matching techniques. An early direct application of ordinal mea-
sures over the DC-image sequence was proposed in (Mohan, 1998). Each DC-image
frame was used to generate an ordinal matrix, while the final aggregated ordinal ma-
trices represented a variable-length signature for retrieval purpose. The results high-
lighted the importance of motion to enhance the signature’s performance. Furthermore,
since the DC values are a pre-computed averages of their respective I-frames, they were
used to design a motion histogram signature (Almeida et al., 2011). The histogram was
constructed by computing temporal and spatial ordinal matrices for each I-frame DC
values. Then, both matrices were combined to form a normalized 6075 bin histogram
signature to match video shots.
Although the DC-coefficients are rich source of visual information, they were used
as numbers only in collaboration with motion vectors to build a generic video match-
ing signature (Dimitrova and Abdel-Mottaleb, 1999). Later, the DC-image was used
as auxiliary part of a video retrieval system (Gao and Yang, 2010). Due to its tiny size,
it was used to fast locate key-frames by inspecting its intensity histogram differences
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on behalf of full size I-frames. Then, salient regions were extracted and tracked using
SIFT keypoints to generate volumes. Finally, colours, texture and spatial context fea-
tures of identified volumes were used as indexing parameters to retrieve similar video
shots. Recently, a direct usage of the DC-images was introduced in (Mehrabi et al.,
2012) where their colour histogram was used as indexing feature to investigate the
similarity. However, the approach was tested only on images compressed as I-frames
not full video shots.
Regarding AC-coefficients, they have been of rare usage for video retrieval. This
is due to the limited visual information that could be extracted without fully decom-
pressing them. Moreover, AC-coefficients showed efficiency for designing signatures
for copy detection purposes (Zhang and Yuan, 2010; Zhang and Zou, 2010), as they
could reveal some texture (Zhang and Yuan, 2010) and edge (Zhang and Zou, 2010)
information in their compressed format. Later, AC-coefficients (for texture) in con-
junction with DC-coefficients and motion vectors were used to detect salient regions
(Fang et al., 2014) to enhance the feature extraction phase of CBVR systems.
In summary: DC-coefficients are highly useful compressed-domain features. They
provide a tiny representation of their respective full size I-frames (DC-images). This
DC-image could be extracted without full decompression. Despite of its small size
it retains much of its respective I-frame visual content, as discussed in Section 2.1.2.
In spite of such possible benefits of the DC-image, through literature it was mostly
used for key-frames localization (Gao and Yang, 2010) and shot boundary detection
(Taskiran and Delp, 1998; Huang and Liao, 2001; Zheng et al., 2012; Trivedi et al.,
2013; Zhai, 2016). There exists a limited work that benefited from its tiny size and
visual content. Hence, the proposed framework utilizes the DC-image as a building
block for a faster features extraction. This will contribute positively to the overall
framework speed and scalability. In addition, the DC-image could be generated from
uncompressed videos by a simple pixel averaging process, which supports the intended
genericness aspect. Furthermore, the DC-image visual richness will support the quality
and effectiveness of utilized features for a reliable performance. Chapter 3 will provide
an extensive quantitative analysis about the DC-image performance compared to the
full size I-frame to quantify its benefits.
2.3.2 Motion Vectors (MV)
The compressed-domain is advantageous over uncompressed-domain, as it contains
pre-computed motion features, i.e. Motion Vectors (MV). MV describe macro-blocks’
movements across video frames. They are computed by the encoder during the com-
pression process and stored in B and P frames. An early generic usage of MV in con-
junction with DC-coefficients was presented in (Dimitrova and Abdel-Mottaleb, 1999).
The concatenation of both values were used as a variable-length video matching sig-
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nature. Later, MV were used to build a representative motion histogram powered with
colour, texture and SIFT features, as a part of multi-stage concept detector framework
(Ulges et al., 2010). Furthermore, MV were used to segment moving objects from
background (Babu and Ramakrishnan, 2007). Then, the segmented objects’ features
(trajectory, area and speed) plus the accumulated MV were used as indexing features
for building a video retrieval system.
The idea of trajectories (called motion flow in compressed-domain) attracted a
great deal of attention in compressed-domain research. This is attributed to the avail-
ability of MV that stores blocks’ movement information, as they could replace the
exhaustive interest points tracking and almost do the same job with fraction of the
cost. MV-based trajectories were used for video retrieval (Su et al., 2007), medical
video retrieval (Droueche et al., 2012) and activity detection (Liu et al., 2011). A dif-
ferent approach was presented in (Biswas and Babu, 2013), by designing a histogram
of oriented motion vectors (similar to HOF) that was used for video classification.
Similarly, an accumulative frame-to-frame motion similarity model based on MV gen-
erated optical flow was used to classify videos that depicts similar actions (Yeo et al.,
2008). Later, an improved version of MV trajectories was introduced in (Zhao et al.,
2012). The improvement origins from using MV only from blocks with detected Har-
ris corners (Harris and Stephens, 1988) to build trajectories. This was mainly done to
compensate for camera motion while the clustered MV formed a descriptive motion
flows for video retrieval purpose.
In an attempt to further improve MV-based techniques, a combination of MV,
texture from AC-coefficients and intensity from DC-coefficients were used to detect
salient regions in corresponding frames (Fang et al., 2014). This was done towards a
more focused features extraction for CBVR systems. Recently, in an attempt to speed-
up CBVR systems, a combinational video descriptor based on HOF, MBH and HOG
was presented in (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014). The speed improvement was attributed
to using optical flow generated from MV to extract respective descriptors, i.e. HOF
and MBH, instead of using pixel-based optical flow. Then, fisher encoding (Sa´nchez
and Perronnin, 2011) was applied to quantize the descriptors to fuel SVM classifier
to recognize different actions. A different approach was introduced in (Akrami and
Zargari, 2014) where the positions of the blocks that were used during motion com-
pensation process were utilized to construct Motion Position Histogram (MPH). This
MPH records block positions across GOP and was tested for video retrieval tasks. Re-
cently, MV were used to derive a variable-length video fingerprint signature for mobile
devices (Tahboub et al., 2014). This signature was designed based on the quantized
projection of accumulated MV into a binary form. However, due to videos’ length
variability the approach utilized the sliding window technique to match subsequent
signatures. Later, the same signature was used for video retrieval purpose (Tahboub
et al., 2015).
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In summary: Motion vectors are pre-computed features that reduces frames temporal
redundancy and also describes the temporal changes in video contents. Many tech-
niques through literature utilized MV to extract meaningful motion information, espe-
cially for the purpose of action recognition, since motion is the significant aspect of
these tasks. But, some of MV disadvantages/limitations are summarized below:
• MV are coder-oriented features created to optimally compress videos, not to
optimally represent them (Zhao et al., 2012). This makes them less robust for
video analysis tasks. In addition, they still needs extra complexity to be pro-
cessed (Poppe et al., 2009), especially across GOP boundaries where interpola-
tion techniques are required to predict their locations in the next GOP (Dimitrova
and Golshani, 1995).
• MV might introduce noisy motion flow following sudden intensity changes (Zhao
et al., 2012). This could affect their quality and might lead to false matching.
• The quality of MV depend on the encoders’ quality. This could result in slightly
different MV following different encoders for the same video.
Hence, the proposed framework is not using MV, due to their problems and to
further provide the maximum possible genericness, as they are only available for
compressed-streams. The proposed framework will provide a more robust and faster
alternative for modelling the motion aspect. This will be achievable by adopting a
block-scheme over the DC-image sequence and encoding the respective blocks’ move-
ments through a graph-based structure. This will yield a faster and more generic way
to encode the motion information for a better performance. The speed aspect, in this
case, is attributed to the small size of the DC-image compared to the full-size frame
that yields a smaller blocks’ number to be tracked compared to the full-size fame which
provides MV for larger number of blocks.
2.3.3 Macro Blocks Types
Macro block types are considered neither spatial nor temporal features. They carry
encoding information about respective frame macro-blocks, e.g. skipped and for-
ward/backward motion coded. Thus, they were of a rare usage through literature for
video matching. However, they were used for video fingerprinting (Abbass et al.,
2012b) and detection of moving objects in surveillance videos (Poppe et al., 2009).
In summary: Macro-block types are purely coder-oriented features, designed to help
decoders to fulfil their tasks. They do not provide neither visual nor temporal infor-
mation about the compressed stream. Hence, the proposed framework will not utilize
these features to support for more genericness and independence from the video con-
tainers.
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2.3.4 Discussion on Compressed Domain Literature
Working on compressed-domain is highly beneficial, as it provides a diverse set of pre-
computed features. Table 2.1 lists all the compressed-domain features in addition to
their types and properties for a more summative illustration. The DC-image is a pow-
erful compressed-domain feature offering a reduced version of its respective full size
I-frame while retaining most of its visual content. Furthermore, the DC-image offers
more genericness, as it could be easily constructed from uncompressed streams with
a simple pixel-averaging process. Regarding the matching speed in the compressed-
domain, unfortunately there are few papers in literature that reported their speed per-
formance, as the majority were focused only on accuracy. The best reported matching
speed was 314.6 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014), which is a quite low number for any
practical processing within the context of the enormous video volumes. However, this
speed is 6.2 times faster compared to the best speed in the uncompressed-domain, i.e.
49.94 fps (Shi et al., 2013). This reflects the benefit of working on compressed-domain
for faster techniques. Hence, the proposed framework will utilize the DC-image se-
quence as a base for detecting and extracting meaningful features for matching pur-
pose. This will facilitate a higher matching speed and scalable performance on large
datasets as well.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter started with an overview of the various video analysis levels with focus
on the targeted visual similarity problem and how it is different and challenging com-
pared to the other analysis levels. The challenging nature of the visual similarity is
related to its loose matching conditions compared to strictness of the other analysis
levels, e.g. copy detection. Moreover, as the literature lacks a definition for the visual
similarity, a suitable one was proposed in this chapter to guide our framework design.
In addition, a brief about the MPEG compression standard was introduced focusing
on the DC-image as an important MPEG feature. Then, a focused categorized review
of related literature on uncompressed and compressed video matching and retrieval
was presented as well. The review highlighted each one’s advantages and disadvan-
tages and how the proposed framework will benefit/address each of them. As a gen-
eral conclusion, most of the literature work was/still directed towards uncompressed
videos focusing on accuracy and not paying much attention to speed and works by
decompressing videos initially. This is true even with the enormous existing amounts
of compressed videos that far exceeds the uncompressed amounts (ComScore, 2015).
Such enormous compressed video amounts with their available pre-computed features
plus the ever increasing user demands for faster systems, fuels the urgency to develop
robust techniques that are capable of achieving real-time performance. This would be
of multifaceted benefits, ranging from faster techniques with lower processing require-
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et al., 2012; Trivedi et al., 2013) and
copy-detection (Abbass et al., 2012a).
• Fast for complex operations.
• Could be extracted either in grayscale
or colour.
• Useful for signature-based CBVR
systems, due to its tiny size.
• Useful for fast locating key-frames
(Gao and Yang, 2010).
• Needs special attention to extract in-
terest points, due to its small size.
• Not available for P and B frames.
A
C
-c
oe
ffi
ci
en
ts
Sp
at
ia
l
• Partial decompression is needed for
extraction.
• Could be used to extract texture and
edges information in their compressed
format (Zhang and Yuan, 2010; Zhang
and Zou, 2010).
• Do not fully reveal visual informa-
tion unless reconstructed (Watkinson,
2004).
M
ot
io
n
V
ec
to
rs
Sp
at
io
-t
em
po
ra
l
• Partial decompression is needed for
extraction.
• Pre-computed motion features.
• Efficient in shot-detection (Panchal
and Merchant, 2012).
• Can be used instead of interest points
to design trajectories (Kantorov and
Laptev, 2014).
• Do not carry motion information
across GOPs (Watkinson, 2004).
• Only available for P and B frames.
• Might introduce noisy motion flows,
following sudden intensity changes
(Zhao et al., 2012; Poppe et al., 2009).
• Do not fully encode visual informa-
tion (provides motion aspect only).
• Coder-oriented features, created to
optimally compress videos, not to op-
timally represent videos (Zhao et al.,
2012).
• Needs extra complexity to be pro-
cessed (Poppe et al., 2009).
• Mostly sparse features, which may
limits the performance of systems that
relies on them (Zhao et al., 2012).
M
ac
ro
bl
oc
k
Ty
pe
s
-
• Partial decompression is needed for
extraction.
• Suitable for copy-detection (Abbass
et al., 2012a,b).
• Coder-oriented features.
• Encodes only metadata about blocks’
compression information, e.g. in-
tra coded and skipped (Abbass et al.,
2012b).
• Do not carry neither motion nor visual
information.
Table 2.1: Summary and classification of the compressed-domain features.
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ment (Babu and Ramakrishnan, 2007) up to scalable processing over large-scale data.
To summarize: three important issues emerges from the previous literature that repre-
sents the key aspects and challenges for video matching and retrieval work in general
and the proposed framework in specific, listed as follows:
1. Matching speed is an urgent issue to facilitate other complex tasks. This is highly
reflected through the current very low-speeds of state-of-art techniques.
2. Scalability is no longer optional, but it is important to cope with existing video
amounts and unleash the benefits from them.
3. Genericness is required to handle both uncompressed and compressed videos
with the same technique without alteration to its operation.
These are the motives to build the proposed framework as will be presented in
Chapter 4. Furthermore, as the framework will utilize the DC-image sequence, the
next chapter will present an extensive study to quantify its possible benefits for the
proposed framework.
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DC-image Performance: A Core
Investigation
Following the previous literature conclusion about the DC-image importance among
the compressed-domain features, it can be adopted as a base for the proposed frame-
work. The choice is supported by its highly reduced size while retaining most of its
respective I-frame visual content. Furthermore, it is expected to contribute towards
solving the matching speed and genericness issues, as discussed in Section 1.4. Unfor-
tunately, through literature there was not any attempts to quantify its benefits (to the
best of our knowledge). Hence, this chapter presents a rigorous quantitative evalua-
tion and comparison between the DC-image and its full size I-frame, in terms of their
matching speed and retrieval performance. To fulfil this task we developed a testing-
framework for video matching and retrieval where the DC-image is used as base for
features extraction.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Sections 3.1 will introduce the testing-
framework and its various processing stages. Section 3.2 will present and discuss the
obtained results to confirm the DC-image suitableness for the proposed framework.
Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 3.4.
3.1 DC-image Testing Framework
Figure 3.1 depicts the block diagram of the DC-image testing-framework. The main
processing stages of this framework are:
• DC-images extraction from the compressed video clip, Section 3.1.1.
• Features extraction from the DC-image sequence, Section 3.1.2.
• Evaluation of the video matching and retrieval results, Section 3.1.3.
The overall operation of this testing-framework could be summarized following its
block structure arrangement. The input is a compressed query video where its respec-
tive DC-image sequence is extracted. This is done without performing full decompres-
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Figure 3.1: The structure of the testing-framework for evaluating the DC-image per-
formance. The depicted output is real example from the BBC-RUSH (Basharat et al.,
2008) dataset.
sion, through decoding the DCT coefficients. (The cost of extracting the DC-image is
fully illustrated in Figure 3.7). Thus, the query video is replaced by its DC-images,
where the respective features are extracted and prepared for later matching. The next
stage is matching the query video to every other video in the dataset through their re-
spective extracted features. Finally, videos with the closest matched features to the
query video are retrieved and rankly reported based on their similarity scores. The
following sub-sections will describe these stages in detail.
3.1.1 Extracting DC-images
As mentioned previously, in Section 2.1.2, the DC-image of an I-frame is the collection
of its all DCT coefficients at the spatial location (0,0) of every coded macro-block. The
extraction process, as depicted in Figure 3.2, starts by extracting the I-frames sequence
from a compressed video stream. This is done by directly reading their respective DCT
values without full decompression. Then, all the DC-coefficients from every macro-
block are extracted and arranged spatially, following their original locations to form the
DC-image. This process is repeated for every I-frame to extract its corresponding DC-
image. Furthermore, the DC-image could be extracted either in colour or grayscale.
The grayscale version requires decoding only the Y channel, while the colour version
requires decoding information from Y, U and V channels1. (Nevertheless, in both
cases only partial decompression is done to extract the respective DC-image). This
cheap extraction is highly contributive towards increasing the matching speed of our
proposed signature-based framework. This is in contrast with previous methods that
performed full decompression to extract respective full size video frames.
1The MPEG stream is encoded using YCbCr colour space, commonly called YUV.
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Figure 3.2: Extracting of DC-images from a compressed video stream.
3.1.2 Feature Extraction in Small Images
The next stage in the DC-image testing-framework is features extraction to perform
the matching. As discussed in Chapter 2, there is a large diverse set of features that
could be used for video matching. These features could be generally grouped based
on their extraction level, i.e. local or global. However, local features showed supe-
riority (Bannour et al., 2009; Nie et al., 2014b) and stableness (Kogler et al., 2009)
compared to global features. This gives guidance towards adopting local features at
this stage to quantify the DC-image matching and retrieval performance. Furthermore,
using local features would emphasize the DC-image visual richness compared to the
full size I-frame. This is attributed to the power of local features to describe certain
distinguishable landmarks in a given image that is highly useful for matching.
SIFT (Lowe, 2004) is adopted, as local features detector and descriptor, due to
its robustness (Juan and Gwun, 2009; Van De Sande et al., 2010) compared to other
descriptors. However, the extraction of SIFT keypoints is problematic, due to the
DC-image tiny size. It was reported that a minimum of three keypoints are required
to achieve a robust matching (Lowe, 2004). Unfortunately, most of the DC-images
produces less than three keypoints, as depicted in Figure 3.3. The depicted normal
SIFT graph shows that 62% of the DC-images generates less then three keypoints,
which is not sufficient for a reliable matching.
To overcome this problem and facilitate the matching, we adapted SIFT to generate
sufficient keypoints. The effectiveness of SIFT is based on finding the most stable
keypoints across different scale spaces following applying Gaussian function (Lowe,
2004). Equation 3.1 shows the variable scale Gaussian function where sigma (σ) is
the standard deviation that controls the amount of blurring applied at the different
scale spaces to detect possible keypoints. Thus, the adaptive SIFT works by iteratively
attempting different sigma values, starting from the default (1.6 (Lowe, 2004)) and
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Figure 3.3: Normal SIFT graph shows that 62% of DC-images generates less than 3
keypoints, while adaptive SIFT shows that 100% of the DC-images generates enough
keypoints for matching. Results are based on the BBC-RUSH (Basharat et al., 2008)
dataset.
decrementing by a factor of 0.1 until the required minimum number of SIFT keypoints
is obtained.
G(x, y, σ) =
1
2piσ2
e−(x2+y2)/2σ2 (3.1)
This adaptation facilitated generating at least six keypoints, i.e. twice the recom-
mended minimum, from each DC-image, as depicted in Figure 3.3 for the adaptive
SIFT. Doubling the amount of minimum SIFT keypoints is to further ensure a robust
matching. The next section will discuss the matching procedure for the extracted SIFT
features from the DC-image sequence.
3.1.3 Video Matching Using DC-images
After making sure that the DC-image is able to generate enough local features, fol-
lows the stage of matching videos based on these local features. Now each video is
composed of a DC-image sequence to be matched to another DC-image sequence,
based on their respective SIFT keypoints. There are two important issues to be con-
sidered at this stage: (1)Matching of SIFT points between individual corresponding
videos’ DC-images, (2)Finding an overall matching score between both videos’ re-
spective DC-image sequences. However, this must be done in a way that preserves
the temporal order of respective video frames. The next subsections will discuss these
issues in more detail.
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3.1.3.1 SIFT Matching in DC-images
This section discusses how to match two individual DC-images based on their extracted
SIFT features. The distance between two SIFT keypoints is calculated using the cosine
angle method (Lowe, 2004), as depicted in Equation 3.2:
θi,j = arccos
xi · yj
||xi||.||yj|| (3.2)
Where xi, yj are SIFT vectors and θ is the angle between them representing the
similarity score. A given SIFT keypoint is matched to the most similar point (in fea-
ture space) provided that the distance is significantly less than of the next nearest one
(Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014). This condition is satisfied by the following Equation
3.3:
θi,j1 < α θi,j2 (3.3)
Where α is a coefficient determining how much nearer xi must be close to yj1 than
to yj2 to be a good match, while yj1 and yj2 denote the closest and second-closest
matches respectively. α is set to 0.6 during the experiments, as it achieved the highest
matching scores and were commonly used (Bay et al., 2006; Altadmri and Ahmed,
2014). Thus, the final matching score between two DC-images corresponds to the
total number of matching SIFT keypoints. The matching criteria in this way is more
justified by the small size/nature of the DC-image, as all of the DC-images mostly
yields similar amount of SIFT keypoints. This section showed how to match a single
pair of DC-images. The next section will introduce the algorithm to extract an overall
matching score between two videos from their individual DC-images matching score.
3.1.3.2 Video Matching Using Frame-2-Frame (F-2-F)
The core part of the DC-image testing-framework is the actual matching technique.
This matching technique is required to aggregate all of the individual matching scores
between videos’ DC-images and obtain one single similarity score. Hence, the Frame-
2-Frame (F-2-F) (Shan and Lee, 1998; Ng et al., 2001) matching technique is adopted,
since it is originally designed to find an overall similarity score by analysing a given
individual frames’ matching scores (frame-similarity matrix). The frame-similarity
matrix is generated through matching every possible DC-image pair based on their
respective SIFT features, as discussed in the previous section. The F-2-F approach
is neutral approach, as it does not operate directly on videos, but it analyses their
respective frame-similarity matrix. Furthermore, it does not require neither certain
features’ types nor complex features wrapping, e.g. trajectories. This makes the F-2-F
technique suitable and fair candidate for the DC-image performance evaluation job.
Following the literature in Section 2.2.2.5, the F-2-F final output mainly depends
on the type of features that were used to generate the underlying frame-similarity ma-
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trix. This was the reasons that bounded global features to the F-2-F (Ng et al., 2001)
through literature and stood against any further practical usage of it. The reliance on
global features, is due to their speedy extraction at full image resolution compared to
the exhaustive local features. Furthermore, the F-2-F output also depend on the utilized
dynamic programming algorithm that scans and analyses the given frame-similarity
matrix to find the best overall similarity score. This is because each different dy-
namic programming algorithm could generate a different overall similarity scores for
the same frame-similarity matrix (Shan and Lee, 1998).
The key attempted revisions to the F-2-F, are using the DC-image sequence to boost
its matching speed and local features to enhance its retrieval performance. In addition,
an efficient dynamic programming algorithm is developed to find the best sequence of
the matching DC-images pairs, given the frame-similarity matrix. This is done with
considering frames’ temporal order (ordered matching) for a more robust matching.
The proposed dynamic programming algorithm, is in contrast with the previous ones
that were mostly limited to find the longest matching frames sequence across or near di-
agonal of the frame-similarity matrix (Ng et al., 2001). Moreover, previous algorithms
allowed a replicated frame matching (Shan and Lee, 1998); either one→multiple or
multiple→multiple. The replication meant here is the possibility that one frame could
be matched to multiple frames of the other matching video. This replication is more
complex during processing and do not reflect the human perception of video similarity
(Shan and Lee, 1998). Figure 3.4 shows the F-2-F ordered matching and how it at-
tempts to maintain the frames temporal order while finding the overall similarity score
compared to the unordered matching.
Figure 3.4: The F-2-F matching types (Ng et al., 2001). (a)Unordered (b)Ordered. In
case of unequal videos’ lengths, some frames will not be matched or might be matched
to more than one frame depending on the matching algorithm. The unordered matching
is not commonly used, because it discards the temporal order of video frames. (The
figure is an illustrative example.)
Table 3.1 shows the proposed dynamic programming algorithm that analyses a
given frame-similarity matrix and finds an overall video similarity score. The variable
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COST is an underlying matrix used by the algorithm to keep track of the best matching
frame pairs and their scores. The algorithm works by scanning the frame-similarity
matrix, row-wise, trying to find the best match between video1 and video2 respective
frames. This is done while taking into account the frames’ temporal order, by looking
into previous COST matrix positions, i.e. (I-1,J) and (I,J-1). The algorithm carefully
skips frames with the lowest effect on the overall matching cost, in case of matching
variable length videos. Finally, after applying the algorithm the overall matching score
between the videos is located at COST[M-1][N-1]. The exact set of matched frames
could be extracted by backtracking through the COST matrix starting from the position
(M-1,N-1).
ALGORITHM 1: Finding the optimal matching sequence of frame pairs.
INPUT:
M = Number of frames in video1 +1;
N = Number of frames in video2 +1;
DISTANCE= frame-to-frame similarity scores based on the matched features;
OPERATION:
1. CREATE MATRIX COST[M][N];
2. SET COST to 0;
3. FOR I=1 to M DO
4. FOR J=1 to N DO
5. SET COST[I][J] to MAX of

COST [I − 1][J − 1] +DISTANCE[I − 1][J − 1].
COST [I − 1][J ].
COST [I][J − 1].
6. END FOR
7. END FOR
OUTPUT: COST[M-1] [N-1];
Table 3.1: The proposed dynamic programming algorithm to find the overall matching
score based on the generated videos’ frame-similarity matrix.
Figure 3.5 depicts two real sample frame-similarity matrices with the final opti-
mal matching values between their respective frames are highlighted. This illustrative
example reflects the proposed algorithm efficiency in handling videos with unequal
lengths. For example, in Figure 3.5.a frame 6 in video1 is skipped. Also in Figure
3.5.b, frames 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 13 and 14 in video1 are all skipped as well, to compen-
sate for the inequality in videos’ lengths. The algorithm does this skipping following
assessing the significance of the current matching cost in each step.
The previous discussion about the F-2-F and its underlying operation represented
the proposed revisions to resurrect it and fulfil its job to assess the DC-image bene-
fits. The next section will introduce the datasets, evaluation measures and attempted
experiments to quantify the overall DC-image performance.
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Figure 3.5: Two real examples from the BBC-RUSH dataset (Basharat et al., 2008),
illustrating the proposed F-2-F dynamic programming algorithm performance. The
depicted values are the matching scores between the individual DC-images, based on
their matched SIFT keypoints. The highlighted values (in blue) are the optimal match-
ing scores.
3.2 Results and Evaluation
This section presents and discusses the DC-image matching and retrieval performance
compared to the full size I-frame, using the revised F-2-F technique. This will help to
quantify the expected speed and retrieval gains to emphasize the DC-image superiority
and benefits as core component in the proposed thesis framework. Furthermore, the
effect of global features compared to local features on video matching is investigated
as well. This will confirm the richness of the DC-image retained visual features, since
local features are more descriptive for the visual content. In addition, this will empha-
size local features superiority on the DC-image tiny scale, as the literature lacks this
part (to the best of our knowledge). The following section will present the datasets and
evaluation measures used in this part of investigation, followed by the obtained results
and their respective analysis.
3.2.1 Datasets and Evaluation Measures
Three different datasets are used during F-2-F experiments. Namely; BBC-RUSH
(Basharat et al., 2008), UCF11 (Liu et al., 2009) and a mix of both. The BBC-RUSH
(335 videos) is a standard dataset for video retrieval and contains a diverse set of chal-
lenging videos; mainly man-made moving objects (cars, tanks, aeroplanes and boats)
in various manoeuvring scenarios. The UCF11(1600 videos) is a standard dataset for
action recognition and is widely used for retrieval purposes. The mixed dataset is 300
videos randomly selected from the BBC-RUSH and UCF11 datasets. In general, all
the datasets are challenging, as their respective videos depicts a wide range of varia-
tions such as: objects’ types, objects’ size, objects’ motion, actions, appearance, shape
and viewpoint plus variable camera quality and motion. The overall datasets diversity
plus the mixing in the third one gives more consolidation for the obtained results. Full
and comprehensive discussion about the datasets is also presented in Chapter 6.
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The performance is evaluated using the Precision-Over-N (PN ) standard measure
(Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014) (introduced shortly), following an exhaustive Leave-One-
Out-Cross-Validation -(LOOCV) model (Rodriguez et al., 2008). This matching model
operates by matching a dataset query video to every other video in the dataset except
itself and repeating the process for all the other videos in the dataset. This gives a
chance for each dataset video to act as a test-query which yields more robust results.
The machine that were used during the experiments is Intel core i3, 3.3 GHZ with 8GB
of RAM.
The PN for a given single query video evaluates to 1, if there is at least one cor-
rect match among the top-N retrieved results for this query. Equation 3.4 depicts the
formula for the PN metric.
PN(i) =
Q∑
k=1
∨
[
REL(rkx)
]i
x=1
Q
(3.4)
Where, PN(i) is the Precision-Over-N until rank i, ∨ is the logical ’OR’ symbol and
Q is the total number of tested video queries. REL(rkx) is binary function defined as
in Equation 3.5:
REL(rkx) =
1, item at rank x of query video k is a relevant match.0, otherwise. (3.5)
The PN metric is selected, as it represents the relevance of the entire top-N results
accumulatively. Thus, the whole PN curve need to be considered while comparing
different PN curves. The sequence of evaluations will be as follows: First, quantifying
matching speed and retrieval (precision) gains, due to using the DC-image compared
to the full size I-frame, is presented in Section 3.2.2. Second, verifying the superiority
of the DC-image local features compared to its global features, to confirm its visual
richness, is presented in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2 DC-image versus I-frame
This section investigates the DC-image matching speed and retrieval performance
compared to its full size I-frame. The colour histogram global feature is used to fuel
the F-2-F matching engine for both, DC-image and full I-frame. This is because global
features are faster to compute and match over full size I-frames, compared to local fea-
tures that are generated in thousands per full size frame (Lowe, 2004). Moreover, the
task is mainly for investigating the DC-image speed compared to the full size I-frame
speed in the first place. This makes the choice of global features is a fair choice, as it
is independent of the frame size (Kamila, 2015) and shortens the experiments duration
for the I-frame part.
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Table 3.2 shows that the DC-image based F-2-F engine runs with 95%1 faster speed
compared to the full size I-frame based version, considering global features in both
cases. However, the overall matching performance (PN ) of the DC-image based F-2-F
is reduced by 1.19±1.2%2 on average, as shown in Figure 3.6.a. The is a relatively
a small number, in context of the huge speed increase, due to using the DC-image.
The achieved speed increase (95%) emphasizes adequacy of the DC-image for faster
processing with a slight effect on the retrieval precision (if global features are used).
Moreover, the reduced precision, represents the worst-case scenario to utilize the DC-
image visual content; that even showed a good performance compared to the full size
I-frame global features. Nevertheless, this precision reduction is not always the case,
if more sophisticated features and matching technique are used, e.g. signatures. (The
proposed thesis framework in the next chapter will utilize more robust features and
matching technique to further benefit from the DC-image visual content.)
Furthermore, to highlight the local features effect considering the DC-image scale
against the I-frame scale, we repeated the F-2-F experiment considering the local fea-
tures for both scales. The results are depicted in Figure 3.6.b, and shows that the F-2-F
engine with local features on the DC-image scale is better (PN ) by 7.7±2.1%2 on av-
erage compared to the same F-2-F with local features on the full I-frame scale. In
addition, the matching speed increase (0.5⇒35.6 fps) in this case is much higher, as
the DC-image yields a smaller number of SIFT keypoints compared to the full size
I-frame that generates thousands of SIFT keypoints (Lowe, 2004).
Technique Matching speed:frames-per-second (fps)
F-2-F (Global features + Full I-frame) 14.8
F-2-F (Global features + DC-image) 338.8
F-2-F (Local features + DC-image) 35.6
F-2-F (Local features + Full I-frame) 0.5
Table 3.2: The F-2-F engine timing analysis based on local and global features, con-
sidering DC-image and full size I-frame.
The massive matching speed increase, due to using the DC-image, is strongly re-
lated to the small time required for its extraction. The extraction time represents 0.01%
of the corresponding full size I-frame construction time, as depicted in the time break-
down in Figure 3.7. Furthermore, the DC-image small size also helps to generate local
features in a very fast manner (Figure 3.7), which further boosts the overall F-2-F
matching speed as well. The next section will present and discuss the effect of using
local features versus global features over the DC-image using the F-2-F approach. This
is to further quantify the DC-image visual richness and local features superiority.
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
2Average ± Standard deviation of direct differences across top-N ranks.
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Figure 3.6: (a)F-2-F performance based on global features considering DC-image ver-
sus full size I-frame over the BBC-RUSH. (b)F-2-F performance based on local fea-
tures considering DC-image versus full size I-frame over the BBC-RUSH. (c)F-2-F
DC-image local features versus its global features over the BBC-RUSH. (d,e)F-2-
F DC-image local features versus its global features over the UCF11 and the mixed
dataset respectively.
Figure 3.7: DC-image versus I-frame timing breakdown. The reported values are the
averages per frame, calculated over the datasets. The DC-image extraction time repre-
sents 0.01% of the corresponding full size I-frame extraction time. (The x-axis values
are plotted using a logarithmic scale.)
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3.2.3 Local versus Global features
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, local features tend to provide a better performance,
regarding full resolution frames. However, there was not any clear attempt through
literature (to the best of our knowledge) to either prove or disapprove this hypothe-
sis on DC-images small-scale. This is because the majority of research is using full
size frames. Even the past research that attempted to benefit from small size images
did not focus on local features and was assisted with metadata (Torralba et al., 2008;
Karpenko and Aarabi, 2011). Thus, this section provides a quantitative evaluation for
the performance gain, due to using local features compared to global features over the
DC-image.
Figures 3.6.c, 3.6.d and 3.6.e depicts the F-2-F (PN ) curves of local features (SIFT)
versus global features (colour histogram) based on the DC-image over the three used
datasets. The figures shows that local features outperform global features with 5.19%,
10.2% and 23.8% average1 higher PN for the BBC-RUSH, UCF11 and the mixed
dataset respectively. Furthermore, towards more quantification of this precision gain,
Figure 3.8 depicts the percent increase in the overall retrieved F-2-F correct matches
(across all ranks) using DC-image local features compared to its global features. The
figure confirms the superiority of local features even on the DC-image tiny scale, with
30.7% average increase in correct matches across all the datasets. This result is in
accordance with literature (Bannour et al., 2009; Nie et al., 2014b) about local features
superiority compared to global features over full size frames. This confirms the visual
richness of DC-images and emphasize its promising benefits for the proposed thesis
framework, not only for speed gain, but also for retrieval performance gain.
Figure 3.8: Percent increase in correct matches (%), due to using DC-image local
features compared to global features for BBC-RUSH, UCF11 and the mixed dataset
respectively. The Values are computed based on the first 10 ranks of all query videos.
1Average of individual PN differences, across top-N ranks.
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Local versus Global features Timing Analysis
Table 3.2 depicts the F-2-F timing analysis using local features compared to global
features over the DC-image. The F-2-F speed based on DC-image local features is
approximately 9.5 times slower compared to using global features on the same DC-
image scale. This is due to the fact that local features extraction and matching are
more costly than global features, as it involves more complex computations (Lowe,
2004). Figure 3.7 verifies this exhaustive nature of local features over the DC-image
and full size I-frame scales as well. However, even with this slower time, the F-2-F
engine based on local features demonstrated ability to operate in a real-time1 manner.
Moreover, the reported F-2-F speed using local features represents the worst-case sce-
nario for utilizing local features in their rawest format, i.e. exhaustive frame-to-frame
matching. Nevertheless, SIFT extraction times could be reduced by using a better way
to speed up finding the α value, rather than the iterative way. The next section will
further evaluate the overall performance of the revised F-2-F technique against some
baselines.
3.3 F-2-F Evaluation
This section presents an evaluation of the revised F-2-F technique. The DC-image
benefits were already confirmed in previous sections. However, the goal of this sec-
tion is to confirm the contributions made by revising the F-2-F technique, i.e. speed
and retrieval performance. Thus, this section empirically validates the revised F-2-F
versus other baselines. Two baselines are chosen to fulfil this task. The first is the tra-
jectories (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014) approach that encodes SIFT local features into
a descriptive construct that captures the spatio-temporal nature of a video shot. The
second is the original F-2-F technique (Ng et al., 2001) that utilized colour histogram
global feature for frame matching. Both baselines and the revised F-2-F will operate
over the DC-image as a common base for a fair comparison.
The originail F-2-F baseline achieved an average precision of 60% based on a lim-
ited number of test videos (five) in its original implementation (Ng et al., 2001). How-
ever, due to difficulty of obtaining the same dataset, we regenerated this baseline over
the three previous datasets with the same colour histogram global feature, as depcited
in Figure 3.9. This will help to further obtain robust results based on larger number
of test queries across diverse datastes. For the BBC-RUSH (Figure 3.9.a) although the
regenerated F-2-F baseline showes a higher PN values across the 8th − 10th ranks,
the revised F-2-F is better by 2.3±3.6%2 on average overall ranks. Furthermore, the
revised F-2-F is able to retrieve 16.36% more overall correct matches, as depicted in
1Real-time is considered to be 25 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014)
2Average ± Standard deviation of individual PN differences, across top-N ranks.
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Figure 3.10.a. For the mixed dataset, the revised F-2-F achieved 20±4.6%2 higher PN
on average compared to the regenerated F-2-F baseline, as depicted in Figure 3.9.b.
This corresponds to 60.12% increase in overall correct matches, as showed in Figure
3.10.a. Finally, regarding the UCF11, the revised F-2-F achieved 10.1±1.6%2 higher
PN on average, as depicted in Figure 3.9.c. This corresponds to 15.64% increase in
overall correct matches, as illustrated in Figure 3.10.a.
Figure 3.9: Revised F-2-F based on local features versus the regenerated F-2-F baseline
based on global features showing: (a)2.3% average higher PN ≡ 16.36% more correct
matches (from Figure 3.10.a) over the BBC-RUSH, (b)20% average higher PN over
the mixed dataset and (c)10.1% average higher PN over the UCF11.
Figure 3.10: Percent increase in overall correct matches (%), due to using the revised
F-2-F compared to: (a)Regenerated F-2-F baseline and (b)Trajectories baseline. The
revised F-2-F is able to retrieve more correct matches than both baselines across all the
datasets. The values are computed based on the first 10 ranks for all query videos.
Regarding the trajectories baseline, Figure 3.11 depicts its PN curves against the
revised F-2-F over the three datasets respectively. The revised F-2-F outperforms this
sophisticated approach for the first two datasets, as depicted in Figure 3.11.a and Fig-
ure 3.11.b respectively. For the UCF11 (Figure 3.11.c), the revised F-2-F retrieves in
total 2.18% more correct matches, as depicted in Figure 3.10.b. However, although the
trajectories baseline retrieves less correct matches, it presents its less correct matches
at earlier ranks (1st-3rd), while the revised F-2-F continues to retrieve more correct
matches from 4th to 10th ranks. This odd behaviour, is because trajectories are de-
signed to better model the motion aspect and the UCF11 is an action recognition
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dataset (motion-based). Furthermore, the UCF11 ground truth rules were built con-
sidering action similarity, while the revised F-2-F offers a generic matching based on
the similarity of frames’ local features .
In general, the overall retrieval performance of the revised F-2-F is considered bet-
ter than all the baselines. This is clearly reflected in its ability to retrieve more correct
matches, as depicted in Figure 3.10.b. Conclusively, this verifies the higher retrieval
performance of the revised F-2-F, due to our introduced revisions. The next section
will compare the revised F-2-F against the baselines-set, in terms of their matching
speeds.
Figure 3.11: Revised F-2-F versus the trajectories baseline showing: (a)8.4% average
higher PN over the BBC-RUSH, (b)15.13% average higher PN over the mixed dataset
and (c)8.3% average higher PN across 4th -10th ranks over the UCF11 ≡ 2.18% in-
crease in total correct matches, as depicted in Figure 3.10.b.
F-2-F versus Baselines Timing Analysis
This section presents a matching speed comparison between the revised F-2-F and
the baselines set. The main F-2-F baseline (global features on full size frames), is
included in the comparison as well. This is because the revised F-2-F timing improve-
ment should be compared to this version, as it represents the legacy of the F-2-F. Table
3.3 shows that the fastest technique is the regenerated F-2-F baseline, due to its re-
liance on global features that are speedily computable, especially over the tiny size
DC-images. The second fastest is the trajectories baseline. This is attributed to the
nature of trajectories that summarizes a given video shot into a number of trajectories
and discards non essential SIFT keypoints, which reduces the total matching time.
Finally, although the revised F-2-F achieved the best retrieval results, it comes
last in the speed marathon. This is attributed to the exhaustive cross frame matching
to generate the underlying frame-similarity matrix, especially with local features, as
depicted in Figure 3.7. However, the revised F-2-F speed represents 140%1 matching
speed increase compared to the main F-2-F baseline (global features over full I-frame).
Conclusively, the revised F-2-F technique is faster than the main F-2-F baseline and
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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Technique Matching speed:frames-per-second (fps)
Regenerated F-2-F baseline
DC-image + Global features 338.8
Revised F-2-F
DC-image + Local features 35.6
Trajectories
DC-image + Local features 55
Main baseline F-2-F
Full-image + Global features 14.8
Table 3.3: Timing analysis of the revised F-2-F using local features versus trajectories,
regenerated F-2-F and the main F-2-F baselines respectively.
even works in real-time margin now. In addition, it achieved the best retrieval results
compared to some baselines, which confirms the proposed contributions.
3.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented an extensive rigorous evaluation regarding the DC-image per-
formance. This was done to quantify its potential usage benefits as a base for the
proposed video matching and retrieval framework (introduced in the next chapter). To
achieve this task fairly without biasing to specific features or matching techniques, the
traditional F-2-F was resurrected and revised to fulfil this task. Quantifying the DC-
image performance using the revised F-2-F technique is the main contribution of this
chapter. This required solving two main issues: (1)Adapting SIFT to extract enough
keypoints from small-size images. (2)Developing an efficient dynamic programming
algorithm that could find an overall matching score for videos from their given frame-
similarity matrix. Both problems were solved efficiently and the revised F-2-F demon-
strated high retrieval performance and speed as well. Furthermore, since speed is one
of this thesis targeted challenges, the DC-image showed 95% increase in matching
speed, compared to the full size I-frame, based on global features. In addition, the
extraction of the DC-image could be done without full decompression with 98% re-
duced time compared to the full size I-frame construction, which is highly useful for
the proposed thesis framework.
The DC-image is showed to retain a comparable amount of features compared to
the full size I-frame, with only 1.19±1.2% loss in the retrieval performance with re-
spect to global features. Furthermore, matching and retrieval based on local features
showed superiority compared to global features over the DC-image scale with an aver-
age of 13% increase in retrieval performance across all the datasets. This confirms its
visual richness and supports for further advanced utilization of its contents. Conclu-
sively, these results highlights the potential benefits of using the DC-image as a base
for the thesis proposed framework towards a more novel adaptation of its visual content
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and speed. The next chapter will present the structure of the proposed signature-based
framework for visual similarity detection and measurement using the DC-image as
base for extracting the representative features.
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Proposed Framework
This chapter presents the overall structure of the proposed signature-based framework
for visual similarity detection and measurement. The framework theoretical basics,
building constructs and its contributions to the thesis objectives are discussed as well.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 provides a recap of the thesis chal-
lenges and how the proposed framework will address them. The proposed framework
structure is introduced in Section 4.2, while its internal design details are introduced in
Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Finally the chapter is concluded in Section 4.7.
4.1 Foundations
Following the literature conclusion in Chapter 2; current research into the visual sim-
ilarity is still lagging behind any practical usage. The reason is that research is still
targeting retrieval accuracy with less attention to matching speed. In addition, the
state-of-art research is mostly based on dense features sampling and machine learning.
This is problematic, because neither dense-sampling contributes to speed and scalabil-
ity issues, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.2, nor machine learning is suitable for peer-
to-peer video matching, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. Furthermore, research is still
focused on uncompressed videos even with the growing enormous amounts of com-
pressed videos. This resulted in non-generic techniques that requires initial decompres-
sion of compressed videos which wastes valuable processing resources. Moreover, the
existing limited research on compressed-domain videos is still not mature enough to
provide scalable performance over the existing enormous video amounts. Finally, the
majority of current research is targeting domain-specific problems, e.g. action recog-
nition, leaving the generic and more challenging video analysis level struggling, i.e.
visual similarity. Although better visual similarity matching systems can improve the
performance of domain-specific problems.
Thus, the proposed framework contributes, as discussed in Section 1.4, and solves
the aforementioned issues as follows: (1)Producing a compact and fixed-length signa-
tures to represent video shots, rather than dense and complex constructs that are rela-
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tively expensive to extract and process. (2)Modelling videos’ scene and motion aspects
separately which allows better capturing of their individual properties. (3)Working di-
rectly on compressed-domain videos without performing full decompression. (4)Using
the tiny DC-image sequence instead of full size frames which reduces the frame size
and hence the computational cost. Full discussion about how each of these points con-
tributes to solve the targeted thesis challenges is presented in Section 4.6. The next
section will present the proposed framework block structure.
4.2 Framework Structure
This section presents the block diagram of the proposed framework as depicted in
Figure 4.1. The process starts by receiving a compressed query video, where the DC-
image sequence is decoded, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. The next step is dividing
each DC-image into fixed number of blocks and each block is represented by its dom-
inant colour. (The term dominant colour refers to the most frequent colour in a given
block). Then, two separate signatures are extracted: (1)Motion signature that is ex-
tractable directly from the grayscale DC-images at the blocks level. This is because
capturing motion is mostly concerned with tracked blocks’ locations, rather than their
colours (Lucas et al., 1981), (2)Scene signature that could be extracted either from the
grayscale or the full colours DC-images for a more robust encoding of scene contents
(Reddy and Shah, 2013) in the later full colours case. Finally, the fusion between both,
scene and motion signatures represents the overall video signature that is used directly
for the matching purpose.
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the proposed framework for visual similarity based
matching. The depicted output is real example from the UCF11 dataset.
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Section 2.1.1 presented a definition for the visual similarity, as a combination of
scene and motion similarities. Accordingly, two different video signatures are de-
veloped in compliance with that definition. The first is dedicated to capture scene
information by initially converting each shot into a sequence of descriptive colour pro-
files that captures the colours spatio-temporal changes across the shot. These profiles
are created in analogy with the human vision system, as will be discussed in Section
4.3.1. Each profile records the key-colour values over a specific temporal pipeline in
the given video shot. Then, all the generated colour profiles are statistically encoded
through their respective moments to facilitate for a relaxed matching. The second
signature targets the motion aspect by tracking positions of respective frames’ blocks
across the given video shot. Then, the tracked blocks’ positions are converted into a
representative graph structure for a robust modelling. The graph’s structural proper-
ties act as the motion signature core values. Finally, the fusion between the scene and
motion signatures represents the overall video signature that is able to efficiently and
compactly represent a given video shot in a fixed-length construct.
The combination of scene and motion information is effective for capturing video
contents, even for domain-specific tasks (Marszalek et al., 2009; Reddy and Shah,
2013; Karpathy et al., 2014) that might favour motion information over scene infor-
mation. However, several filtering stages were performed (Reddy and Shah, 2013) to
separate static and moving pixels. Static pixels were used to extract scene informa-
tion, while moving pixels were used to extract motion information. This is highly time
consuming to fulfil the scene and motion combination, especially on full size frames.
Hence, as a contribution, the proposed framework encodes scene and motion infor-
mation into compact fixed-size signatures without the need for expensive filtering or
complex high-dimensional descriptors.
The framework is adaptive, as it provides two different operational modes. The
first is the accuracy-mode that uses full colours DC-images to generate the respective
scene signature towards a more accurate matching and retrieval in real-time speed.
The second is the speed-mode that provides up to 2.3 times higher matching speed
compared to the accuracy-mode, but with a slightly reduced retrieval accuracy. The
speed kick for the speed-oriented signature stems from using only the grayscale DC-
images to generate the required scene signature that is shorter in length and hence
faster in matching. The granularity of the proposed signatures is highly beneficial
to accommodate for various applications needs with different balancing requirements
between the matching speed and retrieval accuracy. More details about both signatures
will be presented shortly.
The experimental evaluation was carried out on multiple standard, challenging and
large-scale datasets. The performance of the individual scene and motion signatures
was examined as well. Furthermore, the overall framework results have been bench-
marked against popular set of state-of-art baselines. The proposed framework showed
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effectiveness to find similar videos in a very efficient and real-time manner. Full details
about the evaluation will be presented in Chapter 6.
Why signatures?
Signatures are highly beneficial, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.4, mainly due to their
compact size. The reliance on signatures will liberate videos from the ever lasting bond
to the high-dimensional complex dense spatio-temporal space that acted as the main
source of bottleneck in matching speeds in all related literature work. The compact-
ness aspect makes signatures suitable for indexing (Shen and Cheng, 2011; Khoenkaw
and Piamsa-nga, 2014) and speedy matching to better handle large-scale data (Li et al.,
2005; Bertinetto et al., 2014). Moreover, fixing the signatures’ length tackles the prob-
lem of variable video lengths and further supports for a higher matching speeds and
scalability levels. In addition, the fixed-length aspect supports for specifying an upper
bound for the matching speed. This is in contrast with previous approaches that either
used the sliding window techniques (Tahboub et al., 2015) or the dynamic program-
ming to match variable-length signatures (Hua et al., 2004; Horie et al., 2015).
Why colour feature?
The performance of any retrieval system is mainly affected by the type of the adopted
features. Colour in particular proved to be a powerful feature regarding image retrieval
(Sabitha and Hariharan, 2013; Wang et al., 2014) and video retrieval (DeMenthon and
Doermann, 2003; Liu et al., 2012; Lokocˇ et al., 2014) because of its strong relation
to the visual similarity (Rogowitz et al., 1998; Mojsilovic et al., 2002). Furthermore,
colour is naturally invariant to partial occlusion, cropping, translation or affine trans-
formations such as scaling, rotation, shear or reflection (Liu et al., 2012). Colour
feature is very powerful and could act as a building block for efficient video matching
techniques, especially in the absence of any semantic cues (Mojsilovic et al., 2002).
Moreover, humans tend to see scenes as a set of dominant colours (Rogowitz et al.,
1998; Mojsilovic et al., 2002), as it was discovered that a small number of colours
is sufficient to describe any region instead of a full colour space (Deng et al., 2001).
These important remarks about colour, together are the motives behind using colour
features to build the proposed signatures. Section 4.3.1 will present more details about
the human vision and how colour is linked to it.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: The scene signature is in-
troduced in Section 4.3, while the motion signature is presented in Section 4.4. The
overall fused signatures are presented in Section 4.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded
in Section 4.7.
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4.3 Scene Information
The definition of a scene was extensively investigated from a behavioural research per-
spective, following observing the human scene recognition over multiple experiments.
Scientists found that the human scene recognition is being done initially on a global-
level without any localization of objects or movements (Intraub, 2002; Larson et al.,
2014). Scene was defined as a part of a real-world or artificial environment that typ-
ically includes both foreground objects and background elements (Kveraga and Bar,
2014). Furthermore, a visual scene was commonly defined as a view of an environment
comprised of objects and surfaces that are organized in a meaningful way, like a forest
path (Intraub, 2002). However, more formal definitions for the scene were attempted
from a video-analysis perspective. In this context, scene was mostly defined as an im-
age frame with all of its contents (Chaudhury et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2013). Another
attempt was proposed by considering the absolute distance between the observer and
the fixated1-zone, where the scene begins when there is a larger space between the ob-
server and the fixated-point (Oliva and Torralba, 2001; Chaudhury et al., 2011). Hence,
according to the previous scene definitions, the term scene in this thesis will refer to
the entire frame contents without any further classification to its contents.
Practically, scene information is essential and proved to be useful in solving domain-
specific problems, where related videos, e.g. actions, are highly likely to occur in
similar scene contexts (Marszalek et al., 2009; Reddy and Shah, 2013), e.g. skiing
happens always on snow. The same level of scene importance is even more helpful for
the generic visual similarity problem that do not focus on specific actions and require
more utilization of the scene information, as discussed in Section 2.1.1. In addition,
visually similar videos mostly depict similar scenes which represent half of the visual
similarity and emphasize the importance of scene information. However, developing
a realistic and robust signature that captures video scene information requires more
understanding about how scene is being represented by the human vision system. This
understanding will provide some guidance to design the proposed scene signature. The
next section will present how the human vision system works and how such knowledge
could be harvested to derive a robust scene signature.
4.3.1 Human Vision System
In recent years biological research indicated that humans tend to see in a frame-free
scenario (Linares-Barranco, 2006; Pe´rez-Carrasco et al., 2009). This is in contrast with
the imaging devices that operates in a frame-based manner (Delbruck and Lichsteiner,
2006; Lichtsteiner et al., 2008). Furthermore, it was discovered that the biological
neurons in human’s retina (photo-receptors) only emit electrical impulses (spikes) in
response to incident photons from current scene triggered by luminance change (Licht-
1Visual fixation is the maintaining of the visual gaze on a single location (Martinez-Conde et al., 2004)
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steiner et al., 2008; Thorpe, 2012). Later, this information is sent to the brain as a
wave of spikes in their respective chronological order for further complex process-
ing (Linares-Barranco, 2006; Thorpe, 2012). Figure 4.2 depicts an illustration for the
spikes that are fired in response to a rotating disk with black dot, as an example video
shot.
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the spikes that are fired in response to a rotating disk. The
output is generated from an artificial vision sensor that mimics the human photo-
receptors response to incident light (Delbruck and Lichsteiner, 2006).
As a core conclusion, biologists identified that the human vision power is attributed
to two distinct aspects. The first is the different sparse representation (coding) of vi-
sual information, while the second is information processing inside the brain. Al-
though much research was done in both aspects, the brain’s inner processing still has
not revealed its secrets. However, there is some sort of agreement between scien-
tists about the visual information representation, as being better communicated to the
brain in spikes form. These spikes represents key changes in response to incident light
(Linares-Barranco, 2006; Thorpe, 2012). Furthermore, there is no complex scene anal-
ysis being done at this early stage, but only information coding into spikes.
This inspires the design of the proposed scene signature for modelling key-colours
(analogous to spikes) extracted directly from video frames following a block-based
structure. The reliance on the block-scheme is to mimic the spikes-sparsely aspect
(Lichtsteiner et al., 2008), rather than using dense pixel-level processing. The proposed
scene signature encodes each video shot into multiple sequences of spatio-temporal
spikes. Each spike fired from a specific block is represented by this block respective
key-colours, in analogy with the human vision system. The analogy between the pro-
posed scene signature and the biological scene representation makes it more robust to
capture meaningful scene information towards a better matching on the scene level.
Scene Information: Continued
The DC-image of MPEG stream could be extracted either in grayscale or full colour,
as discussed in Section 3.1. Thus, two types of scene signatures could be generated.
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The first is extractable from the grayscale DC-images, while the second is extractable
from the full colours DC-image, as depicted in Figure 4.1. The full colours based ver-
sion is expected to perform better in capturing scene information, while the grayscale
version is expected to be faster with a slight loss in retrieval accuracy. Furthermore,
since matching speed and scalability are crucial issues for the proposed framework, the
underlying signatures should be extractable within minimal possible time. This timing
restriction is important to keep the matching speed at its peak and facilitate for speedy
signature generation over large-scale data, for possible indexing tasks. Hence, the full
colour scene signature is designed to directly use available colour information from
the other U and V channels1 without adopting any intermediate conversions through
different colour spaces (Shao et al., 2008a). To fulfil this task a generic and direct way
is adopted by generating individual scene signatures from the Y, U and V channels
and merge them together to form one representative signature. (A comparison of using
different colour spaces is performed later in the next chapter at Section 5.2.1.2.) Scene
signatures implementation details will be presented in Section 5.2 (in the next chapter).
4.4 Motion Information
Motion information is a crucial aspect in video-related research, as it constitutes the
essence of videos. There has been vast amount of research to capture and encode
videos’ motion into meaningful descriptors for content-based retrieval purposes, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. Moreover, motion proved to be highly useful in solving domain-
specific problems such as action recognition (Wang et al., 2013a; Reddy and Shah,
2013) and non-domain specific problems, e.g. video retrieval (Reddy et al., 2013;
Chattopadhyay and Das, 2015). However, the majority of available motion-based tech-
niques are not signature-based and mostly relies on complex features tracking. This
makes the available techniques not suitable for speedy retrieval, due to the exhaus-
tive time needed to locate and track features to extract required motion information.
The situation is not better even with the availability of pre-computed motion vectors
in compressed videos (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014) that still requires extra time to be
converted into meaningful constructs (Poppe et al., 2009). The problem is even worse
with the recent dense-sampling trend (Sun et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013a), where the
resultant feature vectors are of high-dimensionality nature that are far away from any
speedy utilization. Thus, the proposed motion signature neither rely on costly features
tracking nor dense-sampling nor motion vectors. It uses graphs to capture and encode
respective motion information. Graphs proved to be powerful structures for diverse
video related work, e.g. action recognition (C¸eliktutan et al., 2015), tracking (Thome
et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2011), object recognition (Torresani et al., 2008; Albarelli
et al., 2012), copy detection (Liu et al., 2013; Anju et al., 2015) and shape matching
(Leordeanu and Hebert, 2005; Sharma et al., 2011). This emphasizes the promising-
1The MPEG stream is encoded using YCbCr colour space, commonly called YUV.
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ness of graph-based representations, especially if any expensive features detection and
tracking is alleviated. This is achievable through operating on a block-based structure
rather than the redundant pixel-level. Furthermore, as the framework is entirely based
on fixed-length signatures, the graphs’ structural properties (Bondy and Murty, 1976),
e.g. diameter and degree distribution, are used to represent the motion signature. Full
details about the graph-based motion signature will be presented in Section 5.3 (in
the next chapter). The next section will present the combined signatures as the final
product of the proposed framework.
4.5 Combined Video Descriptor
The proposed framework structure in Section 4.2, indicated that two different signa-
tures are developed for efficient video shot description. Namely, scene and motion
signatures, as previously introduced in this chapter. This idea of separate scene and
motion signatures gives more space to focus on developing a more tailored signatures
and contributes to the framework modularity as well. This is better than modelling
the entire video contents (no discrimination between scene and motion), or focusing
on motion aspects only (Kliper-Gross et al., 2012; Kantorov and Laptev, 2014). The
overall modelling makes it difficult for future updating the framework for a better per-
formance (less modularity), while focusing on a specific video aspect do not realize
the visual similarity. However, the proposed framework individual scene and motion
signatures could be replaced easily with a better versions, while the combination of
them is still able to retrieve videos efficiently.
The next step following the framework block structure, as depicted in Figure 4.1,
is combining the individual scene and motion signatures into a single overall signa-
ture. Practically, the combining process is an important issue, as it is expected to affect
the overall framework performance in case it adds unreasonable extra time to either:
(1)Individual signatures’ generation or (2)Matching of the resultant overall merged
signatures. Thus, to facilitate for the real-time matching speed, a linear fusion (Hsu
et al., 2007; Basharat et al., 2008; Shen and Cheng, 2011) strategy is adopted by aggre-
gating the individual scene and motion signatures into a combined one. Furthermore,
since there are two scene signatures that could be generated based on the DC-image
used version, i.e. grayscale or colour. Subsequently, there are two resultant combined
signatures S1 and S2 defined as formulated in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Each
of the combined signatures could be used depending on applications’ needs of speed
and accuracy. Full details about these combined signatures will be introduced in Sec-
tion 5.4 (in the next chapter). The next section will discuss in detail how the proposed
framework is covering the thesis challenges.
S1grayscale = SCENEgrayscale ∪MOTION (4.1)
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S2colour = SCENEcolour ∪MOTION (4.2)
4.6 How Challenges are Covered
This section discusses in detail how the proposed framework covers each of the pro-
posed thesis challenges that were initially mentioned in Section 1.3. The challenges are
speed, scalability and genericness and will be discussed separately in the subsequent
sections.
Speed
Matching speed is a crucial issue to be addressed. The current state-of-art matching
speeds are 49.94 fps (Shi et al., 2013) and 314.6 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014)
for uncompressed and compressed domains respectively. These speeds are still quite
low for real-time usage over large-scale datasets. The proposed framework addresses
this issue by relying on the compact fixed-length signatures that are extracted directly
from the tiny DC-image sequence. The compact fixed-length signatures are important
to boost the matching speed (Khoenkaw and Piamsa-nga, 2014). The DC-image is
extractable 98% faster compared to the full size frame, and already increased the F-
2-F matching speed by 95%, as discussed in Section 3.2. This justifies its selection
as a core component in the proposed framework. Finally, the framework will avoid
using any complex features and dense-sampling, as it will only utilize colour features
extracted from the DC-images.
Scalability
Framework scalability is an important requirement to unleash the benefits from the
available enormous video volumes (Geetha and Narayanan, 2008; Shen and Cheng,
2011; Ansari and Mohammed, 2015). Furthermore, scalability is related to matching
speed, thus for whatever matching speed gain, it would be reflected positivity on the
scalability as well. Hence, the DC-image and the signature-based structure are ex-
pected to highly contribute to the overall scalability. In addition, fixed-size signatures
are highly indexable entities (Shen and Cheng, 2011), which facilitates for further re-
trieval speed improvement. This is supported with the ability to extract respective
signatures in very fast manner over large-scale datasets to create indexable structures,
e.g. B-tree (Bayer and McCreight, 2002).
Genericness
The genericness meant here is the applicability of the proposed framework for both
compressed and uncompressed videos with minimal alteration. Through literature (to
the best of our knowledge) there was not any reported attempts of such generic tech-
niques. The proposed framework realizes this aspect by using the DC-image only from
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the available compressed-domain features. However, an equivalent of the DC-image
can be constructed easily from uncompressed videos. The DC-image is the averages
of an I-frame’s blocks and could be constructed by a simple pixel-averaging process
for every uncompressed full size frame. This makes the proposed framework is ap-
plicable for compressed and uncompressed videos. Furthermore, the analogy of the
GOP structure (having I-frames only at boundaries), could be mimicked in the uncom-
pressed domain as well. This is possible through using a simple key frames extraction
algorithm to select a representative set of I-frames ’likes’. Thus, the framework is able
to handle both compressed and uncompressed videos. Noting that, in this thesis all the
experiments are applied on compressed videos.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented the core of this thesis; a new framework for visual similarity
detection and measurement that mainly targets compressed-domain videos, but also
applicable for uncompressed videos. The proposed framework provides a number of
contributions as follows:
• Tackling the visual similarity problem with its non-deterministic boundaries
through the proposed signature-based framework operation.
• Mapping each video shot into a compact fixed-length signature. This is highly
beneficial for boosting the overall framework matching speed and scalability,
especially for large-scale datasets. Furthermore, signatures are extractable in
real-time, which facilitates the task of indexing large-scale data, especially with
their highly indexable nature.
• The framework is adaptive to applications/users various requirements, as it pro-
vides two different signatures versions. The S2colour signature that is generated
from the full colours DC-image for a more robust capturing of scene information
and high retrieval accuracy. The S1grayscale signature that is generated only from
the grayscale DC-image for a higher matching speed. S1 signature provides up
to 2.3 times S2colour matching speed, but with a slightly reduced retrieval accu-
racy. Each of these signatures could be used depending on applications/users
needs of speed and accuracy trade-offs.
• Both versions of the final signatures (S1/S2), are generated based on the same
model of having two separate sub-signatures. The first sub-signature is dedicated
to capturing scene information, while the second targets motion information.
The separate handling of scene and motion allows a better modular encoding of
video contents and realization of the visual similarity concept.
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The next chapter will present the proposed signatures (scene/motion/combined)
technical design details plus a preliminary evaluation of their individual performance
across some benchmark datasets.
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Proposed Signatures
The overall framework structure was introduced in Chapter 4. This chapter presents
the proposed framework internal design and technical details. The scene signatures are
presented in Section 5.2 and the motion signature is presented in Section 5.3. Then,
the combined signatures are presented in Section 5.4. Finally the chapter is concluded
in Section 5.5.
5.1 The Proposed Framework
The generic structure of the proposed framework was already presented in Chapter
4, Figure 4.1. Furthermore, Figure 5.1 depicts a detailed version of the framework,
replacing its block components with their proper signature names, as follows:
• DCP: Dominant Colour Profile:
Variable-length scene signature, inspired by the human vision system spikes
model. The DCP could be generated in grayscale or colour depending on the
respective DC-image version.
• SDCPgrayscale: Grayscale Statistical DCP:
Fixed-length scene signature built over the grayscale DC-image, by statistically
encoding the grayscale DCP.
• SDCPcolour: Colour Statistical DCP:
Fixed-length scene signature built over the full colours DC-image, by statisti-
cally encoding the colour DCP.
• DCGP: Dominant Colour Graph Profile:
Fixed length graph-based motion signature, where the graph’s structural proper-
ties are used to construct a signature.
• S1grayscale: Speed-oriented combined video signature:
Based on fusing the SDCPgrayscale and the DCGP.
• S2colour: Accuracy-oriented combined video signature:
Based on fusing the SDCPcolour and the DCGP.
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Figure 5.1: Detailed block diagram of the proposed framework for visual similarity
based matching. The depicted output is real example from UCF11 dataset.
Each of these signatures will be fully explained/discussed in this chapter. The
discussion will cover the signatures internal design steps and their preliminary perfor-
mance across some challenging datasets starting with the scene signatures in the next
section, followed by the motion signature in Section 5.3.
5.2 Scene Signature
In Section 4.3.1, the spikes-based model of the human vision was discussed. The
core DCP scene signature was inspired by the spikes-based model and has been de-
veloped in analogy with it, to represent each video shot. The proposed DCP signature
is designed to capture scene information from the entire contents of each video frame
(background and foreground objects), as discussed in Section 4.3. The DCP encodes
each video shot into a sequence of spatio-temporal spikes. The spikes are simulated
by the key-colours that are extracted from respective DC-image blocks. This analogy
between the DCP scene signature and the natural human vision of scene representa-
tion, makes it better towards capturing useful scene information. The next section will
formally present the DCP signature along with its technical design details.
5.2.1 Dominant Colour Profile (DCP)
The DCP core idea is that given a DC-image divided into a group of blocks every block
in this DC-image is being represented by its dominant colour1 (analogous to spikes).
1The most frequent colour (Shao et al., 2008a) in a given DC-image block.
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The process of dividing and extracting the spikes is repeated for every DC-image in the
given video shot. The group of dominant colours of temporally adjacent blocks is kept
as a descriptive colour profile for this pipeline and called a block-DCP, as visualized
in Figure 5.2. The sequence of encoded dominant colours within each block-DCP
represents a wave of consecutive spikes that describes this block behaviour across the
given video shot. Finally, the whole set of all blocks’ DCPs acts as a signature for
the entire video shot. Moreover, the blocks’ spatial localizations are preserved within
their respective spikes’ positions while their temporal orders are preserved through the
spikes order across video frames. Hence, each video shot is mapped to a sequence
of spatio-temporal spikes that encodes its respective blocks’ key-colours evolvement
across the video frames.
Figure 5.2: The process of DCP extraction from respective video frames.
Formally, consider a video V1 = {f1, f2, f3 . . . fn} where n is the number of its
I-frames. Each I-frame fi is represented by its DC-image and subsequently divided
into m blocks, as depicted in Figure 5.3. Hence, fi = {b1i , b2i , b3i . . . bmi }. For each
block bji , its respective dominant colour d
j
i is extracted to represent a spike fired from
this specific block. Subsequently, a given frame fi will be represented by its respective
sequence of blocks’ dominant colours that expressed as fi = {d1i , d2i , d3i . . . dmi }. The
process of dividing a frame into blocks and extracting dominant colours is repeated
for every DC-image. Then, the set of dominant colours ∪{dji} of each block (bji ) at
every frame fi are concatenated together to form a DCP sequence of a single block
(block-DCP). Finally, the entire video DCP signature is the group of all individual
blocks’ DCPs as defined in Equation 5.1, where n is the number of frames and m is
the number of blocks per-frame.
VDCP1 =
m⋃
j=1
{∪ni=1dji} (5.1)
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Figure 5.3: Sample DC-image depicted using different block sizes, where each block
is represented by its dominant colour. For the human eye more blocks are more de-
scriptive, but for the computer smaller blocks number is sufficient.
5.2.1.1 DCP Parameters Selection
The extraction and performance of the DCP signature as described is controlled by
a number of parameters. Namely; (1)Number of blocks per DC-image, (2)Number
of dominant colours per-block and (3)Colours quantization factor. Each factor will
be fully investigated in the next subsections. All the experiments were performed
on BBC-RUSH and UCF11 standard datasets. The resultant DCP signature length
depends on the encoded shot length, but these shots are usually of different lengths
which yields variable-length DCP signatures. Hence, to facilitate the DCP matching
and gauging its parameters, a generic procedure is adopted, by expanding the shorter
DCP signature with appended values copied from its beginning. This is to avoid the ex-
haustive sliding window technique (Wu et al., 2007), where the shorter signature need
to be matched with many segments of the longer signature. The performance during
the parameter gauging process is evaluated using a weighted version of the Precision-
Over-N (PN ) metric (introduced in Section 3.2.1) called wPN. This modified metric
is calculated using weighted average of PN values at the 1st, 5th and 10th ranks as in
Equation 5.2:
wPN =
αPN10 + βPN5 + γPN1
3
(5.2)
Selecting the 1st, 5th and 10th ranks on behalf of the first ten ranks is common
during retrieval evaluation (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014). α, β and γ are the weighting
parameters and α > β > γ. This unequal weighting gives more consideration to
PN values at higher ranks, i.e. 10th rank, and keeps into account initial PN values
at early ranks, i.e. 1st and 5th. This mimics the ideal PN curve performance that
approaches 100% at higher ranks and reflects the progressive retrieval ability through
the first, mid and last PN curve ranks. In addition, this wPN metric summarizes
an entire PN curve in one single value to facilitate the comparison, especially with
the large number of parameters’ settings to be tried. The condition α + β + γ=1
must be satisfied for the weighted average constraint (Weisstein, 2009). Through the
experiments, different values for α, β and γ were tried, and the final DCP parameters’
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values were the same. In the following experiments α, β and γ are set to 0.5, 0.3
and 0.2 respectively. Finally, the distance between respective video DCP signatures
is measured using the L2 Minkowski distance (Black, 2004; Gosling, 2010). This
metric is effectively and commonly used in video retrieval research (Almeida et al.,
2011; Ansari and Mohammed, 2015; Thepade and Yadav, 2015b), as a simple intuitive
measure.
Number of Blocks per DC-image
The first factor that affects the DCP performance is the number of blocks per DC-image
for subsequent dominant colours extraction. Following the experiments over eight dif-
ferent blocks’ numbers, it was found that increasing the blocks’ number, slightly in-
creases the retrieval precision up to 49 blocks (7×7). This is because having more
blocks mimics the behaviour of dense-sampling and allows more of the DC-image
pixels to contribute in the overall DCP signature that forces stricter spatial matching
constraints. Hence, the increased blocks’ number un-relaxes the similarity constraints
between videos and makes it more strict and closer to copy detection according to
the visual similairty defenition in Section 2.1.1. Figure 5.4.a shows that 49 blocks
yields a notable high weighted average PN (wPN) for the BBC-RUSH that corre-
sponds to 1.1%1 increase in wPN over no-blocking at all (blocks=1). Although this
increase in wPN might seems small, but it is equivalent to 13%1 PN increase at rank-1
(45%→51%).
Regarding the UCF11 dataset, Figure 5.4.b depicts its wPN curve. The figure con-
firms that 49 blocks are still a good choice, as it results in 24.8%1 wPN increase over
no-blocking which corresponds to 91%1 PN increase at rank-1 (35%→67%). Further-
more, increasing the blocks number beyond 7 × 7, added more computational cost
without any notable precision gain, which reduced the DCP matching speed. Thus, 49
blocks (7×7) is selected as the optimal blocks’ number for the DCP signature. Finally,
although the difference between the optimal option (49 blocks) and the preceding op-
tion (36 blocks) is not big, but the selection is blindly made based on the wPN values,
to ensure fairness and generalization to other datasets.
Quantization Parameter
Following the process of dividing the DC-image sequence into blocks, each block is
then represented by its dominant colour(s). However, the quality and representative-
ness of the extracted dominant colours depends on the total colours-range in the DC-
image. Hence, if the available colours-range is reduced this would positively increase
the representativeness of blocks’ dominant colours. According to literature, there are
two main ways to reduce the colours-range in a given colour space. Namely; clustering
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of varying the number of blocks on DCP performance (wPN), on
(a)BBC-RUSH and (b)UCF11 datasets. The highest value for wPN is at 49 blocks for
both datasets. Blocks=1 means no blocks at all.
(Deng et al., 2001; Jin et al., 2013) and quantization (Stehling et al., 2002; Blundell,
2008; Wang et al., 2011). For the DCP design, the quantization method is adopted
since it is cheaper and operates in real-time, which contributes towards the targeted
speed issue. Furthermore, the quantization do not require any initialization parameters
compared to the clustering (Yang et al., 2008; Roopalakshmi and Reddy, 2011). In
principle, the quantization process operates by mapping each range of colours to one
representative colour (Blundell, 2008; Shao et al., 2008a), e.g. pale white and white
are considered white. Figure 5.5 depicts a visual example for the quantization process
in grayscale space. This mapping is achieved by separating continuous colours into a
quantized groups using a predefined quantization parameter, as depicted in Figure 5.5.
The quantization step is highly beneficial for the visual similarity, as it allows more re-
laxed representation for shot colours and contributes to its loose nature where similar
colours will be quantized into one single group.
Figure 5.5: Grayscale levels quantized into two different levels; 32 and 16.
The size of the underlying colour space to be quantized is important as well, where
larger size colour spaces yields more quality loss among the quantized groups. This
relation is expressed in Equation 5.3:
quantization quality ∝ 1
colour space size
(5.3)
For example the RGB colour space could produce more than 14 million colours and
could be indirectly quantized to 71 values through the HSV colour space (Shao et al.,
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2008a). This means that on average, each 197×103 colours are mapped to one single
colour. On the contrary, consider the grayscale space with a quantization value of 16.
This means that each 16 colours will be mapped to one colour which is highly distinc-
tive than the previous RGB case. In general, smaller size colour spaces are preferable
for DCP design. This is attributed to the discriminative power of the quantization in
the later case that would subsequently increase the representativeness of the extracted
dominant colours and the overall DCP performance.
Fortunately, the MPEG stream is natively sub-sampled into full resolution grayscale
channel (Y) and two sub-sampled chrominance channels (CbCr). The grayscale Y-
channel (256 levels) is selected for DCP design to further boost the quantized colours
and the extracted dominant colours qualities. Furthermore, the grayscale is advanta-
geous, as the human eye is more sensitive to intensity changes rather than chrominance
changes (Yu et al., 2003). Figure 5.6 depicts the increased quantization effect on the
DCP performance (wPN). Both figures confirms that a quantization value of 16 is
distinguishable over all the other values. This quantization value 16 yielded 1.4% and
1.1% increase1 in wPN for the BBC-RUSH and UCF11 respectively, compared to
using the full-size grayscale channel without any quantization (qntz=1). The small in-
crease in wPN is attributed to the natural grayscale quantization into 256 levels. On
the other hand, the selection of (16) as the optimal DCP quantization parameter is to-
tally justified by precision. This is because all the other attempted quantization values
are almost computationally equal for the DCP process. Finally, although the differ-
ence between the optimal option (qntz=16) and the preceding option (qntz=8) is not
big, but the selection is blindly made based on the wPN values, to ensure fairness and
generalization to other datasets.
Figure 5.6: Effect of varying the quantization parameter on DCP performance (wPN),
on (a)BBC-RUSH and (b)UCF11 datasets. The x-axis represents the quantization pa-
rameter, e.g. qntz=8 ≡ 32 colours (256/8). qntz=1 is the full grayscale without any
quantization. The highest value for wPN is at qntz=16 for both datasets.
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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Number of Dominant Colours
The final DCP design factor is the number of dominant colours that will represent each
DC-image block. Figure 5.7 confirms that one dominant colour per-block achieves the
best result. The situation is more justified with the DC-image tiny size. For example,
consider a DC-image of size 44×30, divided into 49 blocks, each dominant colour will
represent around 26 pixels. This is quite discriminative considering this small number
of pixels in each block and the originally reduced colour information depicted in the
DC-image, where its pixels are averages of their respective I-frame blocks. Further-
more, increasing the number of dominant colours did not greatly improve the results,
but increased the DCP size and subsequently its matching time. This verifies select-
ing one representative dominant colour for each block, for faster matching and more
compact signature size.
Figure 5.7: Effect of varying the number of dominant colours for each DC-image block
on DCP performance (wPN), on (a)BBC-RUSH and (b)UCF11 datasets. The highest
value for wPN is at DCLR=1 for both datasets.
5.2.1.2 DCPgrayscale versus DCPcolour
The DCP in its current format is generated only from the grayscale MPEG Y-channel as
discussed before. However, the ability to extract the full colour DC-images in similar
speedy manner as the grayscale images facilitates generating the coloured DCP version
to enrich scene representation. This was fully discussed in Section 4.5 and depicted
in the framework block diagram at Figure 5.1. The available colour information could
be used in two different ways: (1)Directly through generating individual DCPs from
the other U and V channels and merge them into a single DCP signature as illustrated
in Equation 5.4, where n is the number of frames and m is the number of blocks per-
frame. (2)Indirectly, by mapping the entire YUV1 information to a set of quantized
colour groups, through the HSV colour space (Shao et al., 2008a).
1The term YUV is commonly used to refer to the YCbCr colour space.
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Both options were experimented and the results are depicted in Figure 5.8. The
first option of merging individual YUV DCP’s achieved the highest performance. The
resultant DCPYUV length is triple the original DCP length, due to the extra information
from the other colour channels. However, it is faster to construct compared to the
indirect conversion through HSV colour space that requires extra processing to map the
YUV colours to HSV colours. DCPYUV runs with 1075 fps speed while DCPHSV runs
with 392 fps speed. Thus, DCPYUV is selected to represent the DCPcolour henceforth
in this thesis. The term DCP without referring to any colour mode will refer to both
DCPgrayscale and DCPcolour, which means the core structure of the DCP.
DCPcolour =
Y,U,Vchannels⋃ { DCPY︷ ︸︸ ︷j=m⋃
j=1
{∪i=ni=1dji},
DCPU︷ ︸︸ ︷
j=m⋃
j=1
{∪i=ni=1dji},
DCPV︷ ︸︸ ︷
j=m⋃
j=1
{∪i=ni=1dji}
}
(5.4)
Figure 5.8: DCPgrayscale versus DCPHSV and DCPYUV, on (a)BBC-RUSH and
(b)UCF11. The performance of DCPYUV is better compared to the others.
5.2.1.3 DCP Performance.
This section discusses the DCP preliminary performance across multiple datasets. Two
extra datasets are used in this part, i.e. UCF Sports Action (Rodriguez et al., 2008) and
UCF50 (Reddy and Shah, 2013). The UCF50 (6684 videos) is an extension of UCF11
dataset with 50 realistic action categories collected from YouTube. In addition to its
large-size (6K) it is very challenging and depicts a large diverse set of variations. The
UCF Sports (150 videos) is a natural pool of sports actions featured in a wide range
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of scenes and viewpoints and collected from various television channels. The datasets
will be fully presented and discussed in the next chapter, Section 6.1.
Figure 5.9 depicts the PN curves for DCP in its grayscale and colour format. The
DCPgaryscale achieves a minimum of 45% and 58% PN at rank-1 on the BBC-RUSH
and UCF-datasets respectively, while DCPcolour achieves a minimum of 50% and 66%
at the same rank and datasets respectively. This confirms the DCPcolour superior re-
trieval performance towards better visual similarity realization on the scene level. The
average retrieval behaviour over the BBC-RUSH is mainly, due to its design nature.
Its videos were classified similar based on the contained objects’ categories without
further specification to motion or scene. For example, videos that depicted any vehi-
cle, e.g. car/truck, were grouped as visually similar under one category. Even if these
videos were recorded at different scenes (road/beach/jungle) they were still classified
visually similar. This leads to an overall limited level of visual similarity, as depicted
in Figure 5.10. Full discussion about the BBC-RUSH problems will be presented in
Chapter 6. However, the situation is reversed for the UCF-datasets, because they depict
decent amount of visual similarity between videos that belongs to the same category,
which is reflected in the DCP higher performance.
Figure 5.9: DCPgaryscale versus DCPcolour, on (a)BBC-RUSH, (b)UCF11, (c)UCF
Sports and (d)UCF50 datasets respectively. The performance of DCPcolour is better
across the datasets, due to using full scene colour information.
DCP Summary
The DCP as a video signature was inspired by the human vision system, particularly
the spikes-based model. It encodes scene important information through using key-
colours. The DCP is a compact variable-length signature of length ∼490 values for
the grayscale version and ∼1470 values for the colour version. The size is computed
considering 10 I-frames1 as the average shot-length and one dominant colour per each
of the 49 blocks. Both DCP versions runs in real-time2 with matching speeds of 3226
frames-per-second (fps) for the DCPgaryscale and 1075 fps for the DCPcolour.
1Average number of I-frames per-shot across the datasets. Computed based on our analysis of the datasets.
2Real-time is considered to be 25 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014).
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Figure 5.10: Sample representative frames from the BBC-RUSH that reflects its lim-
ited visual similarity. The dataset were built by grouping videos of the same contained
object’s category regardless of scene and motion similarities.
However, the DCP variable-length and its sequential structure are problematic for
the the proposed framework. The variable-length nature do not contribute to neither
specifying an exact upper-bound for the matching speed nor facilitates the indexing
tasks. In addition, its sequential structure of recording all blocks’ dominant colours,
forces a stricter form of matching that tightness the visual similarity problem to a strict
level of matching, e.g. copy detection. Hence, to overcome the DCP aforementioned
limitations, it will be used to build a more robust and beneficial scene signature while
still benefiting from the spikes inspired design, as presented in the next section.
5.2.2 Statistical DCP (SDCP)
This section presents an enhanced version of the raw-DCP signature, by constructing
a fixed-length and more compact signature. The word raw refers to the DCP structure
that encodes DC-images’ key-colours without performing any complex analysis. The
new signature is engineered to better address the targeted visual similarity by taking
into account its relaxed constraints for the scene part. This will allow matching scenes
that depict similar information, e.g. similar overall colours distribution, which will be
positively reflected on the overall framework retrieval performance. In addition, com-
pacting and fixing the signature length will support for a better scalable performance
through indexing techniques (Pacharaney et al., 2013).
The raw-DCP, in its generic format, captures the temporal colour transitions of a
given spatial block across video frames. This could be seen as a sequence of chang-
ing colour values over time, i.e. curve, as depicted in Figure 5.11. Thus, the targeted
compactness aspect could be achieved by better encoding the raw-DCP curves through
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curve fitting techniques. Furthermore, the relaxed nature of the targeted visual similar-
ity problem helps to narrow the search space for curve fitting techniques that uses less
constraints, i.e. control-points/coefficients, to represent a given curve. In other words,
the best curve fitting methods for the raw-DCP are the ones that yields lower number
of constraints, which allows more relaxation during the final signature matching.
Figure 5.11: A visualized block-DCP, bounded by red lines, and its representative
colours plotted as a function of the frame index. This sequence of colours could be
seen as a curve (illustrative example).
There are two families of curve fitting techniques (Arlinghaus, 1994): The first
generates a fixed number of control-points per-curve, regardless of the original curve
length, e.g. polynomial. The second family generates a variable number of control-
points, e.g. splines. Hence, to facilitate fixing the signature’s length, the first curve fit-
ting family is adopted. To realise this process a number of techniques within this family
are investigated, namely: (1)Polynomial, (2)Power, (3)Statistical representation con-
sidering the first central moment (average) and the standard deviation. Although, the
statistical representation is not a curve fitting technique, it is selected because of its
ability to provide summative measures and capturing the DCP profile trend, i.e. colour
moments (Kamila, 2015). The choice of the standard deviation is to express results
(fitted points) within the same range of the raw-DCP values, compared to the second
central moment (variance) that reports the results in squared units. Equation 5.5 and
Equation 5.6 shows the generic forms for polynomial and power curve fitting models
respectively. For a first order power model c = 0, in Equation 5.6.
y =
n+1∑
i=1
Pi x
n+1−i (5.5)
y = a xb + c (5.6)
Following Equation 5.1 and the final selection of DCP parameters in previous section;
a given video DCP is constituted from all the individual 49 blocks’ DCPs. Each block-
DCP is a variable-length, depending on the number of I-frames n per video shot, as
illustrated in Equation 5.7:
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V DCP1 =
Block 1 DCP︷ ︸︸ ︷
{d11, d12 . . . d1n}∪
Block 2 DCP︷ ︸︸ ︷
{d21, d22 . . . d2n}, · · · ∪
Block 49 DCP︷ ︸︸ ︷
{d491 , d492 . . . d49n } (5.7)
The fitting process is applied to every block-DCP (curve) individually to extract its
representative control points, i.e. (a, b, c) for power and (P 1, P 2, ...PN ) for polynomial
models respectively. For the statistical representation, (X, σ) are considered as curve
summative and representative measures. The final video signature, after fitting, is the
concatenation of all individual blocks’ DCPs control points grouped together. For
example, the statistical signature (SDCP) is the group of all X and σ of every block-
DCP, which is in total 98 values for a given video shot, as depicted in Table 5.2.
Although the selected family of curve fitting generates a fixed number of control
points; polynomial and power fitting models requires a minimum number of curve
points to be fitted, based on their respective fitting orders. For example, a 2nd degree
polynomial requires at least 3 points to solve for the 3 coefficients in its respective
generated equations’ system (Guest and Guest, 2012). This could impose some appli-
cability constraints, as some video shots might contain insufficient number of I-frames,
where each frame contributes by one curve point for each block-DCP. Hence, polyno-
mial and power curve fitting models may not be generally applicable to all video shots.
The currently used datasets were analysed to determine the appropriate order for each
curve fitting model. Table 5.1 depicts this analysis and shows that the UCF Sports
contains some video shots with only two I-frames. Based on this analysis, 1st and
2nd order polynomial and power will be applied to all the datasets except for the UCF
Sports where only 1st order polynomial and power can be applied. Finally, the distance
between respective curve fitted DCP signatures is measured using the L1 Minkowski
distance, since it is faster to compute compared to the L2 Minkowski distance. How-
ever, both L1/L2 belongs to the same family and provides similar results.
DATASET Min. number ofI-frames per shot
BBC-RUSH 4
UCF11 4
Mixed BBC UCF11 4
UCF50 3
UCF Sports Action 2
Table 5.1: Minimum I-frames number per video shot for each dataset. The UCF Sports
contains some video shots with only two I-frames. This do not allow using the 2nd
order curve fitting models of the polynomial and power respectively on the UCF Sports.
To facilitate the experiments; the DCPgrayscale is used to verify the best curve fit-
ting technique, while results could be applied directly to the DCPcolour, as both share
the same design structure. The results, depicted in Figures 5.12 and 5.13, shows that
the SDCP (Statistical DCP encoding) outperforms all the other curve fitting models,
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including the raw-DCP itself for the UCF and the mixed dataset. For the BBC-RUSH
(Figure 5.12.a) the situation is similar, except that the raw-DCP achieves a higher per-
formance compared to SDCP starting from rank-3 upwards. This odd behaviour is
attributed to the relaxation provided by the SDCP through average and standard devi-
ation of its constituting DCPs. This allowed an increased overlapping between videos
that depict highly similar scenes even with different objects in different categories. For
example aeroplanes and cars categories are highly overlapping, as both depict large
areas of visible blue sky. The overlapping is also extended to boats videos, where
the blue sky from the other categories is confused with the blue sea, especially in
the achromatic grayscale space, as depicted in Figure 5.14. However, even for the
BBC-RUSH with its limited visual similarity, SDCP achieved 21.8%1 increase in PN
at rank-1(45.07%→54.93%), compared to the raw-DCP, which emphasizes the SDCP
improvement. Full analysis of the BBC-RUSH properties will be presented in Chapter
6, during internal examination of the scene and motion signatures.
Figure 5.12: PN curves of various DCP curve fitting models, on (a)BBC-RUSH,
(b)UCF11 and (c)Mixed BBC-UCF11 datasets. DCP-poly1 and DCP-poly2 are 1st
and 2nd degree polynomials respectively. DCP-power1 and DCP-power2 are 1st and
2nd order power models respectively.
Figure 5.13: PN curves of various DCP curve fitting techniques, on (a)UCF50, (b)UCF
Sports datasets. DCP-poly1 and DCP-poly2 are 1st and 2nd degree polynomials re-
spectively. DCP-power1 and DCP-power2 are 1st and 2nd order power models.
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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Figure 5.14: Sample retrieval results from the BBC-RUSH that shows the in-
creased retrieval overlapping, due to the relaxed scene statistical representation with
SDCPgrayscale. (a)DCPgrayscale and (b)SDCPgrayscale. (Results are ranked from
left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
Conclusively, the SDCP is better than all the other attempted curve fitting models.
This is justifiable by the visual similarity loose nature that focuses on shared appar-
ent visual features between videos (Shao et al., 2008b; Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014)
without forcing strict/exact scene matching, as discussed in Section 2.1.1. The SDCP
achieves this relaxation through the statistical encoding of the raw-DCP with less con-
straints, i.e. average and standard deviation of each block-DCP. The average allows
matching similar DCP profiles while the standard deviation restricts the matching to a
closer colours range with respect to the average profile colour. This is more effective,
especially with the reduced quantized colours range that further group similar colours.
The same result about the reduced constraints and the more relaxation, can be reached
by noticing how the 1st order curve fitting models of both families (polynomial and
power) outperforms the 2nd order fitting models of the same families across all the
datasets. This is because the 1st order curve fitting models has less constraints (2 val-
ues per each block-DCP) than the 2nd order curve fitting models (3 values per each
block-DCP).
Regarding the SDCP compactness and matching speed, compared to the other
curve fitted DCPs, Table 5.2 depicts the sizes and matching speeds of all the curve
fitted generated signatures (including the raw-DCP). The smallest signatures are the
SDCP, 1st order polynomial and 1st order power models, as they represent an entire
block-DCP by two curve control points. The SDCP has 98 values, which is 80%1
smaller than the raw-DCP. Furthermore, the SDCP is of a fixed-length and better in re-
trieval compared to the other DCP fitted versions, including the raw-DCP. The SDCP
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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records 13.2%1 higher matching speed compared to the raw-DCP. This makes it a good
replacement of the variable-size DCP and more contributive for the proposed frame-
work. The next section will investigate enhancing the SDCP performance by applying
the same statistical representation on DCPcolour signature.
FITTING METHOD Signature size
per video shot
Matching
Speed (fps)
SDCP 98a decimals 3650 ↑
DCP 490b integers 3226
1st Order polynomial 98 decimals 3356
2nd Order polynomial 147 decimals 3215
1st Order power 98 decimals 2985
2st Order power 147 decimals 2889
a49 averages + 49 standard deviation values, based on 7×7 blocks for DC-image.
b49 blocks (7×7) × 10 I-frames per video shot.
Table 5.2: Abstract comparison between the various raw-DCP curve fitting models, in
terms of resultant signature size and matching speed. SDCP is 80% smaller and 13.2%
faster compared to the original raw-DCP and of a fixed-length.
5.2.2.1 Colour SDCP
Full colour features are proved to be highly useful for the DCP, as discussed in Section
5.2.1.2. Furthermore, the statistical encoding of DCP is proven to be highly useful
as well. Thus, this section introduces the SDCPcolour (SDCPYUV) that represents the
colour version of the SDCP. Equation 5.8 depicts the resultant SDCPcolour signature,
following merging the individual YUV channels’ SDCPs.
SDCPcolour =
Y,U,Vchannels⋃ {
∪i=49i=1
SDCPY︷ ︸︸ ︷
{Xi, σi},∪j=49j=1
SDCPU︷ ︸︸ ︷
{Xj , σj},∪k=49k=1
SDCPV︷ ︸︸ ︷
{Xk, σk}
}
(5.8)
Figure 5.15 depicts the PN curves for SDCP in its grayscale and colour versions.
The figure shows that SDCPYUV outperforms SDCPgrayscale with a minimum of 4%1
average PN increase recorded on the UCF11 and a maximum of 5.6%1 recorded on
the UCF50 dataset. This further confirms the importance of using full colours to cap-
ture more scene information, especially with the SDCP enhanced structure. However,
integrating the full colour information in the SDCPcolour expanded its signature size
and reduced its matching speed compared to the SDCPgrayscale. Nevertheless, the
signature size is still compact and fixed, while the matching speed is still within the
real-time2 operational margin.
1Average of direct difference between both values across first 10 ranks.
2Real-time is considered to be 25 frames-per-second (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014).
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Figure 5.15: PN curves of SDCPYUV versus SDCP, on (a)BBC-RUSH, (b)UCF11,
(c)UCF Sports and (d)UCF50 datasets respectively. SDCPYUV is acheiveing better
results, because it utilizes available full scene colours.
SDCP Summary
SDCPgrayscale and SDCPcolour are fixed-length signatures that are built over the origi-
nal raw-DCP through harvesting its statistical properties for a more robust scene mod-
elling. The statistical representation is the key to their high retrieval performance, as
it allows loose representation of video shots, i.e. not exact colour values. This rep-
resentation allowed up to 80% size reduction for the grayscale and the colour SDCP
signatures, compared to their respective original DCPs. The size reduction, plus the
fixed-length, are highly beneficial to the overall framework scalability, as they facili-
tate a higher matching speed and more promising indexing tasks. The SDCPgrayscale
has a 98 decimal values in length and records a matching speed of 3650 fps. Although
the SDCPcolour length is 294 decimal values, i.e. triple the SDCPgrayscale, it provides
a higher retrieval performance, but with a reduced matching speed of 1217 fps, which
is still well within the real-time margin.
5.2.3 Discussion: Scene Signatures
The previous sections presented four different versions of scene signatures. Figure
5.16 depicts size and speed comparison between all of them. The first is the DCP
variable-length signature that utilized scene grayscale or full colour information in
analogy with the human vision system. Then, the SDCP was developed to overcome
the DCP length-variability by statistically encoding the raw-DCP, in terms of aver-
age and standard deviation of each block-DCP. The SDCP provides better retrieval
performance, compared to the DCP, due to its relaxed statistical representation. Fur-
thermore, towards a better scene representation to better realize the visual similarity,
the SDCPcolour was developed based on individual YUV channels’ DCPs. However,
although the SDCPcolour is longer than the SDCPgrayscale, it provides a better retrieval
performance and still of a fixed-size, i.e. 294 decimal values. Each of the final scene
signatures will be used, depending on the required framework operational mode (speed
and accuracy as discussed in Section 4.5). The SDCPcolour will be used to capture
richer scene information for accuracy-oriented jobs. The SDCPgrayscale will be used
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for speed-oriented jobs, due to its shorter length and higher matching speed. The next
section will present the motion signature, as an essential component in the proposed
video similarity extraction and matching framework.
Figure 5.16: Size and speed comparison between the proposed scene signatures. The
final scene signatures are SDCPgrayscale and SDCPcolour. Both are of fixed-lengths
and runs in real-time speed. SDCPgrayscale operates over the grayscale DC-image,
while SDCPcolour operates over the full colour DC-image for a more robust retrieval.
5.3 Motion Signature
The second core component of the proposed framework is the motion signature. The
motion aspect is very important and represents the second half of the visual similar-
ity and fully realize it, in conjunction with the scene signature. The proposed motion
signature relies on block-scheme (like scene signatures) to extract respective motion
information. This is in contrast with recent research trend of relying on exhaustive
dense pixel-level sampling and tracking (Wang et al., 2013a; De Geest and Tuyte-
laars, 2014; Uijlings et al., 2015) to capture respective motion information. The block-
scheme is highly contributive towards reducing the amount of exhaustive computations
and avoids the costly dense sampling. Furthermore, a graph-based structure is used to
record the extracted blocks’ motion information towards a robust motion representa-
tion and better signature. The next section will present the proposed motion signature
in detail.
5.3.1 Dominant Colour Graph Profile (DCGP)
The core DCGP idea is in-line with the DCP design, to share the computations during
their extraction phases, as much as possible. Given a DC-image sequence of a video
shot, each DC-image is divided into a group of m blocks and every block is repre-
sented by its dominant colour. Then, each video shot is mapped to a fixed number of
DCGPs that capture the spatial transitions of every block across the video’s I-frames
temporal order. Each DCGP is a tree that acts as a profile for modelling a specific
block (represented by its dominant colour) transitions across the video’s I-frames. The
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root of each DCGP tree is one of a predetermined colour palette elements. The total
number of colours in this palette (= numbers of DCGPs) is determined based on the
total number of resultant colours following quantization of the DC-image colours. The
reliance on dominant colours on behalf of the tracked blocks is to further facilitate
fast block matching across the I-frames. In addition, the DC-image tiny size would
yield smaller size blocks which increases the representativeness of blocks’ dominant
colours with respect to all block pixels, as discussed during the DCP design. The quan-
tization will also enhance the representativeness of blocks’ dominant colours, through
reducing the total number of available colours in the DC-images, as discussed during
the DCP design as well. Furthermore, grouping close colours into a single quantized
group will suppress exact colours matching, which contributes to the visual similarity
relaxed nature.
The proposed DCGP signature is generated only from grayscale DC-images. This
is because the grayscale image is sufficient to extract the required motion features
(Lucas et al., 1981). Furthermore, the same tracked block in the grayscale channel
will depict the same position in the full colours image as well. Formally, the DCGP
is a directed labelled tree G = (V,E). Each tree root is a specific palette colour
that is pre-determined based on the quantized Y-channel resolution, as discussed in
Section 5.2.1.1. The vertices (V ) of a DCGP tree are all the block-occurrences of
this specific colour of the tree root across the video I-frames. The edges (E) are the
connections between these colours (blocks) across the I-frames, as illustrated in Figure
5.17. Thus, the order of tree vertices reflects the blocks spatial order while the tree
levels preserves the blocks temporal orders. This makes the DCGP arrangement a
natural motion descriptor. The reliance on dominant colours and block-scheme enables
each frame to be mapped to a higher dimensional block-level rather than redundant
pixel-level. Furthermore, the block-scheme, plus the quantization step, reduces the
DCGP computational cost through a reduced tree size, instead of having a tree for
each pixel (dense-sampling). Moreover, it also makes the signature to depend on the
DC-image quantized colours, rather than its size. The next section will present how the
DCGP signatures will be matched together to assess the similarity of their respective
video shots and facilitates the DCGP parameters selection in Section 5.3.1.2.
5.3.1.1 DCGP graph matching
The similarity between two videos will be measured through their underlying repre-
sentative dominant colour1 trees. Generally there exists three main methods (Koutra
et al., 2011) to measure the similarity between graphs (trees), namely:
1. Features extraction: By directly comparing graphs respective structural proper-
ties, e.g. diameter, node degree distribution, eigenvalues.
1The term ’dominant-colour’ refers to an entire block in a given DC-image.
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Figure 5.17: Sample DCGP trees. For clarity purpose only trees for colours 2, 9 and
10 are plotted. Edges (links) are plotted in different colours to facilitate the visualiza-
tion. The colour palette shows a total of 16 colours corresponding to using 16 as the
quantization parameter for DC-images (256-level/16 = 16 quantized colours).
2. Iterative matching: The idea is that: “two nodes are similar if their neighbour-
hoods are also similar”. This could be realized through an exhaustive iterative
algorithm where in each iteration every possible node-pair from matching graphs
is examined, while the process ends when convergence is achieved.
3. Graph isomorphism: Examining if graphs are isomorphic/sub-isomorphic of
each other through attempting if any of the graphs (or part) could be rearranged
to be similar to the other graph.
Isomorphism and iterative matching require exhaustive time to match respective
graphs (Bondy and Murty, 1976; Sarukkai, 2005; Koutra et al., 2011), especially for
large graphs. This lengthy matching time is undesirable, as it will reduce the pro-
posed framework overall speed and scalability. On the contrary, the features extraction
technique operates in linear-time, as it depends on the graphs’ structural statistics that
could be extracted and compared in linear-time (Koutra et al., 2011). Thus, match-
ing through graph structure similarity (features extraction) is adopted for the DCGP
matching. Formally, a given DCGP graph G = (V,E), with cardinality N = |G| and
adjacency matrix A (depicts edges between vertices), its commonly used structural
features (Zager and Verghese, 2008; Koutra et al., 2011) are as follows:
1. Diameter : distance between the most furthest vertices in a given DCGP tree,
in terms of their linking edges count.
2. Degree distribution, namely: in-degree (Kin) and out-degree (Kout), repre-
sented by their averages Kin =
∑N
i (K
in
i /N) and Kout =
∑N
i (K
out
i /N) and
standard deviations σ(Kin) and σ(Kout). Kini is the total number of incident
edges on vertex i, while Kouti is the total number of outgoing edges from the
same vertex.
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3. Eigenvalues (λ) of the adjacency matrixA, whereAv = λv, represented by their
first central moment (average λ) and standard deviation σ(λ). Eigenvalues are
discrepancy measures that represents edges distribution uniformity in a given
graph. A tight clustering around 1 indicates a good level of edges uniformity
(Butler, 2008). However, the number of generated eigenvalues is not constant
per-graph and depends on the graph’s vertices count. Thus, the choice of the
average is to locate the eigenvalues center point while the standard deviation
indicates how further are the rest of the eigenvalues from the center value.
Hence, for each DCGP tree the tuple {,Kin, σ(Kin),Kout, σ(Kout), λ, σ(λ)}
represents its structural features. The final motion signature is the group of all respec-
tive DCGP trees structural properties, as illustrated in Equation 5.9, where n is the total
number of DCGP trees per video shot.
VDCGP1 =
n⋃
j=1
{,Kin, σ(Kin),Kout, σ(Kout), λ, σ(λ)}
j
(5.9)
The proposed DCGP has a number of control parameters (Similar to the DCP) that
affects its performance. The next section will investigate these parameters in detail
to fine-tune its performance, where the distance during this process is also measured
using the L1 Minkowski distance.
5.3.1.2 DCGP parameters selection
The extraction and performance of the DCGP is controlled by two parameters: (1)
Number of blocks per DC-image. (2)Colour palette size (SZ) that determines the total
number of DCGP trees per video shot. Each factor is investigated in detail shortly.
The performance of the DCGP during the parameters’ selection is evaluated using the
precision-over-N (PN) metric. Moreover, to facilitate the comparison, the average of
the PN scores across the first 10 ranks is used to fulfil this part. A total of 196 ex-
periments were attempted to investigate all the possible parameters’ key combinations,
considering seven colour palette sizes (2, 4, 8... 128) and seven block settings (2×2,
3×3,... 8×8). Table 5.3 depicts the best combinational parameters’ settings for each
dataset among the 196 experiments.
Number of blocks per DC-image
The first factor in the DCGP design is the number of blocks per DC-image. Each of
these blocks is represented and tracked across the video I-frames using its respective
dominant colour. Table 5.3 shows that the best blocks numbers are either 5×5, 6×6 or
7×7 across all the datasets. Higher blocks number did not improve the retrieval perfor-
mance, but increased the DCGP tree complexity, due to the added extra edges between
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DATSET BLOCKS Colour palettesize (SZ) PN
BBC-RUSH 6×6 16 82.03
UCF11 5×5 8 87.5
UCF50 5×5 32 86.48
UCF Sports 7×7 16 87.4
Table 5.3: Best DCGP settings for each dataset. SZ indicates the number of DCGP
trees per video shot that is determined by the colour palette size. PN is computed over
the first 10-ranks.
tree vertices. In addition, increasing the blocks number, beyond 7×7, added extra
time cost to extract respective graph structural properties. This will affect the overall
framework speed and scalability upon fusion with scene signatures, which should be
alleviated. Conclusively, there is no direct conclusion for the best blocks’ sizes for
all the datasets. This is because, each dataset has its own characteristics that favours
specific blocks’ sizes. Section 5.3.1.3 will provide further analysis to unify the number
of blocks parameter across the datasets.
Colour palette size
Colour palette size (SZ) is the second factor in the DCGP design. SZ is directly con-
trolled through the quantization parameter, where the resultant number of quantized
colours represents the colour palette size1. Generally, given a colour palette of size
N an equivalent number of DCGP trees are generated per each video shot. Eight dif-
ferent quantization parameters corresponding to eight different colour palette sizes are
examined, since the DCGP operates only over grayscale DC-images. Table 5.3 shows
that the best colour palette sizes across datasets are 8, 16 and 32. Larger colour palette
sizes did not improve the retrieval performance, but increased the number of DCGP
trees and added an extra computational cost for the DCGP extraction and matching
phases. In addition, the larger colour palette sizes also increased the signature size by
7 decimal values per each new DCGP tree. This needs to be avoided to support for a
higher levels of signature compaction as well as matching speed. Unfortunately, until
now the optimum DCGP parameters are not consistent across all the datasets. The next
section will further analyse the previous results to unify the parameters’ settings across
all datasets.
5.3.1.3 Unifying DCGP Parameters
Until now there is no unanimous agreement on the best DCGP parameters’ setting for
all the datasets. Each dataset has its own characteristics. The BBC-RUSH depicts a
limited visual similarity and is closer to reflect the semantic similarity concept, while
the UCF-datasets focuses on action similarity. However, it is noticed from Table 5.3
that the best blocks numbers are either 5×5, 6×6 or 7×7, while for colour palette
1For example a quantization factor of 32 yields a colour palette of size 8⇒ (256/32).
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size the best settings are either 8, 16 or 32. Hence, we could limit the parameters’
search space to any of these combinations. A colour palette of size 32 is excluded, as
it will extremely reduce the DCGP speed and subsequently the overall framework per-
formance. From a quantitative perspective, the difference (error) between PN values
for each dataset’s best and common (EPN ) is calculated across the top-10 PN ranks, as
defined in Equation 5.10:
EPN =
R∑
i=1
(PBestNi − PCommonNi ) (5.10)
Where R is the total number of ranks (10 in our case) and PNi is the precision-
over-N until rank i. Figure 5.18 depicts the EPN and EPN for all the datasets. EPN
represents the average (error) difference between the best and common parameters’
settings over the same dataset. The figure shows that a blocks’ number of 6×6 and
a palette of size 16 achieves the minimum EPN value ≡ smallest difference between
the best and common settings across all the datasets. Hence, these setting are selected
to represent the optimal DCGP parameters’ values. The next section will present a
preliminary DCGP performance across various datasets.
Figure 5.18: Error differences (EPN ) between the best and common parameters’ set-
tings across the datasets. EPN is the average of datasets’ EPN values for the same
parameters’ settings. EPN is minimum at (6×6 Blocks, SZ=16) for all the datasets.
5.3.1.4 DCGP Performance and Summary.
This section provides a preliminary performance analysis of the DCGP based on its
unified parameters (6×6 Blocks, SZ=16). Figure 5.19 depicts the DCGP PN curves
across the datasets. DCGP, as a motion signature, performs better on UCF-datasets
compared to BBC-RUSH. This is attributed to the UCF-datasets’ nature as action-
oriented datasets that mainly targets motion similarity. The average performance of
DCGP over the BBC-RUSH is attributed to its limited visual similarity, where its
videos were grouped similar regardless of their depicted motion patterns. Full analysis
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of the BBC-RUSH dataset will be presented in the next chapter. Regarding the DCGP
length, it has 1121 decimal values (fixed-length) and provides a real-time2 matching
speed of 3071 fps.
Figure 5.19: DCGP PN curves, on (a)BBC-RUSH, (b)UCF11, (c)UCF Sports and
(d)UCF50 datasets respectively. DCGP performance is better on the UCF-datasets,
because they were built to reflect the action (motion) similarity and the DCGP is de-
signed to better capture the motion information.
5.3.2 Discussion: Motion Signature
The previous section presented the DCGP motion signature as the second core com-
ponent in the proposed framework. The DCGP is a graph-based fixed-length signa-
ture that operates over the grayscale DC-images by tracking and encoding respective
blocks’ movements across video I-frames. The tracked blocks are matched across
the video I-frames using their respective dominant colours. This is highly useful to
support the speed aspect, especially with the tiny blocks’ sizes that increases the domi-
nant colours representativeness. Each DCGP tree describes the movements of a single
dominant colour (out of the colour palette) across the video I-frames. The graph-based
representation is the key for the DCGP robust performance, while the structural simi-
larity matching is the key to its high matching speed. The DCGP represents the motion
aspect of the visual similarity and is expected to improve the proposed framework re-
trieval performance upon integration with the scene signatures. The next section will
present the combined signatures as the proposed framework final products.
5.4 Combined Video Signatures
Scene and motion signatures were presented, separately, earlier in the previous sec-
tions. The final step to realize the proposed framework is merging both signatures to
generate a single representative video signature. As mentioned in Section 4.5, a linear
fusion (Basharat et al., 2008; Shen and Cheng, 2011) strategy is adopted to maintain the
current levels of matching speeds. The proposed framework is adaptive and presents
116 DCGP trees × 7 structural properties= 112.
2Real-time is considered to be 25 frames-per-second (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014).
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two different combined signatures depending on using either the grayscale or the full
colour scene signatures, during the merge with the motion signature. The distance be-
tween respective video combined signatures is also measured using the L1 Minkowski
distance. The next sections will introduce both versions of the combined signatures.
5.4.1 Combined Signature Version-1
The first merged signature (S1) uses the SDCPgrayscale as the scene signature in ad-
dition to the DCGP motion signature, as depicted in Equation 5.11. This version
is shorter in length (2101 decimal values) and subsequently faster in matching and
reaches a matching speed of 2364 fps. S1 is used to represent the framework in speed-
oriented jobs mode.
S1garyscale = SDCPgrayscale ∪DCGP (5.11)
However, the inconsistency of SDCP and DCGP number of blocks 7×7 and 6×6
respectively, is a problem. This is because, for the same DC-image frame, different
blocks’ sizes need to be applied for SDCP and DCGP. This difference will affect the
overall framework scalability, especially at the signature extraction level over large-
scale data. Furthermore, since DCGP and SDCP adopts the same block-scheme, it is
better to unify their blocks’ sizes, at least to share the blocks and dominant colours
extraction phase. Practically, there are two options to realize this: either by reducing
the SDCP blocks to 6×6 or increasing the DCGP blocks to 7×7. Both options were
investigated as depicted in Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.20: S1 merged signature performance using unified blocks number 7×7 or
6×6 for the underlying SDCP and DCGP signatures, on (a)BBC-RUSH, (b)UCF11,
(c)UCF Sports and (d)UCF50 datasets respectively. The 7×7 option is achieving no-
table better performance on UCF Sports, UCF50 and majority of UCF11 ranks .
The results shows that fixing SDCP and DCGP blocks’ numbers to 7×7 achieved
a higher retrieval levels compared to 6×6 option, except for BBC-RUSH and some
of UCF11 ranks. Quantitatively, the 7×7 option yielded an average PN increase2 of
198 (SDCPgrayscale) + 112 (DCGP) = 210.
2Average of direct differences between PN values across first 10 ranks.
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0.4%, 2.3% and 0.5% for UCF11, UCF Sports and UCF50 datasets respectively. For
the BBC-RUSH (Figure 5.20.a) the 6×6 blocks option is better by 1.2%2 on average
PN , which is an odd behaviour, due to the BBC-RUSH design nature that will be
discussed in the next chapter. Furthermore, the immateriality of this increase could
be highlighted within the context of the BBC-RUSH size compared to other bigger
dataset, where 7×7 option achieved higher results (the UCF50 is 19 times bigger than
the BBC-RUSH dataset).
Conclusively, the previous results justifies selecting 7×7 blocks option during merg-
ing the DCGP and SDCP to further boost the framework retrieval performance. Nev-
ertheless, the increased blocks number does not affect the DCGP signature-length, as
the number of DCGP trees is independent of the blocks number. However, the DCGP
speed is dropped by only 30 fps, due to this increased blocks number compared to
DCGP6×6 speed. The next section will present the second merged signature.
5.4.2 Combined Signature Version-2
The second merged signature (S2) uses the SDCPcolour scene signature plus the DCGP
motion signature, as depicted in Equation 5.12. This version is longer (4061 decimal
values) and subsequently a bit slower in matching (1030 fps). The lower speed is
because of using the SDCPcolour that is triple the SDCPgrayscale size and one third of
its matching speed. However, even with such speed, S2 signature is still able to operate
in real-time manner with a higher retrieval performance. S2 is used to represent the
framework in accuracy-oriented jobs mode, due to its higher retrieval performance.
S2colour = SDCPcolour ∪DCGP (5.12)
According to S1 unified blocks number, S2 uses 7×7 blocks for SDCPcolour and
DCGP as well. Figure 5.21 depicts the PN curves for S2 versus S1 to highlight the
SDCPcolour effect compared to its colourless sibling. S2 recorded a notable aver-
age PN increase2 of 1.7%, 2.6%, 2.5% and 2.9% over the BBC-RUSH, UCF11, UCF
Sports and UCF50 datasets respectively. This reflects the importance of the colour
factor in the scene description and the overall visual similarity. A detailed comparison
(accuracy/speed/size) between both of the merged signature will be presented in the
next chapter, Section 6.5.3.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented the proposed thesis framework technical design details. The
framework was built to better model and solve the visual similarity problem. Thus,
1294 (SDCPcolour) + 112 (DCGP) = 406.
2Average of direct differences between PN values across the first 10 ranks.
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Figure 5.21: PN curves for S2 and S1 merged signatures, on (a)BBC-RUSH,
(b)UCF11, (c)UCF Sports and (d)UCF50 datasets respectively. S2 achieves higher
performance, due to using the full scene colours in its underlying scene signature.
separate scene and motion signatures were developed for robust capturing of video
contents, but also take into account the loose nature of the visual similarity and its re-
laxed matching constraints. Furthermore, in contrast with previous techniques that op-
erated over redundant dense pixel-level, a block-scheme is adopted to support a higher
matching speed. The block-scheme is shared between both signatures which facilitates
their extraction phase. The design of the scene signature was inspired by the spikes-
based human vision that supported its robust performance. The DCP variable-length
signature was developed to encode scene key-colours (spikes) across video frames.
Moreover, to overcome the DCP length-variability and to better model the visual sim-
ilarity with its loose nature and relaxed constraints; the SDCP was introduced as a
fixed-length scene signature. The SDCP was built through harvesting the statistical
properties (colour moments) of each block-DCP, which supported for relaxed match-
ing constraints. Then the SDCPcolour version was introduced to further enrich the
scene signature by using full colours DC-images rather than grayscale versions. Mo-
tion information was captured by using the DCGP fixed-length signature. The DCGP
is a graph-based structure that captures spatial blocks transitions across video frames.
In contrast with previous methods that relied on exhaustive isomorphism or iterative
matching, we used the linear structural similarity to match the graphs.
During design of the scene and the motion signatures, several factors that affected
their performance needed to be investigated. Thus, an extensive analysis of their re-
spective parameters was presented to further consolidate their designs. On the con-
ceptual level, the scene signature summarizes the spatio-temporal patterns of the shot
colours (a kind of block-based Gaussian model). The motion signatures encodes the
patterns of the blocks’ movements, i.e. how frequently they move/behave across the
video frames.
The proposed framework presents two different signature. S1 is a speed-oriented1
signature that offers a matching speed up to 2364 fps, with a fixed-length of 210 deci-
mal values. S2 is an accuracy-oriented signature that offers a reduced matching speed
1All the experiments for S1/S2 were performed on Intel core i3, 3.3 GHZ with 8 GB of RAM.
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of 1030 fps compared to the S1, with a fixed-length of 406 decimal values, but with
a higher retrieval performance. This difference in signatures’ characteristics offers
adaptivity for different applications depending on their required speed and retrieval
accuracy balances. In summary the chapter contributions are:
• Developing a fixed-length compact signatures to encode video shots. This is in
contrast with previous literature work that relied on variable-length high dimen-
sionality descriptors.
• Developing two different fixed-length signatures for capturing respective scene
and motion information. This allows a better representation of the visual simi-
larity.
• The proposed framework is adaptive and provides two different operational modes
to fulfil various users/applications needs of speed and retrieval accuracy. The S1
signature is used for speed-oriented jobs and provides up to 2364 fps matching
speed. The S2 signature is used for accuracy-oriented jobs, as it yields more
accurate retrieval results with a reduced matching speed of 1030 fps.
• Building a modular signature-based framework for realizing the visual similar-
ity, especially in compressed-domain videos. The modularity aspect facilitates
for an easier upgrading process through replacing any of the framework compo-
nents with better custom tailored version.
The next chapter will further discuss the scene, motion and combined signatures
performance, in terms of their retrieval capabilities considering more datasets. Further-
more, the framework will be benchmarked against a number of state-of-art baselines
in the next chapter as well.
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Results and Evaluation
This chapter presents and discusses our evaluation and results of the proposed frame-
work and its various components in terms of their retrieval capabilities. In addition,
benchmarking of the entire framework against a number of challenging state-of-art
baselines is presented. All the intermediate and the final evaluation results were ob-
tained based on a standard challenging group of datasets. The large-scale UCF101
(13K videos) is among the test datasets. UCF101 is considered one of the largest and
most challenging available datasets, especially with its high inter and intra class varia-
tions (101 class).
The structure of the chapter is as follows: Section 6.1 introduces the datasets and
the evaluation measures that will be used in the chapter. Section 6.2 assesses the perfor-
mance of the scene signatures, while the motion signature performance is inspected in
Section 6.3. The performance of scene signature versus motion signature is discussed
in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 evaluates the performance of both combined signatures.
Finally, benchmarking of the entire framework is presented in Section 6.6 against a
number of state-of-art baselines, followed by discussion of its limitations in Section
6.7. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 6.8. Figure 6.1 summarizes the evalu-
ations sequence in this chapter.
6.1 Datasets and Evaluation Measures
In order to provide a rigorous evaluation and benchmarking of the proposed frame-
work, the following list of datasets were used during experiments:
1. UCF101 (Soomro et al., 2012), 13320 videos.
2. UCF50 (Reddy and Shah, 2013), 6681 videos.
3. UCF11 (Liu et al., 2009), 1600 videos.
4. HMDB51 (Kuehne et al., 2011), 6766 videos.
5. BBC-RUSH (Basharat et al., 2008), 335 videos.
6. UCF Sports (Rodriguez et al., 2008), 150 videos.
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FRAMEWORK EVALUATION SEQUENCE
Scene Signatures, Section 6.2
Motion Signature, Section 6.3
Scene versus Motion, Section 6.4
Combined Signatures
S1 versus Individual Signatures, Section 6.5.1
S2 versus Individual Signatures, Section 6.5.2
S1 versus S2, Section 6.5.3
Retrieval Performance
Confusion Matrices Comparison
Computational Performance
Framework Benchmarking, Section 6.6.1
Accuracy Evaluation
Matching Speed Evaluation
Scalability Evaluation, Section 6.6.3
Framework Limitations, Section 6.7
Figure 6.1: The proposed framework evaluation sequence in this chapter.
BBC-RUSH is a standard (relatively historic) dataset for video retrieval depicting a
diverse videos’ set of man-made moving objects in various manoeuvring scenarios.
The dataset depicts a wide range of variations such as: object type, size, appearance,
shape and motion. In addition, there are variable camera quality and motion. The
dataset ground truth were built by grouping videos of the same contained object cate-
gory (car/tank /boat/aeroplanes). Moreover, its highly likely that same group videos
exhibit limited visual similarity, as they might contain different types of the same de-
picted object category (car/truck) in different scene environments (road/beach/jungle).
Thus, the dataset is closer to model the semantic similarity rather than the targeted vi-
sual similarity. This makes it more challenging to test the proposed framework limits.
Unfortunately, due to its small size and limited visual similarity it has been of a limited
use in recent research.
UCF11, UCF50 and UCF101 are widely used datasets for video retrieval research
(Reddy et al., 2013; Akrami and Zargari, 2014; Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014), video
classification (Solmaz et al., 2013; Karpathy et al., 2014; Uijlings et al., 2015) and
action-related research (Kliper-Gross et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013a; Reddy and Shah,
2013). All of them are extensions and expansions from each other, following their
consecutive chronological order. All of their videos are realistic actions collected from
YouTube, which makes them very challenging. The datasets reflects large variations
in camera motion, object appearance, pose, scale, viewpoint, background cluttering
and illumination conditions across various indoor and outdoor scenes. In addition,
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the UCF101 large-size (13k videos) builds towards a realistic benchmarking of the
proposed framework. For the UCF Sports, it is also a set of natural actions collected
from various sports that were typically featured on broadcast television channels such
as BBC and ESPN. All of its videos features a wide range of scenes and viewpoints
with a large intra-class variability and a moderate amount of visual similarity compared
to the other UCF-datasets. The original dataset was 200 videos in total, scattered across
9 categories. Recently, it has been updated to 150 videos in total, divided among 10
categories (UCF, 2016). Unfortunately, due to its small size (150 videos) it has been
of a limited use in recent research.
HMDB51 was introduced recently and were used mutually for multiple tasks, e.g.
video retrieval (Reddy et al., 2013), video classification (Solmaz et al., 2013) and
action-related research (Wang et al., 2013b,a; Kantorov and Laptev, 2014). All of
its videos are real, which were collected from various sources ranging from digitized
movies to YouTube videos, and grouped into 51 action categories, each containing a
minimum of 101 clips. Moreover, some of its actions are not full body motion, e.g.
facial actions (smile/laugh/talking/chew), while other actions depict limited motion
amount, e.g. (drink/eat/kiss/pour). In general, the dataset depicts a limited intra-class
visual similarity which makes it further challenging for the proposed framework. The
dataset includes a stabilized version of the videos which is not used in the experi-
ments. This is because the non-stabilized videos are more realistic and contributes to a
more solid results. Table 6.1 summarizes and highlights the differences between these
datasets in terms of their size, number of categories and the release year.
DATASET Size Number ofCategories
Release
Year
BBC-RUSH 335 4 2005
UCF11 1600 11 2009
UCF50 6681 50 2010
UCF101 13320 101 2012
UCF Sports 150 10 2008
HMDB51 6766 51 2011
Table 6.1: Summary of the used datasets during the framework evaluation.
Evaluation Metrics
A number of different metrics are used during the evaluation and benchmarking, be-
cause each metric focus on different performance aspect. Furthermore, we will use
more rigorous metrics that are commonly used by the CBVR community, to facilitate
the comparison with the existing related work. The first metric is the Precision-Recall
(PR) curve (Manning et al., 2008) which is used to investigate the scene, motion and
combined signatures internal performance. PR-curve is the commonest used metric for
reporting retrieval systems’ performance (Powers, 2011). This is because it reflects the
retrieval capabilities across all recall ranks. Additionally, the Mean Average Precision
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(MAP) is also used, as it represents a PR-curve in one summative score (approximation
of the area under a PR-curve). Furthermore, for the BBC-RUSH dataset, its literature
baselines used only the MAP to report their results, hence it is fair to use the same met-
ric. Finally, the Accuracy (Manning et al., 2008) metric is used to report the overall
framework signatures’ performance against the state-of-art baselines. This is because
most of these baselines only used accuracy for reporting their results, especially for
the HMDB51 and UCF-datasets. Equations 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 depicts the respective
formulas to compute precision, recall, accuracy and MAP.
Precision =
tp
tp+ fp
(6.1)
Recall =
tp
tp+ fn
(6.2)
Accuracy =
tp+ tn
tp+ tn+ fp+ fn
(6.3)
mAP =
1
N
N∑
j=1
1
Qj
Qj∑
i=1
Pi (6.4)
Where tp are the retrieved relevant-matches, fp are the retrieved irrelevant-matches,
fn are the missed relevant-matches and tn are the not retrieved relevant-matches matches.
For Equation 6.4, N stands for the number of tested queries, Qj is the number of rel-
evant matches (true-positive) for query j and Pi is the precision at the rank of the
ith relevant-match. The distance between respective video signatures is measured us-
ing L1 Minkowski distance1 (Black, 2004). Moreover, it is commonly used in video
retrieval research (Almeida et al., 2011; Ansari and Mohammed, 2015; Thepade and
Yadav, 2015b), as a simple intuitive measure. Equation 6.5 depicts the formula for this
metric. Where SA and SB are shotA and shotB signatures. SA = {a1, ..., an} and
SB = {b1, ..., bn}.
d(SA, SB) =
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣ai − bi∣∣∣ (6.5)
All the experiments were performed on Intel core i3, 3.3 GHZ with 8 GB of RAM,
following an exhaustive Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation (LOOCV) model (Rodriguez
et al., 2008). This scenario takes out one sample query video for matching against all
the remaining videos except itself. The process is repeated for every dataset sample
video in a cyclic manner. This exhaustive evaluation mode provides more solid results
instead of using a couple of random queries for testing. The next section will present
an intensive white-box evaluation for the proposed scene signatures to highlight their
retrieval strengths and weaknesses across the datasets.
1Limited investigation about other commonly used distance metrics is presented in Appendix A.
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6.2 Scene Signatures
This section evaluates the retrieval performance of the proposed scene signatures. The
evaluation is done based on their respective PR-curves and following their chronolog-
ical appearance, i.e. variable-length DCP then fixed-length SDCP.
DCP
In this section, the DCP signature is evaluated through PR-curves of both, DCPgrayscale
and DCPcolour. The corresponding PR-curves are depicted in Figure 6.2 for the six
datasets respectively. In general, both signatures have a limited retrieval performance
over large-size datasets. This is clearly reflected in the UCF50 (6.6k) and UCF101
(13k) where the maximum reached recall levels are<80% and<90% for DCPgrayscale
and DCPcolour respectively. This is attributed to the DCP structure that sequentially
arranges all blocks’ dominant colours into separate DCP profiles and forces a stricter
spatial matching, which narrows the visual similarity matching constraints. Further-
more, the effect of using full scene colours is reflected across all the datasets through
the DCPcolour higher performance. This is highly emphasized in UCF11 and UCF
Sports, where the recall level was increased to the maximum (1) with using DCPcolour.
Figure 6.2: PR-curves of DCPgrayscale and DCPcolour, on (a)UCF11, (b)UCF50,
(c)UCF101, (d)UCF Sports, (e)HMDB51 and (f)BBC-RUSH datasets respectively.
DCPcolour signature is performing better, due to using full scene colours.
The performance of both signatures is moderate over the BBC-RUSH, with ≤50%
precision at starting recall levels. This is attributed to the BBC-RUSH semantic de-
sign plus the high overlap caused by the aeroplanes videos that represents 44% of
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the total dataset videos. The overlap is attributed to the large visible sky area in the
aeroplanes videos that is matched with the sky in the cars/tanks videos and even with
the sea in boats videos. This is because both the sky and the sea looks very similar
especially in achromatic grayscale space, particularity when they dominate over the
entire shot scene. The confusion is already reduced, due to using the full scene colours
in DCPcolour while the overall performance is still moderate, due to the aforemen-
tioned problems. Figure 6.3 depicts a sample visual example from the BBC-RUSH
that illustrates the overlapping caused by the sky and the sea between their respective
categories.
Figure 6.3: Visual retrieval example from the BBC-RUSH that shows the overlapping
caused by the sky in the aeroplanes videos with the sky and the sea in the tanks/boats
videos. (a)DCPgrayscale and (b)DCPcolour. The results also reflects the overlapping
reduction, due to using full colours in DCPcolour. (Results are ranked from left⇒right,
top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
The situation is not better for the HMDB51. Both signatures achieved quite low
performance and scored maximum of 40% and 60% precision and recall respectively.
This is related to the nature of the HMDB51 dataset, as it was built purely for action
recognition with very limited intra-class scene similarity that limits the DCP scene sig-
natures’ performance. For example, jumping in a football field, jumping over a bridge
and jumping over a barrier are all grouped as similar videos, while they are totally
scene-wise different. Even the full colour information did not help in this case, with
the total scene dissimilarity. This is reflected through the DCPcolour slight improve-
ment over the DCPgrayscale. Figure 6.4 depicts a sample example that visualizes the
limitation of scene similarity in the HMDB51. Conclusively, both DCP versions are
basic signatures for capturing videos’ scene similarity (if it exists) which fulfils their
original built purpose.
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Figure 6.4: Visual retrieval example from the HMDB51 reflects its limited scene sim-
ilarity. jumping in a football field, over a bridge and over a barrier are all grouped
as similar videos while they are totally scene-wise different. (a)DCPgrayscale and
(b)DCPcolour. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are
bounded by red square.)
SDCP
The SDCP is the statistical encoding of the DCP. Hence, it has two versions; grayscale
and colour, following using the respective DCP version. Figure 6.5 depicts PR-curves
of the SDCPcolour, SDCPgrayscale and the original DCP across all the datasets. The
retrieval performance is improved compared to the variable-length DCP signature. The
improvement is mostly attributed to the relaxed statistical representation that allows
non-exact scene matching. Furthermore, full colour information continues to boost the
signatures’ performance where SDCPcolour achieved higher retrieval results compared
to SDCPgrayscle across all the datasets. Even for the HMDB51, with its limited intra-
class visual similarity, SDCPcolour added 5% more successful queries that retrieved
correct matches (≥1) while SDCPgrayscle failed to retrieve any correct matches for
them. However, the overall performance on HMDB51 is still moderate, due to its
very limited intra-class visual similarity that can not be enhanced only with the relaxed
representation. This is in contrast with the improvements over the UCF-datasets, due
to the SDCP loose representation, as highly reflected in SDCPcolour PR-curves.
The performance at the initial BBC-RUSH recall level is increased by at least
22%1, due to the statistical representation (SDCPgrayscle compared to DCPgrayscle).
Furthermore, colour continues to boost the performance with up to 9%1 precision in-
crease at the first recall level (SDCPcolour compared to SDCPgrayscle). However, the
BBC-RUSH overall performance is not comparable to the UCF-datasets. This is still
attributed (mostly) to the aforementioned overlapping of the aeroplanes category with
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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the other categories, due to high interference caused by the scene environment (sky).
Conclusively, the statistical representation builds towards capturing more scene sim-
ilarity, especially with using full colour information. This is highly beneficial if re-
spective videos depicts similar scenes, as illustrated in Figure 6.6 by a visual retrieval
example from the UCF101 dataset.
Figure 6.5: PR-curves of SDCPgrayscale, SDCPcolour and DCPgrayscale, on (a)UCF11,
(b)UCF50, (c)UCF101, (d)UCF Sports, (e)HMDB51 and (f)BBC-RUSH datasets re-
spectively. The statistical representation supports the relaxed-constraints matching and
a better visual similarity (scene-wise) capturing. The situation is even better with using
full scene colours, as reflected in SDCPcolour PR-curves.
Statistical Representation and Fixed-Length Benefits
This section further quantifies the retrieval gain, due to the fixed-length and the statis-
tical representation (SDCP) compared to the original variable-length signature (DCP).
The chromatic versions of DCP and SDCP signatures are used in this part, because
they are the best (retrieval-wise) in their respective variable and fixed-length categories.
Figure 6.7 depicts the accumulative number of correct matches against the percentage
of queries that retrieved at least this number of correct matches.
The results shows that SDCPcolour retrieved more correct matches per-queries
across the HMDB51 and the UCF-datasets. For the UCF Sports, although DCPcolour
is able to retrieve more correct matches per each query video; SDCPcolour retrieved
2% extra queries with correct matches, where DCPcolour failed to retrieve any correct
matches for them (91.3% → 93.3%). This specific behaviour over the UCF Sports
is attributed to the SDCP relaxation that increased the overlapping between swing-
Bench/swingSide categories, as both happen in the same gymnasium stadium and per-
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Figure 6.6: Sample visual results from the UCF101 that shows how the statistical
representation helps in capturing more scene similarity, especially with using full
colour information that supports for a better retrieval results. (a)SDCPgrayscale and
(b)SDCPcolour. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are
bounded by red square.)
formed mostly by the same persons. The same applies for golfSwing/kicking/running/
walking categories where they mostly occur in a football stadium or a green open area,
while SDCP looseness supported for the mistakenly reported scene similarity. This
is further supported with the SDCP and DCP nature, as signatures that are designed
to match videos based only on their scenes’ similarity. The overlap occasionally in-
creases with SDCPcolour statistical nature where scenes are more abstracted, e.g. green
environment, compared to the DCPcolour that forces more spatial constraints during
matching. Figure 6.8 depicts a sample example from the UCF Sports that illustrates
this situation. In general, different videos with highly similar scenes tend to overlap
with each other which leaves only the motion aspect to reduce such incident overlap.
The statistical encoding benefit is also reflected over the BBC-RUSH, where the
SDCPcolour retrieved≥4 correct matches in 65% of the tested queries. This outweighs
the DCPcolour with its 4.5% increase in correct queries1 number (93.4%→97.9%).
The SDCPcolour achieved higher number in correct matches (≥4) per query videos is
related to the increased retrieval precision across the aeroplanes category. SDCPcolour
statistical encoding allowed more abstract representation for the variable sky scenes at
different aeroplanes videos. Figure 6.9 depicts a sample retrieval example from the
BBC-RUSH that visualises this improvement.
Conclusively, the SDCP signatures (colour and grayscale) are efficient fixed-length
constructs for capturing videos’ scene similarity. This was demonstrated through their
increased performance over the original variable-length DCP signatures, as depicted in
1Queries that retrieved at least one correct match across their top-10 ranks.
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Figure 6.7: SDCPcolour versus DCPcolour, in terms of their retrieved correct matches.
(a)UCF11, (b)UCF50, (c)UCF101, (d)UCF Sports, (e)HMDB51 and (f)BBC-RUSH
datasets respectively. The x-axis represents the accumulative number of correct
matches. The y-axis represents the percentage of queries that achieved at least that
number of correct matches (at each point). For example the SDCPcolour in UCF101:
57% of the tested queries retrieved at least 4 correct matches (4+), as indicated by the
black-lines. Results are based on the top-10 retrieval ranks for each query video.
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.7. The next section will compare all of the scene signatures to
further highlight the effect/benefit of their individual characteristics, i.e. variable/fixed-
length, colour/grayscale, on the retrieval performance.
Comparison between The Scene Signatures
In this section the entire scene signatures family is compared to each other, in terms of
their Mean-Average-Precision (MAP) scores. The aim of this comparison is to further
highlight the differences between them and confirm the benefits of the relaxed sta-
tistical representation towards capturing more scene information and the fixed-length
aspect as well. Furthermore, the comparison is useful to quantify the improvements
that were done to the original variable-length DCP. Table 6.2 depicts this compari-
son between all of the proposed scene signatures. The signatures are listed follow-
ing their chronological sequence. The depicted MAP scores reflects the benefits of
using scene full colour information (SDCPcolour) and the statistical representation
(SDCP signatures) across all the datasets. The improvement could be further high-
lighted by comparing the finial scene signature (SDCPcolour) to the original scene sig-
nature (DCPgrayscale), where SDCPcolour is achieving higher MAP levels across all
the datasets. In addition, the benefits of the fixed-length aspect is reflected through
SDCP higher MAP scores compared to DCP scores. The next section will investigate
the retrieval capability of the proposed motion signature across all the datasets.
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Figure 6.8: Sample visual results from the UCF Sports that shows an overlap, due to
high scene similarity between the golfSwing/kicking/running/walking categories where
they mostly occur in a football stadium or a golf field (green open area). The overlap in-
creases with the relaxed statistical representation with the SDCPcolour scene signature.
(a)DCPcolour and (b)SDCPcolour. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. In-
correct matches are bounded by red square.)
Figure 6.9: Sample visual results from the BBC-RUSH that shows performance in-
crease, due to the statistical representation; fixed-length SDCPcolour compared to
variable-length DCPcolour. The SDCPcolour statistical encoding allowed more abstract
representation for the variable sky scenes at different aeroplanes videos. (Results are
ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
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SIGNATURE BBC-RUSH
UCF
Sports UCF11 UCF50 UCF101 HMDB51
DCPgrayscale 54.81 60.06 61.88 58.56 55.51 41.29
DCPcolour 58.30 65.44 72.81 72.05 68.86 42.31
SDCPgrayscale 60.44 64.43 78.08 78.01 76.08 44.77
SDCPcolour 63.38 68.04 84.80 85.56 84.04 50.67
Table 6.2: MAP comparison between the proposed scene signatures.
6.3 Motion Signature
This section evaluates the DCGP motion signature performance, to highlight its re-
trieval strengths and weaknesses. Figure 6.10 depicts PR-curves of the DCGP signa-
ture. The DCGP retrieves ≥ 60% correct matches for each tested query video at initial
recall levels across the UCF-datasets. Although this is not the optimal performance
(at least compared to SDCP), but it strengths benefits of the graph-based structure.
The performance is also related to the DCGP nature as a generic motion signature that
captures motion of the entire scene with the contained objects. Hence, some different
videos could be mistakenly matched, due to similarity in their respective overall mo-
tion patterns. This is clearly reflected between horseRiding/horseRace categories and
golfSwing/baseballPitch categories in the UCF50 dataset. Moreover, the DC-image
small size could be a source of confusion as well. This is because objects might have
similar silhouettes when being represented using the block-scheme, especially on the
DC-image tiny scale. This case is clearly depicted between the UCF50 horseRid-
ing/biking categories, as both looks similar on the block-scheme. Figure 6.11 depicts
a retrieval example from the UCF50 that illustrates these problems.
Figure 6.10: PR-curves of DCGP. (a)UCF11, (b)UCF50, (c)UCF101, (d)UCF Sports,
(e)HMDB51 and (f)BBC-RUSH datasets respectively. The performance of DCGP is
higher across the UCF-datasets, as they are mainly built on action (motion) similarity.
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Figure 6.11: Sample DCGP results from the UCF50 dataset that illustrates the over-
lapping between horseRiding/horseRace/biking categories, due to the similarity in
their overall motion patterns. Also, the block-based object representation on small
scale DC-images plus the colour quantization process further abstracts the colours
and increase the overlapping. The results also depicts the overlapping between golf-
Swing/baseballPitch categories for the same aforementioned reasons. (Results are
ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
Furthermore, the ratio between objects to scene could affect the DCGP perfor-
mance. This is the case where objects appear too small and their motion becomes
hardly distinguishable from the scene motion, especially under a moving recording
camera. In such case, the entire scene motion is dominated over any internal objects’
motion while the DCGP retrieves videos with similar overall scene motion. The con-
fusion is more supported by the DCGP achromatic nature, where some scenes (with
similar motions) looks very similar in the grayscale space. Figure 6.12 depicts sample
result from the UCF50 where the skiing videos overlaps with the kayaking videos, due
to the small objects size and the similarity of ice and water in the quantized grayscale
space.
The DCGP performance over the HMDB51 is quite low, reaching a maximum of
60% recall with no more than 30% precision across all recall levels. This is because
most of the HMDB51 categories depict non-significant motion, e.g. facial actions
smile/laugh /chew/talk, facial actions with object manipulation drink/smoke/eat and
general body movement wave/clapHands/sitDown/sitUp,...etc. This adds up to limit
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Figure 6.12: Sample DCGP results from UCF50 dataset that illustrates the interference
between skiing/kayaking categories which is caused by the scene environment (snow
and water) and the contained objects’ small size with respect to the scene. (Results are
ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
the overall DCGP performance, especially with the HMDB51 limited scene similarity,
as discussed in the previous sections. However, some of the HMDB51 videos, e.g.
catch/kickBall/cartWheel, depicts high scene similarity, as they were mostly recorded
in a green open area (stadium/garden) that misleads the DCGP during retrieval, as it
records the scene motion as well. The confusion in this case is more likely to occur, be-
cause the DCGP is based on the grayscale DC-image and all of catch/kickBall/cartWheel
scenes’ variations (stadium/garden) looks similar in the achromatic space and depict
overall similar motion patterns. Figure 6.13 depicts sample visual retrieval results
that illustrates this problem. On the contrary, some of the HMDB51 videos depict
high amount of motion similarity which is hardly distinguishable using the DCGP, e.g.
fencing/swordExercise/sword, as illustrated in Figure 6.14.
The DCGP performance over the BBC-RUSH dataset is not better than any of
the other datasets. This is related to the BBC-RUSH nature (as discussed), where its
videos were grouped based on the contained object category regardless of its motion
pattern and the overall scene as well. Hence, the limited available motion similarity
makes it difficult for the DCGP operation. However, even with the BBC-RUSH limited
visual similarity, the DCGP is able to retrieve videos with similar motion patterns
regardless of the entire scene-dissimilarity. This is more likely to occur, especially in
the achromatic space where the sky and the sea in aeroplanes/tanks/cars categories
looks similar, particularity when they dominate over the entire scene, as illustrated in
Figure 6.15.
Conclusively, the DCGP is a generic fixed-length motion signature. The DCGP
was not engineered to be the best for motion capturing where complex exhaustive con-
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Figure 6.13: Sample DCGP results from the HMDB51 that illustrates the confusion
between catch/kickBall/cartWheel categories that is caused by the high similarity of
the scene environment (open green area) that overrides the depicted motion in the
scene. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top↓down. Incorrect matches are bounded
by red square.)
Figure 6.14: Sample DCGP results from the HMDB51 that illustrates the overlapping
caused by the high motion similarity in fencing/sword/swordExercise categories. All
of these categories mostly occurs in similar scenes and might be performed by the
same people. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are
bounded by red square.)
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Figure 6.15: Sample DCGP results from the BBC-RUSH that illustrates its limited
motion and scene similarities. The DCGP might match videos regardless of the scene
if they depicts similar overall motion patterns. This is high likely to occur, especially in
the achromatic space where scenes could be mistakenly matched. (Results are ranked
from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
structs were avoided to support for a higher matching speed. The DCGP was designed
as core component in the proposed framework to collaborate with the scene signatures
for a better results. The next section will examine the performance of the scene sig-
natures versus the motion signature to assess their retrieval performance compared to
each other.
6.4 Scene versus Motion
This section examines the performance difference between scene and motion signa-
tures. The SDCPcolor is selected on behalf of the scene signatures family (best signa-
ture) and compared to the DCGP motion signature. The purpose of this comparison is
not to identify which is best, as both signatures deals with different video aspect, i.e.
scene and motion. However, the comparison aims to study their retrieval behaviour
across the different datasets and verifies which aspect is more contributive to the visual
similarity, i.e. scene or motion. The Mean-Average-Precision (MAP) metric is used
for this part of evaluation, as it approximately represents the area under a PR-curve in
one metric and facilities the comparison.
Figure 6.16 depicts both signatures MAP scores across the datasets. The results
show that the scene signature outperforms the motion signature across all the datasets
(except for the UCF Sports) with their different levels of scene/motion similarities,
with the highest difference in the UCF101 dataset. This is attributed to the scene sig-
nature structure that encodes the entire shot contents (objects and background) into a
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sequence of DCPs. Each DCP pipeline implicitly encodes any change (motion) that
happen within its pipeline perspective, during objects’ movement across the scene.
Thus, there is always a basic motion captured by the scene signature that pumps its per-
formance. The situation holds for datasets that exhibit high amounts of scene similarity
(UCF11, UCF50 and UCF101) and datasets with limited scene similarity (HMDB51
and BBC-RUSH).
For the UCF Sports dataset, both, the scene and motion signatures achieves similar
MAP scores. This is attributed to the UCF Sports nature, where 4.6% of its videos were
recorded in grayscale. In this case, SDCPcolor can not utilize any colour information
for a better scene description. This is in contrast with the DCGP that only operates
over the grayscale DC-image. Furthermore, 24.6% of the UCF Sports videos (from
different categories) were record in a football-stadium/golf-field, which is treated as
an open green area, by the SDCPcolor, due to its relaxed statistical representation. In
this case, the SDCPcolor mistakenly reports all of these videos as similar, while the
DCGP is able to distinguish them better using their depicted motion patterns.
Figure 6.16: Scene (SDCPcolour) versus motion (DCGP) signature, in terms of their
respective MAP scores across the datasets. The Scene siganture is achieving higher
MAP scores, as it encodes simple motion fragments.
In general, the results shows that the scene signature is more contributive to the
overall visual similarity. Finally, towards a qualitative evaluation of both signatures’
retrieval behaviour, based on their different design characteristics, Figures 6.17 and
6.18 depicts a sample retrieval results for both signatures using the same query video.
The results reflects the efficiency of both signatures in their respective design cate-
gories of scene and motion. The motion signature retrieves videos with an overall
similar motion patterns even across different scenes. This emphasizes benefits of the
graph-based structure and the structural similarity for better motion capturing. Further-
more, the scene signature retrieves videos that depict similar scenes, regardless of their
motion pattern. This emphasizes benefits of the relaxed statistical representation and
the fixed-length aspect. The next section will present the final episode in signatures’
white-box evaluation through examining the merged signatures retrieval performance.
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Figure 6.17: Sample results from the UCF11 dataset that shows how scene and mo-
tion signatures behaves differently in retrieval, based on their design characteristics.
The DCGP motion signature retrieves videos with similar motion patterns, even if
they depict different scenes, especially with the DCGP reliance only on the grayscale
DC-image and its robust graph-based structure. (Results are ranked from left⇒right,
top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
Figure 6.18: Sample results from the BBC-RUSH dataset that shows how scene and
motion signatures behaves differently in retrieval, based on their design characteris-
tics. The SDCPcolor scene signature retrieves videos with similar scenes, even if they
depict different motion patterns. This is attributed to the SDCPcolor relaxed statisti-
cal representations and usage of the full colours DC-image, which facilities a robust
scene matching. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches
are bounded by red square.)
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6.5 Combined Signatures
This section investigates the performance of the combined signatures to further anal-
yse their retrieval capabilities across the datasets and discover their weaknesses and
strengths. The proposed framework offers two combined signatures: S1garyscale and
S2colour. The structure of this section is as follows: First, each of the combined sig-
natures will be compared to its individual components to quantify the retrieval gain,
due to the merging process. Second, both combined signatures will be compared to
each other to quantify the differences in their retrieval capabilities, matching speeds
and sizes.
6.5.1 S1grayscale Performance
In this section, the performance of the S1 (combined signature) is evaluated/compared
with its individual components; scene and motion signatures. Figure 6.19 depicts the
S1 performance compared to its respective scene and motion components, in terms of
their MAP scores. The combined signature S1 achieved higher MAP levels compared
to its individual components, except for the BBC-RUSH scene signature. The average
MAP increase1 for S1, is 6.2±2.1% and 22.1±14% compared to its individual scene
and motion signatures respectively across the rest of the datasets. For the BBC-RUSH,
S1 achieved 0.8% less MAP than its scene signature and 9.2% higher MAP than its
motion signature. This is attributed to the dominance of the sky area in the aeroplanes
videos that caused wrong matching with other videos that depict dominant sky areas
as well, e.g. cars/boats/tanks. The confusion is more likely to occur especially in
the achromatic grayscale space where all the sky variations and even the sea are very
similar. Thus, in this case, merging with the motion favours retrieving videos with
similar motion patterns, especially if they were mistakenly matched similar by the
scene signature. Figure 6.20 depicts a visual retrieval example from the BBC-RUSH
that illustrates this problem.
Figure 6.19: MAP comparison between S1 and its underlying components. S1
achieves higher MAP levels on all the UCF-datasets and HMDB51 compared to its
respective components.
1Average ± Standard deviation of percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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Figure 6.20: Sample retrieval results from the BBC-RUSH dataset that shows how S1
performance could be lower than the SDCPgraysale scene signature. The merging of
scene and motion signatures (S1), might favour retrieving videos with similar motion
patterns, especially if they were mistakenly matched similar by the scene signature
(videos marked with the star symbol). The same happens if any of the matched videos
by the DCGP, got a higher overall similarity score upon integration with the scene sig-
nature (videos marked with the square symbol). (Results are ranked from left⇒right,
top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
6.5.2 S2colour Performance
In this section, the performance of S2 (combined signature) is evaluated/compared
with its individual components; scene and motion signatures. Figure 6.21 depicts the
S2 performance compared to its respective scene and motion components, in terms
of their MAP scores. The results show that the S2 merged signature achieved higher
MAP levels compared to its individual components, except for the BBC-RUSH scene
signature. The average MAP increase1 for S2 is 3.7±3.3% and 30.5±16.2% com-
pared to its scene and motion signatures respectively across the rest of the datasets.
For the BBC-RUSH, S2 overall MAP is lowered by 1.8% compared to its colour scene
signature, but increased by 11.1% compared to its motion signature. The situation is
still effected with the internal structure of the BBC-RUSH where non-visually simi-
lar videos could be matched similar in the signature-space. Furthermore, some of the
BBC-RUSH videos were originally recorded in grayscale (14.3% of the tanks videos),
where there is no advantage of using the SDCPcolor scene signature. In this case, the
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integration between the scene and motion signatures will promote videos that were
mistakenly reported similar by the DCGP, if they got higher overall scores upon merg-
ing with the scene signature. Figure 6.22 depicts sample retrieval results from the
BBC-RUSH that visualizes this situation. The next section will compare both merged
signatures against each other to further quantify their retrieval and speed differences.
Figure 6.21: MAP comparison between S2 and its underlying components. S2
achieves higher MAP levels on all the UCF-datasets and HMDB51 compared to its
respective components.
6.5.3 S1grayscale versus S2colour
The combined signatures S1 and S2 showed superiority over their individual scene
and motion components which fulfils their design goals, as discussed in the previous
sections. This section further evaluates their performance against each other. The
evaluation scenario for this section is as follows:
• Comparison in terms of their retrieval performance, to assess their overall and
ranked retrieval capabilities, i.e. PR-curves and overall accuracy.
• Detailed comparison in terms of their respective confusion matrices, to identify
the strengths and weakness points of both.
• General comparison in terms of their computational performance, i.e. matching
speed and signature size.
[1] Signatures Retrieval Performance
Figure 6.23 shows both signatures PR-curves. The results shows that S2colour achieves
higher PR-levels, due to using the full colour features in its underlying scene signature.
Furthermore, S2 achieves 90%1 precision at starting recall levels that drops to 50.3%
at 100% recall over the UCF11, UCF50 and UCF101 datasets respectively. This means
that for each query at least 50.3% of its top-10 retrieved results are correct. Moreover,
this percentage is higher at lower recall levels, i.e. 80%1 precision with 50% recall.
Regarding S1, it achieves 85%1 precision at starting recall levels that drops to 44.3%
1Average of individual precision scores at resepctive recall level over respective datasets.
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Figure 6.22: Sample results from the BBC-RUSH dataset that shows how S2 perfor-
mance could be lower than the SDCPcolour scene signature. Some of the BBC-RUSH
videos were originally recorded in grayscale where there is no advantage of using
SDCPcolor. In this case, the integration between scene and motion signatures will pro-
mote videos that were mistakenly reported similar by the DCGP, if they got higher
overall scores upon merging with the scene signature (videos marked with the star
symbol). The same applies for videos that were mistakenly reported similar by both,
the scene and motion signature (videos marked with the square symbol). (Results are
ranked from left→right, top↓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
at 100% recall for the same datasets. The lack of reaching 100% precision at PR-
curves start, is because that some queries failed to retrieve any correct matches at all.
This will be discussed in the limitations analysis in Section 6.7. The S2 signature still
offers higher retrieval results compared to S1 over HMDB51, BBC-RUSH and UCF
Sports. However, the same discussed problems of these datasets in previous sections
are still affecting the performance of both merged signatures.
Furthermore, since the S2 merged signature is designed to be used for accuracy-
oriented jobs, Table 6.3 depicts an accuracy analysis of both signatures across the
datasets. The results shows that S2 provides up to 6.7±2.4%1 average accuracy in-
crease compared to S1, which confirms the S2 higher accuracy to fulfil its job. The
next section will further compare both signatures in terms of their respective datasets
confusion matrices to provide a microscopic analysis of their retrieval abilities.
1Average ± Standard deviation of percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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Figure 6.23: PR-curves of S1 and S2, on (a)UCF11, (b)UCF50, (c)UCF101, (d)UCF
Sports, (e)HMDB51 and (f)BBC-RUSH datasets respectively. The S2 merged signa-
ture achieves higher PR levels across all the datasets, due to utilization of full colour
information in its underlying scene signature component.
BBC-RUSH UCF Sports UCF11 UCF50 UCF101 HMDB51
S1grayscale 51.94 74.67 86.6 84.8 82.3 45.7
S2colour 54.9↑ 78↑ 90.81↑ 90.65↑ 88.6↑ 50.8↑
Table 6.3: Accuracy (%) comparison between S1 and S2 signatures. S2 is achieving
higher accuracy levels compared to S1. Higher values are in bold font.
[2] Confusion Matrices Comparison
This section further compares both, the merged signatures based on their respective
datasets’ confusion matrices to highlight their hidden retrieval strengths and weak-
nesses. However, due to some confusion matrices large-size (UCF101 is 101×101
matrix), a categories accuracies chart is used instead, in this section to facilitate the
comparison. The full confusion matrices are available at Appendix B. Figures 6.24,
6.25, 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 depicts the categories accuracies charts for the six datasets
respectively. Although, the overall average accuracy difference between both signa-
tures is 4.6±1.3%1 (from Table 6.3). The charts shows that S2 records much higher
accuracy levels across some of the datasets’ categories compared to S1. The most no-
table performance increases2 for S2 are: 22% for the golfSwing in the UCF Sports, 9%
for the horseRiding in the UCF11, 23% for the horseRace in the UCF50, 19% for the
climp in the HMDB51, 16% for the rideBike in the HMDB51, 24% for the surfing in
the UCF101, 23% for the horseRace in the UCF101 and 14% for the cars in the BBC-
1Average ± Standard deviation of accuracy difference between S2 and S1 across all the datasets
2The direct difference between respective categories’ accuracies: S2-S1.
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RUSH. This is all attributed to using full colour information in S2 underlying scene
signature that supported for a richer scene representation and better overall retrieval.
Figure 6.24: S1 and S2 categories accuracies chart. (a)UCF11, (b)UCF Sports and
(c)BBC-RUSH datasets respectively.
In contrast, the grayscale could sometimes be more useful in retrieval. This is
the case where, the S1 signature outperforms the S2 signature, in some categories.
Namely; 3% increase1 for the aeroplanes in the BBC-RUSH, 8% for the running in the
UCF Sports and 5% for the smile in the HMDB51. This is attributed (occasionally) to
the relaxed achromatic scene representation compared to the stricter chromatic scene
representation using full colours. Figure 6.29 depicts a retrieval example from the
BBC-RUSH that illustrates this situation. The situation is more justified for videos
that were originally recorded in grayscale which leaves no colour information to be
utilized. Figure 6.30 depicts a sample retrieval example from the UCF Sports for this
case, as some of its videos were recorded in grayscale format. This situation is similar
for the HMDB51 smile category, where some of this category videos were recorded
either in grayscale2 or in a very dark environment where colour information are not
sufficient to boost the signature’s performance. Figure 6.31 depicts a sample example
from the HMDB51 smile category.
Finally, as both signatures were built following the same scene-motion structure;
they share some common limitations across a number of the datasets’ categories. This
is observable from Figures 6.24, 6.25, 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 for categories where both
the combined signatures achieved less than average (< 50%) accuracy. First exam-
ple is, the BBC-RUSH boats/cars/tanks categories. The below average accuracy in
1The direct difference between categories respective accuracies: S1-S2.
210% of the videos in this category are in grayscale.
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Figure 6.25: HMDB51 categories accuracies chart for S1 and S2 signatures.
Figure 6.26: UCF50 categories accuracies chart for S1 and S2 signatures.
Figure 6.27: UCF101 categories (1-50) accuracies chart for S1 and S2 signatures. Con-
tinued in the next figure.
Figure 6.28: UCF101 categories (51-101) accuracies chart for S1 and S2 signatures.
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Figure 6.29: Sample result from the BBC-RUSH that shows how S1grayscale could
sometimes be better than S2colour in retrieval. Some videos reveal to be more simi-
lar in the achromatic space. The achromatic grayscale allowed all the sky variations
(clear/cloudy/sunset) to be matched similar (videos marked with the star symbol). (Re-
sults are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red
square.)
these cases is attributed to the aforementioned BBC-RUSH design, supported by the
high confusion caused by the aeroplanes videos1. The sky dominance in the aero-
plane videos over the entire scene caused this confusion with other categories that
depict large areas of sky or even sea. Second example is, the UCF Sports running
category, where the below average accuracy, is attributed to its overlapping with the
kicking category, as both mostly happen in a football stadium. Furthermore, videos
of the same players running after kicking football were categorized as running which
dominates the scene similarity and leads to the lower performance. Third example is,
the UCF101 skateBoarding category, where the below average accuracy is attributed
to its overlapping mostly with the surfing category. This is because both categories
depict similar objects’ silhouettes and motion patterns, i.e. a man leaning forward on
a board. This is hardly distinguishable, especially from the block-scheme over the
tiny DC-image scale with its quantized colours. Figure 6.32 depicts a sample visual
example for this problem. Finally, the facial actions group talk/smile/kiss/eat and the
general body movement group throw/turn/wave/stand/sit/pick/fallFlour, are all achiev-
ing< 50% accuracy in the HMDB51 dataset. This is due to the limitation of both scene
and motion similarities that hardens identifying the visual similarity between videos.
Figure 6.31 depicts a visual example for this issue from the HMDB51 dataset. Full
discussion about the framework limitations will be presented in Section 6.7. The next
section will compare the signatures in terms of there computational performance.
1Aeroplanes represent 44% of the entire BBC-RUSH dataset videos.
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Figure 6.30: Sample result from the UCF Sports that shows how S1grayscale could
sometimes be better than S2colour in retrieval, especially when videos were recorded
in grayscale (videos marked with the star symbol). In this case, colour information
is not available to boost S2colour performance. (Results are ranked from left⇒right,
top⇓down. Incorrect matches are bounded by red square.)
Figure 6.31: Visual retrieval example from the HMDB51 showing the absence of scene
similarity, especially under the poor light conditions in the smiling videos. In this
case, neither S1 nor S2 gets enough scene information (grayscale/colour) to fulfil a
robust retrieval. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top↓down. Incorrect matches are
bounded by red square.)
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Figure 6.32: Visual retrieval example from the UCF101 for S2 signature that shows
how the skateBoarding is wrongly matched to the surfing category, due to similarity
in their objects’ silhouettes and motion pattern, especially with the block-scheme over
the tiny DC-image scale. (Results are ranked from left⇒right, top⇓down. Incorrect
matches are bounded by red square.)
[3] Signatures Computational Performance
This section compares the merged signatures, in terms of their speed and size to
highlight the differences in their computational performance. Table 6.4 depicts this
comapriosn between both the merged signatures. The results show that the S1 merged
signature provides a matching speed upto 2364 fps and has a fixed-length of 210
decimal-values. On the other hand, S2 provides a reduced matching speed of 1030 fps
and has a length of 406 decimal values. However, even with the S2 reduced matching
speed, it still operates at 41 times the real-time1 speed. This represents 227%2 speed
increase compared to the best speed in literature (314.6 fps (Kantorov and Laptev,
2014)). For S1, it provides up to 129%2 matching speed increase compared to S2 and
94 times the real-time1 speed. This corresponds to 651%2 matching speed increase
compared to the best speed in literature (314.6 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014)). In
general, both, S1 and S2 are fixed-length signatures engineered to support for speedy
and scalable matching. Each merged signature fits in a different area depending on
various applications’ needs of speed and accuracy. The next section will present the
finial episode in the proposed framework evaluation that is benchmarking of the overall
framework against a number of challenging baselines.
Matching Speed (fps) Signature Size
S1grayscale 2364↑ 210
S2colour 1030 406
Table 6.4: Speed and size comparison between the S1 and S2 signatures. S1 is smaller
and faster, while S2 achieves more accurate results. However, both signatures are of
a fixed-length and highly compact size. The S1 signature is used for speed-oriented
jobs, while the S2 signature is used for accuracy-oriented jobs.
1Real-time is considered to be 25 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014).
2Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
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6.6 Framework Benchmarking
This section presents the proposed framework benchmarking against a recent set of
baselines, in terms of matching speed and accuracy. Section 6.6.1 introduces the se-
lected baselines set, while the results and evaluation against these baselines are pre-
sented and discussed in Section 6.6.2.
6.6.1 Baselines
Table 6.5 shows the selected list of baselines to benchmark the proposed framework.
This large number of baselines (19) is selected upon careful literature analysis, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, in addition to the following reasons: (1) To cover all the used
datasets, as most of the baselines provide results for only one or two datasets. (2)
Each of the baselines follows a different technique in handling videos and uses differ-
ent features and descriptors. (3) The large number of baselines gives more credibility
for the framework reported results. The baselines selection were done by the latest of
April-2015, where we started the evaluation phase and prepared for the thesis writing.
Furthermore, the reported baselines’ results were obtained from their respective origi-
nal published papers, except for Histogram of Motion Patterns (HMP) (Almeida et al.,
2011) and SIFT-Trajectories (Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014), as will be discussed below.
Table 6.5 depicts summary of each baseline highlighting its utilized features, de-
scriptors and matching techniques. However, the original datasets’ baselines (for
UCF50, UCF101 and HMDB51) that were released with the datasets are included
in the comparison as well. This is to further reflect the framework performance with
respect to them (baselines: 8, 6 and 3 respectively). Generally, the baselines’ common
trends could be summarized as follows:
• Using SVMs for fusing features :
Baselines 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18 and 19.
• Using Neural-Networks/Deep-Learning for fusing features:
Baselines 14, 17 and 18.
• Targeting compressed-domain videos:
Baselines 1, 2, 15 and 16.
• Using 3D interest points (STIP):
Baselines 6, 10, 11, 12, and 14.
• Relying on dense sampling/dense trajectories:
Baselines 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 19.
• Using large-size codebooks:
Baselines 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12 and 19.
• Using direct features’ matching (non-ML):
Baselines 1, 2 and 16.
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# Baseline Approach
1
Spatio-temporal
volumes (Basharat
et al., 2008)
Volumes based on SIFT trajectories+Colour+Texture. Direct features
matching between shots’ volumes.
2
Histogram of Motion
Patterns (HMP)
(Almeida et al.,
2011)
Two ordinal matrices generated from the DC-coefficients sequence
and fused into a 6075-bin histogram structure. Direct features match-
ing between shots’ histograms.
3 HMDB51 (Kuehneet al., 2011)
C2 features (Serre et al., 2007) derived from Pyramids of Gabor filters
with different orientations and scales. 8000 codewords. SVM with
RBF kernel.
4 MIP (Kliper-Grosset al., 2012)
Histograms of encoded local patches interchange patterns (motion) a
cross frames. Dense computation. 5000 codewords. SVM linear ker-
nel.
5
ActionBank
(Sadanand and
Corso, 2012)
Individual pre-trained action detectors over multiple video scales. Re-
sponses from all detectors acts as shot descriptor. SVM linear kernel.
6 UCF101 (Soomroet al., 2012)
HOG/HOF over 3DHarris corners. 4000 codewords. SVM with his-
togram intersection kernel.
7
Dense Trajectories
(DT) (Wang et al.,
2013a)
Dense sampled trajectories over multiple scales using dense opti-
cal flow. Combined with spatio-temporal grid (Laptev et al., 2008)
HOG+HOF+MBH extracted along trajectories. Multiple codebooks
of 4000 codewords. RBF-SVM with χ2 kernel.
8 UCF50 (Reddy andShah, 2013)
Dense CSIFT+MBH+HOG/HOF. Pixel filtering into static and mov-
ing. 1000 codewords. Probabilistic fusion for multiple SVMs with
histogram intersection kernel.
9 DT-MB (Peng et al.,2013)
Improved DT (Wang et al., 2013a) sampled at motion boundaries.
Spatial and temporal co-occurrence of HOG+HOF+MBH. 4000 code-
words. RBF-SVM with χ2 kernel.
10
Random Dense
Sampling (Shi et al.,
2013)
Multi-scale random dense sampling over uniform grid.
HOG+HOF+HOG3D+MBH from respective overlapping patches.
6000 codewords. SVM with histogram intersection kernel.
11 GIST3D (Solmazet al., 2013)
3D Gabor filters with different orientations and scales over sampled
clips using 3D DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform). Dense STIPs. 2000
codewords. SVM with linear kernel.
12 Motionlets (Wanget al., 2013b)
HOG+HOEa of 3D regions with high motion saliency.
Combined with: ActionBank (Sadanand and Corso,
2012)+HOG/HOF+Harris3D. 4000 codewords. SVM linear ker-
nel.
13
Improved Dense
Trajectories (iDT)
(Wang and Schmid,
2013)
Improved DT (Wang et al., 2013a), by correction using camera mo-
tion. Dense optical flow to generate the trajectories. Fisher vectors
encoding for trajectory shape and HOG +HOF+ MBH descriptors that
were computed along each trajectory. RBF-SVM with χ2 kernel.
14 Fast HOG3D (Liet al., 2014)
HOG3D over multi-scale STIPs. Self-Organizing-Maps Neural Net-
work (SOM).
15
MPEG-Flow
(Kantorov and
Laptev, 2014)
Fisher vectors encoding for HOG+HOF+MBH descriptors generated
by motion vectors’ optical flow. SVM linear kernel.
16
SIFT Trajectories
(Altadmri and
Ahmed, 2014)
SIFT trajectories constructed from video frames. Direct features
matching between shots’ trajectories.
17 CNN (Karpathyet al., 2014)
Convulsion Neural Networks over two sampled video versions at half
resolution. Transferred learned knowledge.
18
Two-Stream CNN
(Simonyan and
Zisserman, 2014)
Two Convulsion Neural Networks over separate spatial (raw video
frames) and motion streams (dense optical flow). Results from both
CNNs are merged using SVM. Multiple GPUs for training.
19
Dense interest
points’ trajectories
(De Geest and
Tuytelaars, 2014)
Trajectories created from dense interest points. HOG+HOF+MBH ex-
tracted along trajectories. 4000 codewords. Multiple SVMs with χ2
kernel.
aHistogram of Oriental Energy, i.e motion strength in 3D directions.
Table 6.5: Details of the selected baselines-set to benchmark the proposed framework.
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The majority of available literature work is targeting uncompressed videos and
subsequently the selected baselines set. MPEG-Flow (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014),
Histogram of Motion Patterns (HMP) (Almeida et al., 2011) and SIFT-Trajectories
(Altadmri and Ahmed, 2014) are the only baselines that operates directly over com-
pressed videos and uses compressed-domain features. The MPEG-Flow uses the mo-
tion vectors while the HMP uses the DC-coefficients. The SIFT-Trajectories baseline
was modified to use the DC-images instead of full size frames. The modification for
SIFT-Trajectories baseline was done by extracting the required SIFT keypoints based
on our previous work described in Section 3.1.2. The author thankfully ran his trajecto-
ries code over the provided SIFT keypoints and provided us with the result. Similarity,
for the HMP baseline, the author thankfully send us the results over only the BBC-
RUSH dataset. Furthermore, the baselines’ trend reveals that the majority of them is
not signature-based, which is one of the reasons for their lower matching speeds, as
will be discussed in the next section. In addition, the majority of them relies on densely
sampled features that can fit hardly into a compact constructs. Finally, the reliance on
machine learning (SVM/Neural Networks/Deep Learning) over densely sampled fea-
tures represents the state-of-art research trend that favours accuracy over speed. The
next section will present our quantitative comparison between the proposed framework
and the selected baselines set.
6.6.2 Benchmarking Results and Comparisons
Table 6.6 depicts performance comparison between the baselines set and the proposed
framework, represented by its combined signatures S1 and S2. The accuracy metric is
used during this evaluation, following the majority of the baselines’ reported results,
while MAP is used for the BBC-RUSH similar to its baselines’ results. Furthermore,
using the same metrics makes the comparison fair. The next section will discuss the
framework performance from an accuracy perspective while Section 6.6.2.2 will dis-
cuss it speed-wise.
6.6.2.1 Accuracy Evaluation
Table 6.6 depicts the proposed framework benchmarking against the baselines set. The
reported framework results, over the UCF Sports dataset, were obtained based on an
extended version, for consistency with the Dense-Trajectories (Wang et al., 2013a) and
the Dense-Interest-Points (De Geest and Tuytelaars, 2014) baselines. The extension
was done by adding a horizontally flipped version of each video to reach a total size of
300 videos. It is worth mentioning that the BBC-RUSH and UCF Sports are of limited
use through literature, due to their limited sizes.
The proposed framework, represented by the S2 signature, outperformed all the
baselines over the UCF-datasets. However, S2 performed 6.8±2.4%1 less than the Im-
1Average ± Standard deviation of direct difference between the values.
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1 Spatio-temporalvolumes 69.2 - - - - - -
2 Histogram of MotionPatterns HMP 62.8 - - - - - -
3 HMDB51 - - 58.9 47.9 - 23.2 -
4 MIP - - - 72.68 - 29.17 -
5 ActionBank - - - 76.4 - 26.9 -
6 UCF101 - - - - 44.5 - -
7 Dense Trajectories - 89.1 85.4 85.6 - 48.3 2.4e
8 UCF50 - - 87.19 76.9 - 27.02c -
9 DT-MB - - 86.56 - - 49.22 16.05e
10 Random DenseSampling - - - 83.3 - 47.6 49.94
d
11 GIST3D - - - 73.7 - 29.2 -
12 Motionlets - - - 78.4 - 42.1 -
13 Improved DenseTrajectories iDT - - - 90.5 - 55.9↑
3.5
(Tran
et al.,
2015)
14 Fast HOG3D - - 75.5 - - - -
15 MPEG-Flow - - - 82.2 - 46.7 314.6e
16 SIFT Trajectories 50.39 - 55 49.2 - - 55
17 CNN - - - - 65.4 - -
18 Two-Stream CNN - - - - 88 59.4↑ -
19 Dense interestpoints’ trajectories - 88 84.1 - - - -
Proposed S1 59.67 94 ↑ 86.6 84.8 82.3 45.7 2364f↑
Proposed S2 61.61 96.67↑ 90.81↑ 90.65↑ 88.6↑ 50.8 1030f ↑
aThe reported scores are Mean Average Precision (MAP %).
bResults are based on the dataset extended version.
cResults excludes the facial-actions videos.
dBest reported speed using GPU.
eBest reported speed for the baseline.
fThe speed includes [Signature and DC-image extraction + Matching time].
Table 6.6: The proposed framework accuracy (%) performance against the baselines
set. Higher values with respect to S2 scores are in bold font.
proved Dense Trajectories (iDT) (Wang and Schmid, 2013) and the Two-Stream CNN
(Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) baselines, on the HMDB51 dataset. The iDT baseline
was crafted especially for action recognition (best motion utilization), nevertheless, it
only achieved 55.9% on the HMDB51, while the S2 (generic visual similarity with less
motion utilization) is slightly lower by only 5.1% on the same dataset. On the other
hand, the Two-Stream CNN (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), represents the state-
of-art in ML and was designed to better benefit form the large-data sizes, however, it
only achieved 59.4% on the HMDB51. Also, it performed less than the S2, on the
larger UCF101 dataset that represents a robust test for the deep-learning techniques.
This reflects the immateriality of the S2 accuracy reduction on the HMDB51 dataset,
especially with the compact fixed-length nature of S2 that is not provided by neither
the iDT nor the Two-Stream CNN baselines.
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Regarding the S1 signature, it achieved slightly less accuracy compared to each
dataset best score. Quantitatively: S1 is lower by: 4.7±3.5%1 for UCF11, UCF50 and
UCF101 (baselines: 8, 13 and 18) and lower by 13.7% for the HMDB51 (baseline:
18). Moreover, although S1 do not utilize full colours information, it outperformed
the Dense-Trajectories (Wang et al., 2013a) baseline over the UCF Sports and out-
performed a lot of the other baselines across some of the datasets. In addition, it
scored 5.7% less than Two-Stream CNN (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) over the
UCF101, which reflects its robust performance. For the BBC-RUSH, both signatures
performed lower than the Spatio-Temporal-Volumes (Basharat et al., 2008) that rep-
resents its best baseline. However, the reported Spatio-Temporal-Volumes (Basharat
et al., 2008) MAP score was obtained based on only five test queries while the pro-
posed framework was tested over 335 video queries, which gives more credibility to
the framework scores. The average MAP reduction between the BBC-RUSH best
baseline (baseline: 1) and the proposed framework signatures is 8.6±1.4%2 which is
immaterial number considering the framework performance on other larger datasets.
Conclusively, the proposed framework is in-line with the current state-of-art baselines,
achieving competitive accuracy levels and higher matching speeds as well, which con-
firm its promisingness to support real applications.
However, some recent research were published after we finished the evaluation
phase, during the thesis writing. These baselines are included here for inclusiveness
purpose. Table 6.7 depicts a summary of these baselines highlighting their utilized
features, descriptors and matching techniques. Similarly, the recent baselines’ trends
follows the same aforementioned classification for the previous baselines, as follows:
• Using SVMs for fusing features :
Baselines 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8.
• Using Deep-Learning for fusing features:
Baselines 1, 5, 6 and 7.
• Relying on dense sampling/dense trajectories:
Baselines 2 and 3.
• Using large-size codebooks:
Baseline 4.
Table 6.8 depicts the framework performance against these recent baselines. In
general, the proposed framework (represented by S2) still provides a competitive per-
formance against these baseline. Quantitatively, it outperforms 4 out of the 8 baselines
(baselines: 1-4), and achieved similar result to the Short Snippets CNN (Ng et al.,
2015) on the UCF101 dataset. The trends of the baselines confirms the aforementioned
shift to deep-learning approaches (baselines: 1, 5 , 6 and 7). However, their major dis-
advantage is the exhaustive required computational time to train the network (Karpathy
1Average ± Standard deviation of percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
2Average ± Standard deviation of direct difference between values.
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# Baseline Approach
1 LRCNN (Donahueet al., 2015)
Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks over separate
RGB and optical flow channels. Weighted average for both channels’
scores.
2
Dense HOG/HOF/
MBH (Uijlings et al.,
2015)
Dense HOG, HOF and MBH over Spatial Pyramids. Fisher vectors
for quantization. SVM with linear kernel.
3
Midlevel Action
Parts Detector (Chen
et al., 2015)
Clustered HOG, HOF and MBH over densely sampled Spatio-
temporal patches to create parts detectors. Responses from all parts’
detectors act as shot descriptor. SVM with linear kernel.
4
Motion Dense
Sampling (Aihara
and Aoki, 2015)
Separated background and foreground using optical flow, SURF de-
scribes detected interest points in foreground action regions. 9900
codewords. SVM with RBF kernel.
5 3D CNN (Tran et al.,2015)
3D deep CNN trained over raw video frames to extract features. Re-
sized clips to 128×171. Transferred learned knowledge. Combined
with iDT (Wang and Schmid, 2013) +HOG+HOF+MBH. 5000 code-
words. SVM with linear kernel.
6 Short Snippets CNN(Ng et al., 2015)
CNN to better utilize the temporal information using LSTMa. Ex-
tracted optical flow acts as required temporal information. Resized
clips to 220×220. Transferred learned knowledge.
7
Trajectory-Pooled
CNN (Wang et al.,
2015)
Combination of Two-Stream CNN (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014)
and iDT (Wang and Schmid, 2013). Fisher vector to encode both fea-
tures. Resized clips to 224×224. SVM with linear kernel.
8
Multi-skip Feature
Stacking (Lan et al.,
2015)
iDT (Wang and Schmid, 2013) at multiple Gaussian scales, described
by HOG+HOF+MBH. All features stacked together. Fisher vectors
encoding for resultant descriptors. SVM with linear kernel.
aLong short-term memory (component in Neural Network)
Table 6.7: A more recent selected baselines-set to benchmark the proposed framework.
et al., 2014). Furthermore, the deep-learning models requires large number of labelled
videos for training (Wang et al., 2015), while automatic labelling/annotating is still
problematic. Even, with the power of deep-learning models, the S2 outperformed the
LRCNN (Donahue et al., 2015) and scored similar to the Short Snippets CNN (Ng
et al., 2015) on the UCF101 dataset, which emphasizes its robust performance. This
is further supported with the compact fixed-length aspect of the proposed signatures
(none of these baselines is signature-based) and the huge speed difference between S2
speed (the slowest), compared to 3D CNN (Tran et al., 2015) (313.9 fps) which is 3.2
times higher.
Conclusively, the framework competitive performance is related to its underlying
robust structure that was engineered to better model the visual similarity through using
individual scene and motion signatures. Furthermore, the analogy between the hu-
man vision system plus the relaxed statistical representation are the keys to its efficient
scene information capturing. The graph-based representation is the key to its efficient
motion capturing. In addition, the shared structure between the scene and motion sig-
natures (block-scheme/dominant colours) provides better information extraction and
sharing between both signatures. This is in contrast with majority of the baselines that
attempt to model the entire shot contents using an accumulation of descriptors, e.g.
HOG, HOF and MBH, that might neglect the valuable long-term temporal information
(Jiang et al., 2013). Moreover, these descriptors need to be fused/quantized (mostly)
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through large-size codebooks. The codebook-quantization does not support for loose
visual similarity matching. This is because all the extracted descriptors are assumed to
be close to a specific codeword based on a pre-generated codebook, where in reality
we can not generate the ultimate codebook for all videos. This makes codebook-based
techniques are more suitable for domain-specific problems, e.g. action recognition,
where similar actions are high likely to yield similar codewords. The next section will
discuss the proposed framework benchmarking from a matching speed perspective.
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1 LRCNN - - - - 82.92 - -
2 Dense HOG/HOF/MBH - - - 81.8 - - 28
a
3 Midlevel ActionParts Detector - - - 75.4 - 46.2 -
4 Motion DenseSampling - - 87.5 - - - -
5 3D CNN - - - - 90.4 - 313.9b
6 Short Snippets CNN - - - - 88.6 - -
7 Trajectory-PooledCNN - - - - 91.5 65.9 -
8 Multi-skip FeatureStacking - - - 94.4 89.1 65.1 -
Proposed S1 51.94 ↑ 74.67 ↑ 86.6 84.8 82.3 45.7 2364c↑
Proposed S2 54.9 ↑ 78↑ 90.81 ↑ 90.65 88.6 50.8 1030c ↑
aBest reported speed for the baseline.
bFeature extraction speed using a GPU, after the CNN training phase ended.
cThe speed includes [Signature and DC-image extraction + Matching time].
Table 6.8: The proposed framework accuracy (%) performance against a more recent
baselines set. Higher values with respect to S2 scores are in bold font.
6.6.2.2 Speed Evaluation
Matching speed is a very important contribution of the proposed framework, as the
framework must achieve top-notch speeds with a wide gap from the current baselines’
speeds, to facilitate the targeted scalability aspect. The reported speeds of the non
ML-based techniques includes: frames decompression (for uncompressed-domain),
features extraction, features processing and matching times. Similarly are the re-
ported framework speeds, except that the framework do not perform a full decompres-
sion. However, the speed of the ML-based techniques (SVM/deep-learning) includes:
frames decompression (for uncompressed-domain), features extraction and features
processing times, but they do not contain a matching speed, because they rely on the
learnt model. The next subsections will compare the proposed framework speed to the
speed of compressed and uncompressed domains baselines respectively.
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Speed: Compressed-Domain
The results from Table 6.6 and Table 6.8, shows that the proposed framework out-
performs all of the compressed-domain baselines’ speeds. The framework records
651% and 227% matching speed increase1 for S1 and S2 respectively compared to the
MPEG-Flow (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014), which is the fastest baseline. Moreover,
the MPEG-Flow (fastest in literature) clearly emphasizes the current systems’ speed-
boost. The proposed framework speeds could be further interpreted as 94 and 41 times
the real-time2 for S1 and S2 respectively. Regarding the HMP (Almeida et al., 2011)
baseline (compressed/signature-based), although there is no reported speed for it, but
the speed could be compared based on its signature size. The proposed signatures
S1 and S2 are 96% and 93% respectively smaller1 than the HMP histogram-signature
(6075 values). Subsequently, the proposed framework matching speeds are approxi-
mately higher than the HMP speed by similar percentages.
The proposed framework high matching speed is attributed to the usage of compact
fixed-length signatures and the tiny DC-images which speeded-up the features extrac-
tion and matching phases. This is in contrast with the MPEG-Flow (Kantorov and
Laptev, 2014) baseline that used motion vectors which slowed its performance (Poppe
et al., 2009). Although the extraction of MV could be done in a speedy manner, link-
ing them across video frames to extract meaningful information (e.g. optical flow) is a
time consuming task (Poppe et al., 2009). This is more problematic, especially across
GOP boundaries where interpolation techniques are required to predict MV locations
(Kekre et al., 2015) in the next GOP.
Speed: Uncompressed-Domain
The fastest reported speed in the uncompressed-domain (from Table 6.6), is 49.94
fps that was reported by the Random-Sampling (Shi et al., 2013) baseline (based on
the initial baselines’ selection). This speed is clearly not sufficient for practical us-
ages and it was reported based on a GPU, while the proposed framework speeds are
based on a CPU. The main cause of this low matching speed (and uncompressed-
domain techniques in general) is due to the reliance on dense sampling and 3D interest
points extracted from full-size frames, which are practically out of any speedy match-
ing. Even with a better GPU, reduced frame-sizes and dimensionality reduction of
the extracted feature-vectors, the uncompressed-domain speed reached a maximum of
313.9 with using 3D CNN (Tran et al., 2015) (from Table 6.7). However, this speed
is for features’ extraction and quantization after the exhaustive network training phase
(Karpathy et al., 2014) was done, while the proposed framework directly extract and
match the required features.
1Percent change: [ |Difference|/ReferenceValue]× 100.
2Real-time is considered to be 25 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014)
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The speed difference between the S2 (our slowest version) and the 3D CNN (Tran
et al., 2015) baseline (1030⇒313.9 ≡ 3.2 times) reflects the benefits of working on
compressed-domain and utilization of its available features. Furthermore, the reported
framework speeds includes: signatures extraction, DC-images extraction and matching
times, of a query video and a dataset matching video. The speed could be much higher
if we assumed a pre-extracted signatures and DC-images for all of the datasets’ videos
while the extraction phase (signatures + DC-images) is only applied to the query video.
In this case the framework matching speeds would reach 3322 fps and 1504 fps for S1
and S2 respectively. This reflects how much extra speed could be gained compared to
the other baselines, especially the deep-learning techniques, where the network train-
ing phase lasts up to a couple of weeks (Karpathy et al., 2014). The high matching
speed is highly beneficial regarding the initial preprocessing of large-scale datasets for
indexing that boosts applications’ scalability.
This section presented the last episode in evaluation of the proposed framework
against a recent solid set of baselines that demonstrated its effectiveness. The next sec-
tion will discuss the proposed framework performance from a scalability perspective.
6.6.3 Scalability Evaluation
Scalability is an important aspect of the proposed signature-based framework. Thus,
this section investigates this aspect to gain some intuitiveness about the possible scala-
bility improvements. We did an experiment on UCF101 dataset (13320 videos) where
the average response time to obtain the first ten similar videos for a given query video
using the S1 signature was 70 milliseconds (assuming all the signatures are extracted).
Hence, if we assume a one million videos dataset the response time would be 5.2 sec-
onds. However, this response time is obtained based on a sequential search, without
using any indexing techniques, which demonstrates the scalability aspect of the pro-
posed framework over large-scale datasets.
The next section will present an extensive analysis of the proposed framework lim-
itations towards a deeper insight of its retrieval capabilities.
6.7 Framework Limitations
The framework, in principle, targets visual similarity in generic videos. However, there
is a number of limitations arise from the nature of real-life videos that depicts unlim-
ited variations in scenes, objects and motion. Hence, this section investigates and
summarizes the proposed framework limitations. The limitations will be derived from
two different sources: (1)Limitations that emerged following the framework perfor-
mance on the previous benchmark datasets. (2)Limitations that results from running
the framework on a custom designed test-dataset. The following two sections will
consecutively present and discuss both limitations’ types.
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Limitations From Benchmarking Datasets
The proposed framework was extensively tested on a diverse group of datasets. Each
dataset has different design characteristics, as discussed in Section 6.1. Thus, a number
of limitations that affected the framework performance emerged and listed as follows:
• Videos with limited/absent visual similarity, as the BBC-RUSH and HMDB51
datasets, e.g. Figure 6.31.
• Videos with extreme high scene similarity that overrides any motion happening
inside them, e.g. Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.12.
• Videos that were originally recorded in grayscale, in this case S2 signature will
be of no bonus over S1, e.g. Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.22.
The previous limitations are generic and were mostly discussed through this chap-
ter. Furthermore, they are common in the video retrieval field and are not specific to the
proposed framework. Moreover, towards a rigorous limitations’ testing of the frame-
work, the next section will test the framework based on a custom designed test-dataset
to better identify its limitations.
Limitations From Custom Test-Dataset
This section explorers the proposed framework limitations based on a limited custom-
built test-dataset, towards a deeper performance analysis. The test-dataset recording
settings and scenario are depicted in Figure 6.33. Three different cameras were used in
this experiment, two of them are static while the third is a moving mobile camera. Each
camera performed three different recording settings, i.e. neutral, zoom-in and zoom-
out. Furthermore, camera#3 (mobile camera) performed an extra pan effect plus the
other cameras aforementioned settings. The cameras were positioned as depicted in
Figure 6.33, to cover different viewpoints of the same scene. The subjects (human and
human on bike) performed four different movements, i.e. move left, move right, move
towards camera and move away from the camera. The experiment was repeated in
two different scenes, i.e. indoor-scene and outdoor-scene. Thus, there are total of 72
videos, following rendering all the different cameras’ settings in both scenes.
Figure 6.33: Recording scenario of the limitations test-dataset to investigate the pro-
posed framework in more detail.
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The experiment in this structure is designed to infer the proposed framework per-
formance under various specific camera movements (zoom-in/zoom-out/pan) for the
same scene with variable object movements. Although, the previous benchmarking
datasets contains a wide range of camera movements; it is implicitly available and not
controlled enough, to allow analysing/quantifying their effect on the overall frame-
work. Figure 6.34 depicts some sample representative frames from this test-dataset.
The ground truth rules for this dataset were set-up by grouping all videos recorded by
the same camera under the same recording settings in one category. In general, this
test-dataset is highly challenging for the proposed framework, which helps to better
identify its limitations. The following points summarizes the test-dataset challenging
nature:
• The different cameras at different locations results in different view points for
the same video. This introduce more scene variations over the original scene and
contributes towards more realistic investigation.
• The zoom-in and zoom-out effects changes the object to scene ratio and sup-
ports for an extra scene variations. Furthermore, the pan effect in camera#3
contributes to scene motion and capturing different scene information compared
to the static cameras.
• The subjects’ different movements adds an extra challenge, where they appear
differently in the test-videos, following their movements, e.g. forward, backward
and side facing cameras.
• The subjects’ appearance change, i.e. human and human on bike, adds an extra
variation to the overall subjects’ silhouettes on the DC-image scale.
• The recordings from camera#3 (mobile) contributes to having more realistic
videos, where the resultant videos might be shaky or blurred which simulates
real-world videos.
• The indoor and outdoor scene variability contributes towards more realistic test-
ing scenario by having variable scenes with variable cluttering levels.
Following recording the test-dataset videos we ran the proposed framework repre-
sented by its final signatures and generated their respective confusion matrices. Figures
6.35 and 6.36 depicts these confusion matrices for both S1 and S2 respectively. The
general accuracy performance of S1 is 84.7% and 87.5 of S2 with an increase of 2.8%
in retrieval performance, due to using full colour information.
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Figure 6.34: Sample representative frames from the limitations test-dataset. The
frames reflect high amount of variations that strengthens the investigation process.
Figure 6.35: S1 confusion matrix for the limitations test-dataset.
A quick look at both confusion matrices reveals that there exists an overlapping
between some of the videos that belong to the same scene under various recording
effects, as commonly depicted in S1 and S2 confusion matrices. Namely; the zoomed-
in videos from both, the static camera#2 and moving camera#3 (pan) at the indoor-
scene for both signatures. The overlapping in this case is attributed to the zoom-in
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Figure 6.36: S2 confusion matrix for the limitations test-dataset.
effect that increased the object to scene ratio and gave dominance to this object, which
mostly cancelled the scene-background contribution to the overall similarity. This is
more supported with the indoor-scene uncluttered background, as depicted in Figure
6.37.a. (The figure shows how the indoor-scene is highly similar under the zoom-in
and pan effects, especially with its mostly plain background.)
The aforementioned overlapping between the indoor-scene zoomed-in videos from,
both, camera#2 and camera#3 do not appear in the outdoor-scene, for any of the
signatures. This is attributed to the outdoor-scene richness, as even under zoom-in/pan
effects there is still available scene information that is captured and supported to a
better overall similarity. Figure 6.37.b depicts sample representative frames from the
outdoor-scene that reflects the scene richness even with the pan and zoom-in recording
settings for camera#2 and camera#3 respectively.
The results in Figure 6.35 for the S1 over the indoor-scene shows that videos
from the moving camera#3 under zoom-in effect were mostly overlapped with videos
from the same camera under neutral recording settings. This is mainly attributed to
camera#3 movement (pan) and the applied zoom-in effect that was performed at the
same time. Furthermore, the similarity of the plain white scene-background and the
subject’s shirt colour, made it harder to distinguish both, especially under the zoom-in
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Figure 6.37: Sample representative frames from the limitations test-dataset. (a)The
zoom-in effect on object to scene ratio in the indoor-scene; most of the scene infor-
mation is lost, due to the enlargement. (b)The scene information of the outdoor-scene
is still available under zoom-in/pan effects. (c)The overlap between all of camera#3
videos, in the outdoor-scene, due to the pan effect.
effect that enlarged the subject upper part (white shirt), as depicted in Figure 6.37.a.
Hence, in this case, the difference between the subject and the scene fades (both white),
especially with the colour quantization step that was applied to the DC-images during
signatures extraction. However, the situation is slightly improved by 25% for the same
indoor-scene, with the S2 signature, due to using full scene colours. The improvement
is small (25%), as the indoor-scene itself does not contain much colour information
to be utilized, especially with its uncluttered plain background and the subject’s plain-
white shirt.
Furthermore, for the S1 signature (Figure 6.35), all the outdoor-scene videos from
camera#3 (pan) under neutral/zoom-in/zoom-out effects, were highly overlapped with
each other. This is mostly related to the pan effect nature that contributes towards cap-
turing more scene information, due to the camera movement. The overlap is also
related to the applied zoom-in/zoom-out effects to the same camera#3 during the
pan effect that further allowed capturing more scene information, especially with the
outdoor-scene richness. This leads to the confusion between all of camera#3 videos,
due to the similarity in their overall captured scene information. The situation is
slightly improved with using full scene colours in the S2 (Figure 6.36), but the confu-
sion is still exists between all of camera#3 videos, due to the same aforementioned
reasons. However, all the videos from camera#3 are considered visually similar
(same scene/object), which reflects the framework robust performance, even under
such complex scene variations. Figure 6.37.c depicts sample representative frames
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from camera#3 videos under various recording settings that illustrates this overlap.
Conclusively, the following points summarizes the proposed framework limitations
based on its performance over the limitations test-dataset:
• The object(s) to scene ratio could affect the similarity, especially if the object(s)
is very close to camera and covers most of the scene.
• Plain scene backgrounds could cause misguidance for the proposed framework
operation, as it limits capturing useful scene information.
• Scene is a key player to the visual similarity, i.e. videos with totally different
scenes are less likely to be matched similar.
6.8 Conclusion
This chapter presented an extensive benchmarking and evaluation of the proposed
signature-based framework. Both, white-box tests for the framework internal signa-
tures and black-box tests for the combined signatures were introduced. The sequence
of evaluation was as follows:
• Separate evaluations of the scene signatures to assess their retrieval capabilities
and quantify the performance gain, due to using full colours and fixing the sig-
natures lengths. The evaluation reflected the benefits of using full colour infor-
mation towards more descriptive scene signatures. Furthermore, the fixed-length
boosted the signatures performance to a higher matching speed and retrieval lev-
els.
• Separate evaluation of the motion signature to assess its retrieval capability. The
evaluation revealed the benefits of the underlying graph-based structure to cap-
ture motion information. Furthermore, using the graphs’ structural properties
enabled both, the high matching speed and the fixed-length aspect of the pro-
posed motion signature.
• Evaluation of the scene versus motion signature to quantify the difference be-
tween their retrieval performances and infer how this would reflect on the merged
signatures. The evaluation showed that the scene signature performs higher than
the motion signature, as it implicitly encodes simple motion fragments of every
block-DCP.
• Separate evaluations of the S1 and S2 combined signatures, with respect to their
individual building components (scene/motion), to quantify the performance
gain, due to the merging process. The evaluation revealed the benefits of sig-
natures merging, as both the combined signatures achieved higher retrieval re-
sults compared to their respective components. The successful merging between
scene and motion realized the proposed solution for the visual similarity prob-
lem.
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• Evaluation of, both, the combined signatures against each other in terms of
their generated datasets’ confusion matrices. This was done to assess their hid-
den performance differences. The evaluation showed that S2colour outperforms
S1grayscale, due to incorporation of full colour information. However, S
1 demon-
strated higher matching speeds, due to its shorter-length compared to S2 and
even performed better over videos that were originally recorded in grayscale.
• Benchmarking of the entire framework against a challenging set of baselines.
This black-box evaluation quantified the proposed framework power, as it demon-
strated top-notch matching speeds accompanied with high accuracy scores.
• Deep analysis of the framework limitations based on a custom designed test-
dataset of 72 videos with variable scenes and recording settings, i.e. indoor/
outdoor scene, static/moving camera, variable viewpoint, variable object type
and variable motion direction. The analysis revealed some limitations in case of
plain scene backgrounds or large object to scene ratio, due to the lack of captured
scene information in both cases.
All the evaluations were done over six challenging datasets that were discussed in
detail to highlight their design aspects and each’s challenging nature. Namely; BBC-
RUSH, UCF Sports, UCF11, UCF50, UCF101 and HMDB51. This large number of
datasets provided different challenging levels and added much credibility to the re-
ported results. The UCF101 dataset, in particular, is highly challenging, due to its
large-size (13k videos) and inter/intra class variations. Finally, a solid set of baselines
were selected to benchmark the overall framework performance. The baselines varies
in their underlying utilized features and matching techniques which consolidates the
competition for the proposed framework. Moreover, the baselines are mostly aimed at
classification tasks (domain specific/non-specific). The proposed system can achieve
this classification and can go further, by identifying the specific closest similar videos
rather than only the category. The benchmarking results revealed the framework supe-
rior matching speeds that reached up to 94 times real-time and scored 651% increase
compared to the best in literature (314.6 fps (Kantorov and Laptev, 2014)). Further-
more, the high matching speed was also accompanied with high accuracy levels that
emphasized the signature-based framework promisingness to support real-time appli-
cations. The next chapter will conclude the thesis, giving an overview of the entire
framework and highlight its contributions. The chapter will also present possible fu-
ture work that could be used to further purify the developed framework for a better
performance.
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Conclusion
This thesis presented an integrated framework to detect and measure videos’ visual
similarity. Targeting the visual similarity was the main aim of this thesis, for the pur-
pose of improving CBVR systems. The visual similarity as a video analysis level is
very challenging. This is because it does not have any deterministic boundaries com-
pared to other video analysis levels, e.g. near-duplicates, that have a well defined list
of attacks, e.g photometric/geometric variations. In addition, the visual similarity is
a core component for all the other video analysis levels, i.e. copy detection, near-
duplicates, action recognition and semantic similarity. To fulfil this job, we had to
tackle some critical challenges from video analysis field in general and visual similar-
ity based matching in particular. The challenges were mostly related to the compressed
nature of available large-scale video volumes and inadequacy of current CBVR sys-
tems to better handle such volumes in their compressed format.
Most of the available techniques work by decompressing videos as a first step be-
fore any attempted analysis. This decompression is a huge waste of processing time
and resources and importantly discards a lot of beneficial compressed-domain features,
that could speed-up the CBVR systems’ performance. This could be refereed as the
matching speed problem that is more urgent with the current common research trend of
favouring accuracy over the matching speed. In addition, the amount of available video
volumes raise the scalability problem. This is because a higher matching speed is not
sufficient, but the reliance on indexable constructs to better handle such volumes is es-
sential. This is opposing to the current research trend of using dense high dimensional
features that is difficult to index. In general, speed and scalability will help to unleash
the benefits of such enormous volumes through building an efficient retrieval systems
that could find relevant videos in a real-time manner. However, even with the com-
pressed nature of the available video volumes, there are still available non-compressed
amounts as well. This raise the genericness problem that requires operating over com-
pressed and non-compressed videos without altering the framework design, to achieve
the maximum flexibility. Through literature there was not any attempts of such generic
systems (to the best of our knowledge), as the majority of related research attempted
to decompress videos initially.
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The first contribution of this thesis is the extraction of compact and fixed-length
signatures to build the proposed framework. A given video shot was mapped to a ro-
bust signature that efficiently describes its essence. Using signatures was in contrast
with the recent research trend of relying on densely sampled high dimensional features
that was the barrier towards a higher matching speed. Even with dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques, features are initially extracted in their high dimensional raw-format
from full-size frames, which is a time consuming task. The proposed framework op-
erated over compressed videos directly without performing full decompression. This
was achieved by using the tiny DC-image sequence from a compressed stream. The
DC-image is a small fraction of its respective full size I-frame (98% smaller) and com-
parable in visual richness. Furthermore, it showed up to 95% reduction in matching
time compared to using full size frames, with comparable (if not better) retrieval per-
formance. In summary, the reliance on compact fixed-length signatures that are ex-
tracted from tiny images enabled the framework to provide real-time matching speed
that reached 2364 fps. The signatures, especially with their fixed-length aspect, con-
tribute to the scalability, since they are highly indexable entities and could be generated
and matched speedily.
The second contribution is the encoding of scene and motion information in two
separate fixed-length signatures while the fusion between both signatures yielded the
overall shot signature. This separation between scene and motion allowed more fo-
cused modelling for their different properties. Also, it contributed towards a better
realization of the visual similarity. Scene information was captured using the statisti-
cal properties of scene key colours’ profiles in analogy with the human vision system.
Motion information was captured in a graph-based structure that encoded the move-
ment of respective frame blocks into a tree structure while the graph’s structural prop-
erties acted as the motion signature. Both signatures were designed following the same
block-scheme model, to facilitate their extraction and merging phases.
The proposed framework in its design has a numerous benefits; the first benefit is
genericness aspect that makes it applicable for both compressed and non-compressed
videos. This was achievable through using the compressed-domain DC-images. The
DC-image represents minimal extractable information from a compressed stream with
high benefits in the same time. However, it could also be constructed from non-
compressed streams through simple pixel averaging process. In addition, a key frames
selection algorithm could be applied to select a candidate set of frames to construct
those tiny images from them. This is in analogy with the GOP structure in compressed
stream (one I-frame per each GOP). Thus, the proposed framework is applicable for
non-compressed domain without significant alteration in its operation. This is highly
useful, as even with the existing compressed video amounts there are still available
non-compressed videos.
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The second benefit is the framework adaptability. This was realised through the
different operational modes provided to accommodate for the various applications’
performance trade-offs between matching speed and retrieval accuracy. For each mode
a separate signature was developed to realize its goal, based on fusion of its respective
motion and scene signatures. Both signatures are able to operate in real-time speed, but
the speed-oriented signature offers a higher level of matching speed (2364 fps) with
a slightly reduced retrieval accuracy, compared to the accuracy-oriented signature that
is slower (1030 fps), but is more accurate in retrieval. Furthermore, both signatures
share the same fusion model between scene and motion, however the speed-oriented
signature uses only grayscale DC-images while the accuracy-oriented signature uses
full colours DC-images for a richer scene representation.
A comprehensive set of black-box and white-box tests were carried out over a
diverse group of challenging datasets. This was done to evaluate the overall framework
and its internal signatures’ performances as well. These challenging datasets depict
considerable range of visual variations and were commonly used for video retrieval,
video classification and action recognition. The UCF101 was among the test datasets,
it represents one of the most challenging and largest pool of videos (>13K) which
supports for tougher and credible validation. Furthermore, recent solid set of baselines
were selected to benchmark the framework. The large number of baselines cover most
of the literature trends in terms of features’ types and matching techniques, which
consolidates the proposed framework results. The final experimental results and the
overall benchmarking against the baselines demonstrated the framework’s ability to
provide a higher operational matching speeds accompanied with higher or comparable
accuracies.
7.1 Future Work
For future work, we will further research a better way to fuse the signatures, rather
than the linear merging. This will help to improve their combined result. In addition,
we will explore other means to encode the signatures to move the entire matching to
a different beneficial feature space. This possible feature space mapping would allow
discovering hidden signature properties that could improve the overall matching and
retrieval performance and further compact the signatures’ lengths. Furthermore, we
will study various indexing algorithms and their possible benefits upon integration with
our proposed signature-based system. This would fully realize the scalability aspect
for a better performance on large-scale datasets.
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Distance Metrics Comparison
This appendix presents a comparison between the most commonly used distance met-
rics through literature. The comparison aims to provide intuitiveness about these dis-
tance metrics effect on the proposed framework retrieval performance. The S1grayscale
is selected to represent the framework during this experiment, while the reached results
are applicable for the S2colour, as they share the same design structure. This experiment
was attempted over the BBC-RUSH and UCF11 datasets. The BBC-RUSH is selected
due to its limited visual similarity while the UCF11 is selected to act on behalf of UCF-
datasets. The different characteristics of each dataset will consolidate the comparison
between the various metrics.
Considering two video shots ShotA and ShotA with corresponding signatures,
S1A = {a1, ..., an} and S1B = {b1, ...,bn}. Following is the selected list of distance
metrics (Dubuisson, 2010; Cha, 2007; Zhang and Lu, 2003; Rubner et al., 2000) to
compare the shots’ respective signatures d(S1A,S1B):
• Manhattan (L1)
=
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣ai − bi∣∣∣ (A.1)
• Euclidean (L2)
=
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(ai − bi)2 (A.2)
• Cosine angle
= arccos
S1A · S1B
||S1A||.||S1B||
(A.3)
• Histogram intersection
=
N∑
i=1
min(ai, bi) (A.4)
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• Chi-square (χ2)
=
N∑
i=1
(ai − bi)2
ai
(A.5)
• Bhattacharyya
=
√√√√1− N∑
i=1
(ai × bi)1/2 (A.6)
• Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)
For the EMD a shot signature need to defined as a set of N clusters (features)
{(mi, wi)|1 ≤ i ≤ N}. Each cluster is represented by its mean feature vector
mi and population of feature points wi. For the two signatures (S1A,S1B) their
EMD distance is given by:
=
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 dijfij∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 fij
(A.7)
Where, dij is the distance between two cluster representatives mi and mj . This
distance is computed as the L1/L2 difference between their clusters mean fea-
ture vectors. fij is the flow which depends on populations wi and wj of their
respective clusters.
Figure A.1 depicts the performance of S1 signature using the previous distance
metrics. The results shows that both the Euclidean and Manhattan metrics from the
Minkowski family recorded the highest results. The is attributed to the power of the
identified features (Rogowitz et al., 1998) (intensity information) where these features
are thought to better reflect the human similarity judgement (Rogowitz et al., 1998; Yu
et al., 2003). Moreover, although the EMD metric was occasionally reported as a robust
distance metric (Basharat et al., 2008); it did not perform well with the framework
signature. This might be related to S1 structure that only relies on intensity values,
which might not behave will under the EMD.
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Figure A.1: Comparison between various distance metrics using S1 signature over the
BBC-RUSH and UCF11 datasets. The best metrics are Euclidean and Manhattan.
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Datasets Full Confusion Matrices
This appendix presents the full confusion matrices for all the used datasets, using the
proposed framework combined signatures S1 and S2. Figures B.1, B.2, B.3,B.4,B.5,
B.6, B.7, B.8 and B.8 depict the confusion matrices for both signatures over UCF11,
UCF Sports, BBC-RUSH, UCF50, HMDB51 and UCF101 respectively.
Figure B.1: UCF11 confusion matrices using S1 and S2 signatures.
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Figure B.2: UCF Sports confusion matrices using S1 and S2 signatures.
Figure B.3: BBC-RUSH confusion matrices using S1 and S2 signatures.
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Figure B.4: UCF50 confusion matrix using S1 signature.
Figure B.5: UCF50 confusion matrix using S2 signature.
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Figure B.6: HMDB51 confusion matrix using S1 signature.
Figure B.7: HMDB51 confusion matrix using S2 signature.
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Figure B.8: UCF101 confusion matrix using S1 signature.
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Figure B.9: UCF101 confusion matrix using S2 signature.
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